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A gap between Classical Arabic and the different dialects causes a very

serious problem in the Arabic speaking countries. The first mentioned form

is prestigious and practically the only language form considered in the

Arab world to be worthy of serious study and linguistic care. The different

dialects have been ignored due to many reasons, inter alia the variation of

the different dialects.

The aim of this study is to fill a gap in Tunisian dialectology since there

have been, when compared with other subjects, few studies devoted to collo-

quial Tunisian Arabic. The main task of this study is to give a precise

linguistic description of the genuine dialect of Susa which is spoken in

the old city, the Medina.

A structural and consistent description of the language spoken in the whole

of modern Susa is impossible to achieve due to the population explosion and

the violent immigration of the sixties and seventies. In this phonological

and morphological study the description is, however, not solely based on

the indisputable, genuine idiom of the old generation, but large considera-

tion is given to the linguistic change which is reflected in the vernacular

of the younger generation.

After the descriptive part, which is a synchronic description of the collo-

quial speech of the Medina of Susa, where segmental phonemes, suprasegmental

features, phonological and morphophonological alternations, verbal system

and nominal morphology are discussed in detail. A non-islamic Arabic dialect

of the Jews in Tunis and another sedentary Western dialect (the dialect of

Cherchell, Algeria) are compared with the dialect of Susa in order to show

up their different linguistic characteristics. Finally the last part of the

study is devoted to particularize the different Tunisian dialect groups and

furthermore outline major dialect boundaries by using selected features of

the dialects.
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Introduction

0. 1 General

The gap between the written language and the different dialects (spoken
vernaculars) causes a very serious problem in the Arabic speaking countries
The first-mentioned is prestigious and practically the only language form
considered in the Arab world to be worthy of serious study and linguistic
care. The different dialects had been ignored due to many reasons, inter
alia the variation of the different dialects which had led to the general
delusion that vernaculars have neither grammar nor rules. This argument is,
naturally, wrong since each genuine dialect has a proper linguistic system,
the structure of which can be compared with the structure of any other lan-
guage form. In other words each genuine dialect has its own grammar which
linguistically speaking is neither "better" nor "worse" than any other gram-
mar.

The fact that the spoken dialects were prevented from playing the role of
the official language in the Arab world depends on deep historical reasons,
in the first place religious and national. Classical Arabic is the language
of the Koran and the common language form which unifies all the Arab coun-
tries. This fact also has its drawbacks in the different countries. The
North African population for example suffers from a very serious linguistic
disease. Learning Classical Arabic at school is not the way to abolish il-
literacy, thereby raising social standards. The North African countries ur-
gently need a written form of spoken Arabic which allows the use of the
different dialects at school and in daily administrative matters. Uneducat-
ed and semi-educated people must be able to write and read in their own
mother tongue because it is a priori unjustified to ask them to leave their
own dialect for the benefit of an unmastered and rather more complicated
language. A deeper study of the Norwegian educational policy and school
system would perhaps be of good help for the creating of such a written
language form.
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0.2 The Arabic dialects

The Arabic dialects can be roughly divided into two main groups: Western

and Eastern. The boundary between these two groups can be drawn approxi-

mately from the Salum gulf on the East Egyptian border to lake Chad in

North Central Africa. This geographical division should as any other dia-

lect geography in the Arab world be completed with a further division based

on the different cultural traditions, principally sedentary and nomadic.

Compared with each other, the dialects reveal a certain individuality:

phonological, morphological and syntactical peculiarities can be noticed in

the different vernaculars. Phonologically the Western dialects differ from

the Eastern ones e.g. by the loss of short vowels in initial open syllables,

which is due to different accent patterns, and the complete disappearence

of the stop /?/ Morphologically there are features which can be considered

to be typical of the Western dialects such as the presence of the prefix

/n V/ in the first person singular of the imperfect, replacing the prefix

/?V/ in Old Arabic. The suffix /u/ in the imperfect in the first person

plural, and the new verb form fpa:l (e.g. /fcfcz.-Z/ 'he has become black 1

)

are also typical Western features.

0.3 The Tunisian dialects

The Tunisian dialects can be roughly divided into four main groups:

The Sahil dialects

They are of two main types: urban and semi-urban. The semi-urban dialects

spoken in small villages as Ksibet Susa and Khnis display features of both

nomadic and sedentary dialects.

The Northern dialects

They can also be divided into two types: urban and rural. The villagers on

the left side of Oued Medjerda speak so-called 3ba:li-dialects (mountain

dialects) which have features in common with North East Algerian vernacu-

lars.

The Central Western dialects

They are subdivided into two groups: rural and nomadic. The rural dialects

resemble in several respects the East Arabic dialects.
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The Southern dialects

They are divided into three main groups: urban dialects i Sfax, rural in

the oases and nomadic. The latter is spoken by semi -pastoral people in

Sahara

.

0.4 Susa (Sousse)

The Phoenicians established a port in Susa of an unknown name long before

their final settlement in Carthage. Later it got the name Hadrumatum that

the Roman emperor Trajan changed to Colonia Ulpia Trajana Augusta Frigifura

Hadrumatina. The Vandals named the town Hurinicopol is and the Byzantines

Justiniana. The Arabs gave it its present name and made it to a very impor-

tant religious centre which attained its zenith under the Aqhlabid dynasty

at the beginning of the ninth century. The Arabs built the walls and gave

the old city its present boundaries. Since the seventh century and up to

the end of the nineteenth only Muslims were allowed to reside in the Medina.

Jews and other minorities lived around the city. The majority of merchants

settled near the famous market SQq Irrha^ which attracted the villagers who

used to buy or sell their goods. Due to the limited housing possibility,

outsiders who worked in the city were obliged to live in other places such

as Sahlal and Hammam Susa. The isolation of the inhabitants of Susa was

mainly guaranteed by the Bourgeoisie who Dossessed all the buildings in the

Medina and strictly controlled all kinds of immigration. Marriage was the

only way to settlement. This system made it very difficult for merchants

from bigger cities to settle in Susa. At the end of the nineteenth century
it became easier for Jews and villagers to live or to possess a shop in the

Medina. This did not however affect the old dialect of Susa. The immigrants

tried of recent years to learn the genuine dialect in order to become inte-

grated to the society.

The population explosion and the violent immigration of the sixties and

seventies made of Susa a big town with 192.000 inhabitants, while the figure

of 1962 was only 50.000. This radical change affected mostly the environ-

ments of the city in spite of the infiltration of villagers in many places

in the Medina which now has about 40.000 inhabitants.
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0.5 The aim, corpus and method of the study

The main task of the present study is to give a precise linguistic descrip-

tion of the genuine dialect of Susa which is spoken in the old city, the

Medina. A structural and consistent description of the language spoken in

the whole modern Susa is impossible to achieve due to the above-mentioned

development in the town during the last two decades. It is of course always

a difficult task to decide whether a language form is genuine or not, but I

proceeded from the definition that genuineness can be defined in terms of

the nature of the linguistic development. As far as the direction of the de-

velopment substantially is determined by the innerdialectal trend, we can

call a given dialect genuine. As soon as the development is due substantial-

ly to outside interference, the dialect - for some time, at least - ceases

to be a wholly autonomous linguistic structure.

In this study I have not, however, solely based the description on the in-

disputable, genuine idiom of the old generation but have also considered

the linguistic change which is reflected in the vernacular of the younger

generation. After the descriptive part I shall with the support of the ac-

cessible dialect material particularize the different Tunisian dialect

groups and furthermore outline major dialect boundaries by using selected

features of the dialects. A non-islamic Arabic dialect, i.e. the Arabic

dialect of the Jews in Tunis and an other sedentary Western dialect (the

dialect of Cherchell , Algeria) will also be compared with the dialect of

Susa in order to show up their different linguistic characteristics.

This study is based on the colloquial speech of the Medina of Susa and the

other Tunisian dialects. The material of the study was gathered in three

parts. The first part was recorded in Susa while the second part was re-

corded in Gothenburg in Sweden. The informants in Susa came from three dif-

ferent districts, namely, Irrahba, Bab elGharbi and elMasni'1
. During the

two months July and August 1978 the author, who was born in Susa and lived

there until 1974, did intensive work with about twenty informants whose age

varied between twelve and seventy years. Both sexes were equally represented.

During the same period he had the opportunity to speak with people of a wide

range of social status and at the same time make linguistic observations.

The recordings consist of anecdotes, tales, personal narratives and local

popular songs. The informants in Sweden also came from Susa and lived in

the Medina before they moved to Gothenburg. The author took different pre-

cautions to insure that the speakers used genuinely colloquial speech.
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The recordings made here consist of set sentences, discussions and answers

to the author's questions. The third part was recorded during the months

June, July and August 1979. The author traveled round Tunisia and did in-

tensive work with many informants living in different places in the country.

The recordings consist of anecdotes, tales, personal narratives, popular

songs and answers to the author's questions.

0.6 Previous studies

The aim of this study is to fill a gap in Tunisian dialectology since there

have been, when compared with other subjects, few studies devoted to collo-

quial Tunisian Arabic. The Tunisian dialects have long remained almost un-

studied. In 1896, STUMME published ' Grammatik des tunisischen Arabisch nebst

Glossar ' which is the first linguistic description of Tunisian Arabic.

W. MARfAIS and A. GUIGA published (1925) a collection of folk tales and

songs from Takrouna. ' Trois textes arabes d'El-Hamma de Gabes ' (1931-1933)

consists of Arabic texts collected by W. MARfAIS and J. FARES. BACCOUCHE's
' Description phonologique du parler arabe de Djemmal '

, is a phonological de-

scription of the dialect spoken in Djemmal with texts and translations. The

dialect of Gabes has been studied by CANTINEAU (1951) and by H. SKIK (1969).

The collection of texts of D. COHEN '

Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis '

(1964) and the linguistic study of the same dialect published later (1975)

are available. Besides, there are some other general articles such as

BORRMAN's (1969)
'

A propos d'une nouvelle grammaire arabe tunisienne '

,

SKIK' s
'

Les problemes linguistiques en Tunisie ' (1969), ‘line enquete sta-

tistique sur le vocabulaire de 1 'enfant tunisien 1

(1972) and BACCOUCHE's

'Le phoneme /g/ dans les parlers arabes citadins de Tunisie ' (1972). Finally

a recent study on Tunisian Arabic is the Ameri can-style book by

M. MAAMOURI ' The phonology of Tunisian Arabic ' (1968) which is a synchronic

description of present-day educated colloquial Tunisian Arabic. The study

was primarily based on the author's dialect, the dialect spoken in Nabeul

.

Segmental phonemes, suprasegmental features and morphophonological alter-

nations were discussed in detail.

0.7 Symbolism

As far as possible the terms and the transcriptions of the International

Phonetic Alphabet are used. The following symbols have the indicated values:

14



/ / = phoneme, allomorph

[ ] = phone

{ } = morpheme

C = any consonant

V = any vowel

: = length

~ = alternation

Emphasis is indicated by the symbol ~ under the pertinent consonants. With

Classical Arabic the author means Old Arabic as described by old Grammarians.

Segmental phonemes

The consonants

s 9 a voiceless laryngal stop

V b a voiced bilabial stop

l-J> t a voiceless dental stop

’ 9 a voiceless interdental fricative

^ J a voiced palatoal veolar fricative or[d3]a prepalatal affricate

h a voiceless pharyngal fricative

j> x a voiceless uvular fricative

5 d a voiced dental stop

’b a voiced interdental fricative

r a voiced alveolar trill

z a voiced postdental fricative

s a voiceless postdental fricative

J a voiceless front palatal fricative

s a voiceless emphatic postdental fricative

3 a voiced emphatic interdental fricative

t a voiceless emphatic alveolar stop

3 a voiced emphatic interdental fricative
9 a voiced pharyngal fricative

Y a voiced uvular fricative

—9 f a voiceless labiodental fricative

fq a voiceless uvular stop

Ig a voiced velar stop

k a voiceless velar stop

J 1 a voiced dental lateral

p= m a voiced bilabial nasal

C n a voiced postdental nasal

° h a voiceless laryngal fricative

15



_j w a voiced labial semi -vowel

v_5 y a voiced palatal semi-vowel

The vowels

i close front

U close rounded front

e half close front

£ half open front

a open front

a open back

central half open half close

o half close back

u close back

16



Phonology and Phonotactics

I THE PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

1.1 SEGMENTAL PHONEMES

1.1.1 The vowel system

The dialect of Susa has, as Classical Arabic, three vowel phonemes, namely

/a/, /i/ and /u/.
1

Figure 1

Front

The vowel phonemes

High

a.

Low

Due to the fact that it does not have mo^e than three vowel phonemes the

dialect has many allophones which occur depending on the surrounding con-

sonants. The phoneme /a/ has allophones [a], [a] , [s] and [e]. The allo-

phones [a], [a] , and [f] also occur as long vowels.

[ ^arbi ] Arab

[rab: i
] my God

[raqba
]

neck

[mfrkab] boat

[terkib] you ride

[

pa:lim| scholar

[qa: p lid] si tti ng

[nf :fi p] useful

The dialect of El-Hamma has three short vowel phonemes and five long ones,
see CANTINEAU, Analyse phonologique du parler d' El-Hamma de Gabes, pp. 216-
219. In the Jewish dialect in Tunis there are as many vowel phonemes as in
the dialect of Susa, see D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, II

p. 50.
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The phoneme /u/ has allophones [u] and [o] . Both allophones can be short

and long:

[kul :] : any

[ktub] : books

[nqos] : it was reduced

[m£ktu:b] : destiny

[margo: §] : crowded

The phoneme / i / has allophones [ i] and
[ Li

]
. Both allophones can be long

and short:

[min] : from

[t t: 3i r] : merchant

[hub:] : love (imp.

)

[rki : k] : stupid

[shii:h] : strong, right

The dialect of Susa has then three vowel phonemes and eight allophones. The

short vowels, especially /i / and /u/, frequently also /a/ are dropped in

open unstressed syllables in most Arabic sedentary dialects, the last-men-

tioned vowel, however, most often only after a total or partial assimilation

to the vowel of the next syllable (vowel harmony), e.g. CiCa:C>CCa:C,

CuCa:C>CCa:C, CaCi :OCiCi rC/CsCi :C>CCi :C.

Ik.zta:bl '• book > /kba:b/

ltuva:bl ' sand > ltra:bl

lqari:bl : near > /qri:b/

The loss of short vowels in unstressed open syllables is quite frequent in

all the Tunisian dialects. Thus the older /qarub/ (cf. Cl. qaruba) yields

Iqvubl in the dialect of SOsa.

lharabal : to run away > /hrab/ (CaCaC>CCaC)

/kccbzba/ : to write > /kb zb/ (CaCTC’CCiC)

/a/ - /i

/

/qas:a/ : a cloth

/ qi$,:a/

/a/ - /u/

: a fairy tale

/rad :

/

: he answered

/vud: / : answer (imp.
)

18



/i/ - /u/

/qis :

/

/qus:/

/a:/ - /i :

/

/Ya:r/

/ yi:r/

/a:/ - /u :

/

i'qa:m/

/qu:m/

/i :/ - /u:/

/si: f/

/su:f/

tell (imp.)

cut (imp.

)

he got jealous

else than

he got up

get up (imp.

)

summer

wool

The dialect of Susa has, as Classical Arabic, two falling diphthongs, /aw/

and /ay/. In Susa the older diphthongs have normally been preserved in final

position, where their second component is doubled when preceded by a short

/a/. Medially and initially the older /aw/ and /ay/ have been normally mon-
?

ophthongised into /u:/ and /i : / respectively.

[hay :]
: living

[Saw:] : light

[/u:ra] {</)/ayra/) : jealousy

[tu: qli : f] ( </tawqi:f/) : stopping

1.1.2 The consonant system

Stops

Labial consonants

/b/ - /t/

/ba:b/

/ta:b/

/b/ - /t/

/bra/

/tva/

/b/ - /d/

lbha:yim/

/dha:yim/

: door

: he repented

: he got cured

: it became soft

: donkeys

: stupid people

7
See p. 55 below.
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/b/ - /k/

/ba:s / : he kissed

/ka:s/ : glass

/b/ - /q/

Iba:H : he urinated

/qa: H : he said

/b/ - /f/

lbu:ql : loudspeaker

/fu:q/ : over

In spite of the following oppositions [b] cannot be considered as an in-

dependent phoneme.

[
1 be : be] : soft inside of bread

[lba:ba] : to my father

[ b£ : j] : shall (a morpheme indicating future)

[ba:j] : material used as a shelter

Pharyngal ization is in this particular case used as a non-contrasti ve dis-

tributional feature in order to distinguish between homonyms. Since the

shift from [b] to [b] normally does not influence the meaning of the word,

[b] can most properly be defined as an allophone of /b/.

Dental consonants

It/ - /d/

ltal:l : iron wire

Idal: I : he showed the way

/t/ - It/

lta:bl : he repented

lta:bl : it cooked ready

It/ - /k/

lta:yibl : repenter

lka:yibl : someone bored

It/ - /q/

lyti:ml : orphan

/yqi:m/ : he carries

/t/ - If/

lta:ql : he endured

/fa:q/ : he woke up

/t/ - /©/

/ta:y ibl

/Qa:yib/

20
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Q. 1 ?rt-

/dub:

/

: bear

/tub: / : medicine

/d/ - /k/

/dab:ir/ : think (imp.)

/Vab-.-Lv/ : make it bigger (imp

/d/ - /q/

/dub: a/ : bear (female)

/qub:a/ : dome

/A/ - /0/

/da:v/ : house

/9a

:

2V : he revolted

/d/ - /«/

/dab:

/

: he went slowly

/’(tab : / : he jumped

Alveolar consonants

/t/ - /k/

/tab: a/ : a piece of land

/kab:a/ : a th row

/y - /q/

/tal^a/ : hill, slope

/qal^a/ : fort

/y - /f/

/tal:-Lq/ : divorce (imp.)

/fal-.iq/ : slash (imp.)

/y - /0 /

/t-i-.qa/ : troublesome

/Qi:qa/ : honest

/%/ - /It/

/%a:b/ : it cooked ready

/ia:b/ : it melted

/%/ - rtj

/fcba r'/
: character

I’bba^'l : wild cat



Velar consonants

/k/ - /q/

/kub:a/ : yarn

lqub:al : dome

/k/ - /;/

/kma:l/ : perfection

lima: 1/ : left

/k/ - /x/

Ikvam : / : fig-trees

Ixvam:

/

: sewage

/g/ has the same point of articulation as /k/ but is accompanied by the vi-

bration of the vocal cords. In the dialect of Susa it occurs frequently,

but in the genuine dialect of the older generation in the Medina its occur-

rence is restricted to a limited number (about 30) of lexical items suspect

of being old loans from the dialect of the countryside. Such words are, e.g.

[gdim] 'he bit', [gdif] ‘he vomited 1

,
[deg:] 'he stuck' and [mriig:] 'he was

made a fool of'. In other lexical items it is regarded as negligent and ill-

mannered to use
[ g ]. Instead, most of the speakers in the older generation

and women in particular, consistently use
[ q] or

[
k] . In some cases there

are differences between the two last groups too. Thus [gemi : 1&] 'food

keeper' (which is the current form of the word in the suburbs and among the

younger generation) is pronounced [k£mi:l£.] by the majority of women ard

[qamirle] by all men in the older generation in the Medina.

Generally it can be noticed that[g] up till now has been infiltrated into

the vernacular of the Medina to a little extent only. In the new suburbs,

on the other hand, [g] is relatively as frequent as /k/ and /q/ in. many

lexical items, no doubt due to the mass immigration of villagers from the

countryside in the fifties. Boys of the younger generation in the Medina

tend to replace [q] by
[ g] in most lexical items in order to appear as

tough. (A sociol inguistic phenomenon related to slang.)

Now it might seem uncertain whether or not [ g] could be defined as an in-

dependent phoneme in the genuine dialect of the Medina of Susa. Even if the

lexical items where it is used by women and speakers in the older generation

most probably are loans from dialects having the phoneme /g/, the relative-

ly high number of words where the pronunciation of [ g] is well-established,

justifies, in my opinion, the definition of /g/ as an independent phoneme.

/gdim/ : he bit Iqdiml : it became older

Igdif

I

: he vomited Iqdifl : he rowed

!gvu:rj : horns !qvu: vj : centuries
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Igurbil : hut Iquvbil : my nearness

Idag:

I

: he stuck /daq :/ : he knocked

In the old genuine dialect[ q] and
[ g] are in lexical distribution; in the

koineized 1 Susi ‘ of the suburbs and of the younger generation the pattern

is changed: [g] is rather a stylistic variant of [q] and can replace it any-

where, whereas the /g/ in early loans cannot be replaced by /q/.

/g/ - /b/

/ri:ga/ sal i ve

/ri:ba/ : personality

/g / - /t/

/gan: ariy : a! ' artichoke

It an: cany : a/ '• hut

/g/ - /d/

lvi:gal ’ sal i ve

lri:dal ' a big change

/g/ - /%/

Igalbal : twenty litres

/talba/ : request

/g/ - /k/

/gasbal ' bamboo-cane

Ikasbal ' a purchase

/g/ - /q/

lgvu:nl ' horns

/qvu: rt /
: centuries

/g/ - /f/

Iguvbil ' hut

Ifuvbil ' private plans

/g/ - /0/

lgu:ml '•

: rubber

/Qu:m/ :
garlic

/g / - /»/

/ pga:b/ : falcon

/ Pfta.-b/ : torture

/9/ - /«/

/gid:

/

: make it good (imp.

)

/'bid: / : contrary

/g/ - /s/

/ga: nid/ : hidden

Isa: rid! : support (imp.)
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/g/ - /§/

/ga: yid/ : governor

/sa:yid/ : hunting

/g / - /z/

/gitu: rj : tent

Izitu: r! : olives

/g/ - /3/

Igli: H : rare

l3li:ll : resoected

/g / - /j/

/gurbi/ : hut

l\uvbil : my wine

/g/ - /x/

Igdiml : he bit

/vdiml : he worked

/g / - /^/

Igasbal : bamboo-cane

/Yasba/ : an obligation

/g/ - /fV

Iga: rid! : hidden

/ r’a: rid! : be obstinate (imp.)

/g / - /b/

lri:gal : salive

: odour

/g / - /h/

Igurbil : hut

Ihuvb-il : my flight

/g/ - /m/

/ / : make it good (imp.

)

/mid: / : take out ( imp.

)

/g/ - /n/

/ga:di/ : fix (imp.)

/m:di/ : call (imp.)

/g / - /r/

Igdiml : he bit

Irdiml : he buried

/g/ - /!/

!gu:m/ : rubber

/lu:m/ : reproach
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/g / - /w/

/g-Ld: / : make it good (imp.)

/w-id: / : give something good (imp.)

/g/ - /y/

/ : make it good (imp.)

/yid: / : hand

Uvular consonants

/g/ - /x/

Iqirbal '

: waterskin

lnivbal '
: ruins

/g/ - m
lyaqlil : he is frying something

lya'ilil : he is boiling (angry)

/g/ - /h/

lga:ll : he said

Ifoa: H : state

Fricatives

Labiodental consonants

If/ - /0/

Ifa-.rl : rat

/Qa:r/ : he revolted

If/ - /&/

/fa:t/ : he passed by

I'ba-.t / : originality, essence

/f/ - /§/

Ifml : he worked himself to death

Ibnal : baby

If/ - /s/

lfu:ql : over

lsu:ql : market

If/ - III

/fuk: vil : let me loose (imp.
)

/suk: nil : kick me (imp.
)

If/ - A3/

Ifnal : he worked himself to death

Isnal : he harvested
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/9/ - /z/

/iQ:a:ni/ : the second

Hs:a:ni/ : the adulterer

/©/ - /3/

/9a:yiv/ : revolting

/ia:yzv/ : suffering from indigestion

/©/ - /!/

/Qahlu:

H

: (skin) eruption

/]ahlu: ll : sweet (adj.

)

/9/ - /x/

l^a'-yibl : benefactor

/xa:yib/ : dishonest

/©/ - /JT/

l^nil : a two-year old animal

/Yni/ :: rich

/e/ - /<*/

/9a: r/ :: he revolted

l pa:vl :: shame

/©/ - /h/

/9«a:ya/ ' roads

lhna:yal : my happiness

/a/ - /h/

/9ni:n/ : two

/fyni:n/ : merci ful

/9/ - /m/

/9ray: a/ : pendant lamp

Imray.al : wife (dim.)

/&/ - /§/

/8a:y/ t7 loud-voiced

l§a:yi*'l : lost

/&/ - /s/

/Safe:/ : he jumped

lsab:l : he swore

/5/ - /z/

/8aZ:a/ : shame

lzal:al : mistake

/&/ - /3/

/8a: b! : it melted

l3a:hl : he brought
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If/ - l\l

Ifal:/ : he collapsed

l\al:l : he got diarrhea

If/ - /x/

/fa: 1/ : prediction of bad news

/xa: 1/ : maternal uncle

If/ - m
IfaLzal : jasmine

//at:a/ : fruit

/f/ - 1*1

/fa:r/ : rat

/ pa: v/ : shame

/f/ - /h/

Ifrux/ : he worked himself to death

/final : happiness

/f/ - /h/

/fan: / : art

/han: / : he became merciful

/f/ - /m/

Ifavbl : obligation

/mari$/ : illness

Iff - /n/

/fa: a/ : pick (axe)

/na:s/ : people

Interdental consonants

/0/ - /»/

/9a:yib/ : almsgiver

l^>a:yibl : melting

/9/ - /»/

/Qna:ya

/

: roads

/bna:ya/ : my baby

/9/ - /S/

/i$:a:nya/ : the second (fern.)

lis:a:nyal : the farm

/9/ - /s/

/Qu:m/ : garlic

/su:m/ : fast (imp.)



N - /j/

/U:b/ : wol f

/J i:b/ : old age

/&/ - /x/

/bab:a/ : a jump

/y.ab:a/ : he hid

/&/ - /If/

/6al:a/ : shame

Hal: a/ : fruit

/ft/ - /!»/

Iba:yiql : tasting

/ f'a:yiql : very troublesome

/&/ - /h/

/ybib:/ : he jumps

/yhib :

/

: it blows

/&/ - h/

/fta&:

/

: he jumped

lhab: / : he loved

/ft/ - /n/

/6a:b/ : it melted

lna:bl : incisor

/§/ - /s/

/§na/ : baby

/swa/ :
: years

/&/ - /§/

/§/••// :
: guest

/s/:// : summer

/ft/ - /z

/

/ftna: t/ : she got pregnant

/sna: t/ : she committed adultery

/5/ - /3/

/ftwa/ : baby

/3 nal : he harvested

/5/ - /j/

/brab/ : he hit

/j rab/ : he drank

/fi/ - /x/

l\al*al : rib

/xaZ^a/ : door-brake
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/§/ - m
/bna/ : baby

I'fnal : songs

/$/ - /"/

/8ya:fa/ : hospitality

/ pya:fa/ : sickness

/&/ - /h/

/bna/ : baby

/hna/ : here

/§/ - /h/

/8ni:t/ : I got pregnant

/hni:t/ : I became hunchbacked

/&/ - /m/

/bar: a/ : a wife in a harem

/mar: a/ : once

/ft/
- /n/

/ba:bi^/ : crazy

Iva-.bi^l : streaming

Dental consonants

/s/ - /§/

/safe: / : he swore

/safe: / : he poured

/s/ - /z/

/sat: a! : pull

/sat: a/ : mistake

/S/ - /3/

Isral : it flowed

lira! : he ran

/s/ - /j/

/star/ : he did not show, he concealed

/] tar/ : half

/S/ - /x/

/say: -ib/ : he released

/xay:ib/ : he (made someone) disappointed

/s/ - /jr/

/sal:a! : pul 1

I'ia/l'-al : fruit
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/S/ - /<*/

/sal: if

/

: lend (imp.)

/ ^al:if/ : feed (imp.)

/s/ - /h/

/sna/ : years

/hna/ : here

/s/ - /h/

/sin: a/ : tooth

/hin:a/ : henna

/s/ - /m/

/era/ : it flowed

Imval : woman

/s/ - /n/

/sa:yiv/ : going

/na:yiv/ : shining

/%/ - /z

/

/sa/; / : queue

/zaf: / : big liar

/%/ - /3/

/sar :

/

: bundle

/Jar: / : trees

/§/ - /]/

/sa:yib/ : right (person)

/\a:yib/ : old man

/§/ - /X/

/sa:yib / : right (person)

l't.a:yibl : dishonest

/§/ - /V
/sal:a/ : he prayed

lial:al : fruit

III - /'V

/sab: a/ :
: mould

/
pab:a/ :

: he filled

/§/ - /h/

Isa: yin/ :: protector

/ha:yin/ :: insignificant

/§/ - /h/

/s Zi:b/ : cross

/Kli:b/ : milk
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/§/ - M
lgra:yal : house of flats

/mva:ya/ : mirror

/§/ - /n/

/su:r/
i

: surrounding wall

/nu:r/ : light

/z / - A3/

/za: nil : adulterer

fc>a:nil : he came to me

M - /]/

/zal: / : he made a mistak

/\al: / : he got diarrhea

/z/ - /X/

/zaf: / : big liar

/xcrf: / : he felt relieved

/z / - /y/

1zal:al : mistake

/'ijalta/ : fruit

/z/ - /<*/

lza:yifl : false

l^a-.yifl : sick

/z/ - /h/

Iznal : adultery

Ihnal : here

/Z/ - /h/

lza:nil : adulterer

1ha:nil : hunchbacked

/z/ - /m/

Izi : tl : oil

lmi:tl : dead

/z/ - /n/

lza:yifl : false

/na:yif/ : emaciated

There is also an emphatic variant of /z/ in the dialect of Susa but it can-

not be regarded as a proper phoneme. That pharyngal isation here is not pri-

marily due to the phonetic environments but is rather used in order to call

forth certain stylistic effects, can be illustrated by following instances:

[zdimt ('li:h] 'I fell upon him' and [zdom Miyrt] 'he fell upon me'.
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Therefore pharyngalisation here is a suprasegmental feature. The stylistic

context where it most often appears is the dramatising speech especially

typical of female speakers . Thus, the most usual pronunciation of the

above-mentioned instance by men is [zdum Miy:£] .

Palatal consonants

w - /]/

/3i:b/

l\i:bl

43/ - /x/

/3a:yib/

/xa:yib/

121 - m
/3a:b/

/ta:b/

131 - /*/

/Zna/

l*nal

131 - /h/

/3an:a/

/han-.al

13

1

- /h/

/3alwa/

/halwa/

A3 / - /m/

/Jar: a/

/mar: a/

131 - /n/

/3a: r/

/na:r/

bring (imp.)

old age

bringing

dishonest

he brought

he was absent

he harvested

he cared

paradise

he congratulated

the bride's dance

(a special kind of) sweet pastry

big jar

once

nei ghbour

fire

SAADA in, Le language de femmes tunisiennes, noticed that women in
Tunisia use emphatic consonants less frequently than men. This is however
not the case in the dialect of Susa, where e.g. the contrast between [ta:q]
'floor' and Lt£:q] 'he held out' is fully rooted among all speakers.
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/J/ - /X/

/] i:ba/ : an impudent old man

/ xf.-foa/ : failure

/]/ - /r/

/\a:b! : he became old

/\a:b/ : he was absent

/;/ - /»/

/\a:yib/ : old man

/patyib/ : lame

/J/ - /h/

l\la:ll : diarrhea

/hla: 1/ : half-moon

l\l - w
/\fa:ya/ : my recovery

/hfa:ya/ : barefoot (pi.)

/]/ - M
/] ral : he bought

Imral : woman

/j/ - /n/

!\a:b/ : he became old

!na:b/ : incisor

Uvular consonants

/x/ - /{/

/xaj:/ : he came in

/y«J--/ : he cheated

/X/ - /r'/

/xa: 1/ : maternal uncle

l*a:ll : excellent

/x/ - /h/

lxa:yin/ : betrayer, traitor

/ha: yin/ : insignificant

/x/ - /h/

/xa:yif/ : scared

/ha:yif/ : thief

/x/ - /m/

/xaZ-.
-

/ : vinegar

/mat:

/

: he became bored



/X/ - In/

/x.as:l : it lacked

!nas:/ : type

m - i*i

//a: lit ' dear

/ pa: Hi : high

III - /h/

l/nal : songs

Ihnal : here

/// - /h/

Han: a! : he sang

/han:a/ : grandmother

III - /m/

l/al-.al •' fruit

Imal-.al : boredom

/r/ - /n/

Ha:r/ : he got jealous

lna:vl : fire

Pharyngal consonants

/«*/ - /h/

l plvkl : he got fast

/hlik/ : he destroyed

/<7 - /h/

/Hl:a! illness

/hil:a/ : chaos

/o/ - /m/

/ pil:a/ : illness

/mil: a/ race

/"/ - /n/

l pa:vl : shame

lna:rl : fire

/h/ - /h/

/hla:l/ : permissible (and good)

lhla:ll : half-moon

/h/ - /m/

/ /ja: H

/

lma:lil

34
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/h/ - /n/

/hsam-L/ : he got me (in a corner)

/nsami/ : he rendered me victorious

Laryngal consonants

/h/ - /m/

/ha:yil/ : wonderful

/ma:yil/ : inclined

/h/ - /n/

Ihafhafl : he became scared

/nafnaf/ : he sniffed

/h / - /r/

lhu:mal : they

/vu:ma/ : Rome

/h/ - /!/

/haz :

/

: he took up

/ las :

/

: he drove (someone)

/h/ - /w/

/hiz: ha/ : take her up (imp.

)

/wiz-.ha/ : her geese

M - /y/

/ra:h/ : he saw him

/ra:y/ : vi ew

Nasals

Labial consonants

/m/ - /b/

/mla/ : he filled

/bla/ : troublesome

/m/ - /t/

lmavfa pl : shelf

/tarfa*'/ : you lift up

/m/ - /d/

/mat: / : he became bored

/dal: / : he showed the way

/m/ - /t/

Imval : woman

/ tra/ : it became soft

to do something



: woman

: rent

/m/ - Ik/

/mra/

/kra/

/m/ - /q/

lmla:tl : she filled

lqla:tl : she fried

/m/ - /r/

Ima-.iill : well, cistern

/ra:iil/ • man

/m/ - n/

/mal:a/ : boredom

llal:al : my older sister, (can also be used in addressing a lady)

/m/ - /w/

/mar: a/ ' once

/war: a/ he showed

/m/ - /y/

/madfa*1

/ : cannon

/yadfa"/ : he pays

There is also an emphatic [ni] but it can most properly be regarded as an

allophone of /m/ in spite of the following opposition:

[tmf:n] : peace, safety

[ama:n] : indeed] (interjection of astonishment)

Pharyngal isation is used here in order to produce a minimal allophonic con-

trast between the two homonyms. Normally the shift from [m] to [m] does not

influence the meaning of the word.

Dental consonants

/n/ - /b/

/nva/ • I see

/bra/ he recovered

/n/ - /t/

/n-irkib/ : I ride

/tirkib! : you ride

/n/ - /d/

/na:yim/ asleep

/daiyvm/ : eternal

/n/ - III

/na:yib/ : merciful (referring to God)

/ta:yib/ : nipe
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In/ - /k/

InfaI

Ikfal

In/ - /q/

Ina-.ml

lqa:m/

Ini - lr/

/na:fi p /

Ira:fin

/

Ini - /l/

lna:yij}l

/la:yih/

Ini - /w/

lnra:kl

/wra:k/

Ini - /y/

/nihlib /

/yihlib /

Vi brants

: he denied

: it was enough

: he slept

: he woke up

: useful

: lifting up

: crying, wailing

: obvious

: I see you

: behind you

: I mi 1

k

: he milks

Dental consonants

M - IM
lrab:i/

Hab:i/

Ini - /w/

Ira: ni/

/wa: ni/

/r/ - /y/

lru:m/

lyu:m/

: my God

: say yes (imp.

)

: shepherd

: conscious

: rum

: day

There is an emphatic [r] but it is not a proper phoneme in spite of the

following opposition:

[hra:m] : evil

[hr£:m] : veil

The opposition occurs in one single position and forms only one minimal pair.

In many idiolects, the opposition is missing, and [hra:m] denotes both

'evil ' and ' veil '

.
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Laterals

Dental consonants

/l/ - /w/

/wa:qif/ : standing up

/la:qif/ : snatching

/!/ - /y/

/lathis/ : wearing

/ya-.bis/ : hard, dry

Semi -vowels

/w/ - /y/

Iwaqral : pimple

lyaqral : he reads

/y/ - /w/

See /w/ above.

1.1.3 Cone! usion

According to the phoneme identification the dialect of the Medina of Susa

has the following consonant phonemes:

Front consonants

Labials:

Labiodental

:

Interdentals:

Dentals:

A1 veolars:

Palatals:

Back consonants

Velars:

Uvulars:

Pharyngals:

Laryngal

:

4
The interdentals disappeared in most sedentary dialects but occur in the

Sahil dialects and in the vernacular of Tunis, see CANTINEAU , Cours de
phonetique arabe, p. 44.

k g

q x
'i

<• h

h

b m w

f

0 & 5
4

t d s s z n 1

t 3 r

y j
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Thus, the number of consonant phonemes in the dialect of Susa is 27, viz.

one less than in Classical Arabic. The older inventory of consonant phonemes

- such as reflected, for instance, by Classical Arabic - has been reduced by

two: the older /?/ has disappeared, and the two older phonemes represented

by the graphemes §d§ and §z§ have merged into /§/ . On the other hand, the

inventory of consonant phonemes has been increased by /g/. The lateralized

allophone [$] occurring quite often among men in the older generation may

be compared with the Classical prepalatal lateralized fricative /<j/I* The most

usual allophone of /3/ in the dialect of Susa is an alveopalatal fricative

and corresponds to the Classical prepalatal /d3/.

The inventory might be increased by further consonant phonemes, but these

are, in my opinion, not pertinent to the phonemic system of the dialect. In

theory, any consonant contrasting with another in at least one minimal pair

could be defined as an independent phoneme, but this solution seems to me

unsatisfactory. As far as the concept of the phoneme has been introduced to

describe the phonemic structure of a language or a dialect, it also should
r

be defined in terms of pertinence? The question wether or not to include a

consonant among the independent phonemes should not be solved irrespective

of the frequency of its occurrence. Thus, e.g. any emphatic sound should

contrast minimally with its non-emphatic counterpart in more than two pairs

of lexical items in order to be considered as phonemically distinctive. An

emphatic can appropriately be called primary when it is considered as suf-

ficiently distinctive whereas the emphatics having a very low statistical

rate of occurrence and maximally forming two minimal pairs can be called

secondary. The emphasis in [ fe]
,[m] and [r] can most properly be regarded as

secondary since it depends on the characteristic properties in the acoustic

effect of the vowels. The acoustic and articulatory properties of the vowels

affect the quality of the adjoining consonants. The pharyngal isation of [b]

in [lba:ba] is likely to be due to the strange behaviour of the [a] allo-

phone of /a/. Thus emphasis is the only feature which distinguishes /s/, /5/

and /t/ from /s/, /S/ and /t/ respectively. The secondary emphatics [m], [b]

and [ r] differ from the emphatics /s/, /S/ and /1/ in distribution. The pri-

mary emphatics occur freely in all positions and with all vowels while the

secondary emphatics (in lexical items without /s/, /5/ and /t/) are com-

binatorily limited and occur only with [a].

Cf, CANTINEAU, Cours de phonetique arabe, p. 55.

The same solution was adopted by PALVA, Lower Galilean Arabic, p. 11.
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/S/

/sa:m/ : he fasted

/su:f/ : wool

/si:f/ : summer

/qsar/ : castle

/qsu:r/ : castles

/bsi:r/ : blind

/mqas : / : scissors

/mus:/ : suck (imp.)

/qis:/ : tell (imp.)

/§/

/§a.’ t'/ : he got lost

/Swm:/ : close (imp.)

/bi:f/ : guest

Irr&ay.a^l : losing, fool

/marb/ : disease

/t/' <v

/ ta:h/ : he fell down

/tub:/ : medicine

/ ti:h/ : fall down (imp.)

/mtar/ : rain

/J at:/ : beach

/b/

/ba: j/ : material used as a shelter ~shall

/ lba:baj : soft inside of bread~ to my father

/m/

/ ama: n] : peace, safety '—indeed

/r/

/hvaim/ : evil^veil

Among the various alternative analyses of emphasis? the author, due to the

above-mentioned reasons, prefers the analysis rejecting the secondary em-

phatics as proper phonemes.
7
For a brief summary and fair exposition of most of the existing analyses

of emphasis, see LEHN, Emphasis in Cairo Arabic, and MAAMOURI, Phonology of
Tunisian Arabic, pp. 41-43.
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Figure 2: The consonant phonemes in the dialect of Susa

Figure 3: The consonant phonemes of Classical Arabic
3

This table is made in accordance with CANTINEAU's description in his
Cours de phonetique arabe, pp. 19-88. The author has taken the liberty of
changing the transcription used by CANTINEAU.
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1.2 PROSODY

The prosodic features include duration, stress, intonation and emphasis. In

the dialect of Susa and Arabic in general, duration is the most important

from the phonological point of view.

1.2.1 Duration

There are two distinctive quantities: short and long. Both can occur freely,

and independently of each other in any consonant and vowel sequence in a

word.

VC. CVC [arnfb] : rabbit

CV : C [qa:l] : he said

CVC: [m £.1 : ] : he became bored

CV:C: [qa:s:] : cutting

1.2.2 Stress

There are two distinguishable degrees of stress: primary and secondary.

Each word has a so-called stressable syllable which receives the primary

stress. The location of stress is affected by the number and the type of

the syllables in the word. A monosyllabic word receives primary stress.

Dissyllabic and polysyllabic words get both primary and secondary stress.

The following rules explain the application of stress in the dialect of

Susa.

1 . 2 . 2.1

If a word is made. up of a string of syllables with a short vowel, i.e. V,

CV , CVC, CCV , CCVC, CVCC, CCVCC, CCCVC or CCCVCC, the first syllable re-

ceives the primary (') and the second the secondary stress (').

CV. CCV [hamj^al : red (fern.

)

CV. CCVC [yinbftj : it grows

CV.CCVC [yoqros] : he is pinching

CCV. CCV [tlabnt] : he asked us

CVC. CCV [qomble] : a bomb

CCVC. VC. CVC [ktibatlik] : I wrote to you

CVCC- cv [mar: to] : his turn

cv.ccv.cvc.cv [g£n:£rliy:a] : artichoke

VC. VC. CVC [eranbik] : your rabbit

CCCVCC. cv [stjhSq: T T] : he needed me

CCCVC. cv [stqaho] : they became independent



1 . 2 . 2.

2

If a word comprises only one syllable with long vowel this receives orimary

stress if it is not the last syllable in the word. The remaining syllables

are unmarked.

CV:.CVC

CCV: . CV

CCV. CCV: . CV

CV : . CVC. CVC

[r*a : 1 i m]

[f'ma : ra]

[ktibn£:lu]

[l l : 1 itkumj

: scholar

: battery

: we wrote to him

: your night

1 . 2 . 2.

3

If a word contains two syllables or more with a long vowel, the first gets

primary stress. The other syllables remain unmarked.

CCV

CCV

CCV

.CV: .CV

. CV: . CCVC

. CV : . CV

[sqo:f£.:tu]

[Jra:wu: Tkumj

[kli:b£:tuj

: his ceilings

: They bought to you

: his dogs (dim.

)

1 . 2 . 2.

4

A syllable with the epenthetic vowel [a] never receives primary stress.

Ca. CCVC [laxt,ar] : the danger

Ca. CCVC [laqfll] : the lock

1.2.3 Intonation

Intonation is suprasegmental and pertains to the sentence. Intonation in the

dialect of STisa is monotonous and has no syntactic function. Questions are

marked by a rising terminal contour. A non-emphatic and a non-emotional sen-

tence is pronounced with a falling terminal contour.

1.2.4 Emphasis

Emphasis is a syllabic component which is assigned to the syllable as its

structural domain. It is considered as a suprasegmental phoneme and is usu-

g
ally used when dramatising.

^ See p. 32 above.
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1.3 MANNERS OF ARTICULATIONS

1.3.1 The consonants

1.3. 1.1 The stops

The stops are produced by a complete closure at a point of articulation, the

airstream continues and the pressure in the roped-off area increases. When

the blocking suddenly ceases, the air rushes out and the sound is formed.

/b/ is a voiced bilabial stop and is pronounced by a closure of the two

lips and the release of a slight rush of air that has built up with the clo-

sure. The sound is produced with simultaneous vibration of the vocal cords.

/ t/ is a voiceless dental stop. It is produced trough the blocking of the

airstream by replacing the tip of the tongue against the upper teeth and the

release of the air.

/t/ is a voiceless emphatic alveolar stop. It is produced through the block-

ing of the airstream by the tip of the tongue against the alveolar ridge and

the release of the air. Emphasis is a secondary articulation and is produced

by constriction in the pharynx^The phonetic difference between emphatic and

non-emohatic consonants had been treated since the seventh century by Arab

11
grammarians.

/d/ is a voiced dental stop and it has the same point of articulation as /t/.

/d/ is produced with vibration of the vocal cords.

/k/ is a voiceless aspirated velar stop. It is produced through the blocking

of the airstream by the back of the dorsum of the tongue against the soft

palate. The aspiration - an h-sound - is formed when the air continues

rushing through the open vocal tract. A palatal allophone [ky ]
occurs before

[il. The blocking is formed by the blade of the tongue against the hard

palate.

10
HOCKETT identifies emphasis primarily with pharyngalisation, see A

Manual of Phonology, p. 29.

Early Arab grammarians identified emphasis as litba:ql 'spreading and

raising of the tongue' but also as 'elevation of the dorsum' and

/tafxi:m/ 'dignifying' or ‘thickness ' . For an excellent account. of the works

of the old Arab phoneticians, see VOLLERS, The system of Arabic Sounds, as

based upon Sibaweih and Ibn-Ya'ish in Transactions , and CANTINEAU, Cours de

phonetique arabe.
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/9/ is a voiced velar stop. The sound has the same point of articulation as

/k/. /g/ is produced with the vibration of the vocal cords.

/q/ is a voiceless uvular stop. It is produced with the blocking of the air-

stream by contact between the back of the tongue and the soft palate. A cer-

tain constriction in the pharynx occurs when producing /q/. The constriction

is due to the back point of articulation of the sound, /q/ has the same a-

coustic effect on the surrounding vowels as the emphatic consonants.

1 . 3. 1 . 2 The fri cati ves

Fricatives are produced by friction caused by the air moving through a sus-

tained narrow passage somewhere in the vocal tract.

/f/ a voiceless labiodental fricative. It is produced through a constric-

tion of the airstream formed by the bottom of the lip against the upper

front teeth. The position of the tongue varies with the surrounding sounds

in the speech chain.

/©/ is a voiceless interdental fricative. /9/ is as /5/ and /6/ a lisp con-

sonant. /0/ is produced by the narrowing of the passage of the airstream

when placing the tip of the tongue between the teeth.

/3/ is a voiced interdental fricative. It has the same point of articulation

as /9/. The sound is produced with the vibration of the vocal cords.

/§/ is a voiced emphatic interdental fricative. It has as the other emphatic

consonants two constrictions. /8/ has an interdental and a pharyngal one.

The lateral isation of /S/ is quite usual among men in the older generation.

Lateral isati on is produced by a complete closure in the front of the oral

cavity, but incomplete closure at both sides of the tongue, to permit the

escape of the air.

/s/ is a voiceless postdental fricative, /s/ is articulated with the tip of

the tongue against the upper gum ridges.

/s/ is a voiceless emphatic postdental fricative, /s/ has the same point of

articulation as /s/. Emphasis distinguishes between the two consonants. The

constriction in the pharynx increases the pressure and the airstream rushes

out through the narrow opening when the sound is pronounced.
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/z / is a voiced postdental fricative. It has the same point of articulation

as /s/. The sound is produced with the vibration of the vocal cords.

131 is a palatoal veolar voiced fricative. The sound is produced through a

constriction by the front part of the dorsum of the tongue against the rear

half of the palate.

/J / is a voiceless front palatal fricative. It is formed through a constric-

tion by the front part of the dorsum of the tongue against the hard palate.

The tip of the tongue is low and the front part of the tongue is high when

pronouncing the sound.

/x/ is a voiceless uvular fricative. The sound is produced by contact be-

tween the back of the tongue and the uvula.

IXl is a voiced uvular fricative. It has the same point of articulation as

/x/. The sound is produced by vibration of the vocal cords.

12
/(*/ is a voiced pharyngal fricative. The sound has two constrictions: one

in the vocal cords and an other in the pharynx. Both constrictions are as

important for the articulation of the sound.

/h/ is a voiceless pharyngal fricative produced by narrowing the vocal cords

with constriction in the pharynx.

/h/ is a voiceless laryngal fricative. The sound is produced in the larynx

by narrowing the vocal cords.

1 . 3. 1 . 3 The nasals

/m/ and /n/ are produced with nose passage open by reason of the lowered

velum, and mouth passage occluded by the lips for /m/, and by the tip of the

tongue for /n/.

/m/ is a bilabial nasal produced by the occlusion of the oral cavity with

the lips.

12 According to AL-ANI the most usual allophone of /<7 in contemporary Ara-

bic as used in Iraq is a voiceless stop and not a voiced fricative. See,

AL-ANI, Arabic Phonology, p.62.
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/n/ is a postdental nasal. It is produced by the occlusion of the oral cavi-

ty with the lip of the tongue against the upper gum ridges.

1 . 3. 1 . 4 The vibrant

/r/ is an alveolar trill. The sound is produced by a vibration of the tip of

the tongue against the alveolar ridge. Some informants in the younger gener-

ation have a retroflex [p] which is produced with the tongue tip curled up

so that it touches the alveolar ridge.

1.3. 1.5 The lateral

/!/ is a dental lateral. It is produced with a complete closure in the front

of the oral cavity and an incomplete one at both sides of the tongue. The

blocking is formed by placing the tip of the tongue against the uoper teeth.

1.3.2 .The semi -vowels

A semi -vowel is a sound intermediate between a consonant and a vowel. The

semi -vowels are pronounced when the airstream rushed freely through the

pharynx and the oral cavity. The articulation is not sustained and is char-

acterized by constant transition.

1.3.3 The vowels

The vowels are produced with air flow moving centrally and orally, forward

through the mouth, and into the open air. The sound is produced with vibra-

tion of the vocal cords. The passage of air through the oral cavity is un-

obstructed. The buccal cavity forms a filtering cavity of which the effect

is affected by three factors: tongue height, tongue advancement, and lip po-

sition.

Figure 5: The vowel allophones arranged in a vowel trapezoid

Front Central Back

Close

Half-close

Hal f-open

3

Open a a
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1.3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion we can say that there are no big differences in the manners of

articulation between the dialect of Susa and the local standard Arabic. The

informants use the same allophonic variations as in the vernacular, but the

Classical /do/ is merged into the alveopalatal fricative 43/ in all posi-

tions. However many speakers of the older generation use /d3/ when reading

the Koran.
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1.4 PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES

The most usual phonological changes are combinatory. This kind of change is

predictable in terms of other sounds in the environment. Some changes occur

only in a particular environment and under fixed conditions. The most fre-

quent combinatory phonological change in the Arabic dialects is assimilation

which is a phonetic process whereby two phonemes become identical. The most

usual type of assimilation is regressive i.e. when two phonemes follow each

other, the first is assimilated to the second. Internal assimilation occurs

within the segment while external occurs when two segments, which are usu-

ally divided by a plus juncture in careful speech are brought in rapid

speech into close transition.

1.4.1 The consonants

1.4. 1.1 Labial consonants^

/b/ and /m/ become emphatic if they are immediately followed or preceded by

[a:], an emphatic consonant, [rj, [x], [q] or[y].

/ba: J

/

»fea :]] : material used as a shelter

/bsal/ *fc§a]

]

: onion

/Sbao/ -—^Rba'1

] : stupid

lavb^al *[acfe**a] : four

/xbar/ »[xbar] : news

/qbar/ »[qbar] : grave

/J
a'ibu/ >[jaYbo] : he disturbed him

/ma:s :

/

^s-] : sucking

/m&al:a/ >
[®?a l : a] : hat

/msa: rin/ >[msa: run] : bowels

/mva/ —
*feca] : woman

/maqt/ >[maqt] : persecution

/mir/ ’[xQJuc] : it fermented

l\ma:ql >[Vnja; q] : it got darker

fC ‘vC when C is voiced.

Ifda: ni/ >[vdt: ni] : he sacrificed his life for me

/fsa p/ —>h*j : he rushed

13
/w/ see p. 55 below.
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bC >pC when

Ibs-Lvl

Ibkal

/bxu:r/

bn >mn

careful speech

/nhib nim\il

/qalb net/

C is voiceless.

* [ps i r]

» [pkej

*
[E
x0 • r

]

: I want to go

: a womans heart

: green dates

: he cried

: incense

rapid speech

[
nhlimnimj ij

[
qalmnst]

1.4. 1.2 Interdental

f5 »vd

/nifftu/

93 5:

carefu l speech

/wr-iQ

93 —
* 5 :

/wriQ &na:ya/

50 >0 (sic.1

)

/marb Qahlu:

H

consonants

-*[nivdu]

: he inherited her
shame

: he inherited my
child

: skin disease

: they got realized

rapid speech

[ uri3:il :ith£j

[
uri8:na:y£]

[mar0£hlu:lj

1.4. 1.3 Dental

qt —»qt

and alveolar consonants

/waqt/ —"[waqt] : time

Imaqtl

t3 »d3

—"fcaqt] : persecution

Itz-Ll >[d3i] : you'll come

/tzaysa/

ndn >n:

-»[d3alf3a/] : you are talking drivel

/ Pandna/

td >d:

>[f*an :£] : in our possession

careful speech rapid speech

/bint dahriy:a!

dt * t:

: Dahria's daughter
[
bind:ahriy :a]

/mid tra:bik/

dt, »t:

: take out your
sand (imp.)

[
mit:ra :bi k]

l\id tvi:qik/

sd *zd

: queue up (imp.) [jit:ru:quk]

/sdir/ >[zdir:] : semolina



a:s *a \

s

/qa:s/ —>[qa ; s] : he measured

Sd >zd
r/ bj (V

/qis
i
d'L:vl —

: tin

& —
/§\i:v/ : little

zt >st

/lu:ztu/ >[lu:stu] : his almond-tree

/z/ is realised as [z] in the contiguity of [&]> [q]> H °r [Y].

/qazma/ — ^azma] pygny (fem.

)

/za^ra/ ——>Uanra
l

: blonde

Izrail -— [zCaP:
]

: he planted

lzha:ql '[zha:q] : ashes

/zqa: q/ : a narrow street

Iz^url - >rz'1or :T
La/ a/ J

: blond (adj. pi
.

)

/za/ba/ -^[zaybt] : a very fine hair

sz > z

:

careful speech rapid speech

/kbis zbi:dt/ : he frightened Zbida["kbiz:bi :d el

nb —>mb

/tinbvi / »[timbri] : a stamp

nq »r)q

/yunqus/ -—^[yui]qos] : it is lacking

ng —»• rjg

lyungrul -—^[yuijgru] : they are pecking

nr >r:

careful speech rapid speech

/wi:n va:h/ : where did he see [wir:a:h]

nb —* mb
him?

/min bavi:z/ : from Paris [mimberi :zj

nm »m:

/min ma: tiv/
rJ

: from Mateur [mim:a itlijcJ

The / 1 / of the definite article {el) assimilates to the interdental, dental.

alveolar or palatal
14

consonants (except y).

/el Qla:9a/ —>[i0:l€:0£.] : the three (of a quantity)

/el %i:b/ ——>[i<S: i :b] : the wolf

/el 5i:f/ — : the guest

This phonological change may most properly be regarded as synchronic
since it also occurs in borrowings from Standard Arabic as in /id:fa:tir/
'the registers'

.
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let tritzbir/ - »[it: n e : b i rj the stamps

let tta:q/ — the divorce

let dhi:na/ - »[i d: hi :ne] the painting

let stazsit/ - >[ l s : 1 £ : s 1
1

J

the chains

let sijazm/ »[as:y£:m] the act of fasting

let zrizba! >[iz:ri :b£j the stable

let nazr/ +[in:a:£]
the fire

let 3na:n/ - .[i 3 :nt:nj the garden

let rizq/ -— :U;
q]

the irony

let ]aq :

/

>
[^I

:aq:
]

the narrow opening

/l/ becomes emphatic if it is preceded or followed by [a], the emphatic or

uvular consonants.

/tah :

/

*[ 1 ah :1
rv rv J

he insisted

Istaztal »[sla :ta 1rv rv /V J
salad

Ittabl
A/

—>[tlabl
L mv rv J

he asked

/sl-izb/ >[slli:b] cross

/htarnni/ - .[c^amni
j

he was unfair to me

I'itatzl mistakes

/r/ is realized as [r] in the contiguity of the emphatic and uvular conso-

nants or in emphasized syllables.

/vsazs/ -
rv ry

*[rsa:§] lead

Itvizql tru:q] road

/r’Sal he got satisfied

Iqval —
^[qx:a] he read

I'A.vaSl >[xra3] he went out

/rYib/ »[ryub] he hurried

/raz yib/ ^ra:yibj

1.4. 1.4 Palatal consonants

processed sour milk

/J/ undergoes very few modifications in the dialect of Susa.

3. .

.

z » z . . . z
<V /v /V

/Jaz:a:v/ >[zaz:a:rl : butcher

/]/ becomes emphatic in the contiguity of the emphatic consonants, /r/, [a]

or the uvular consonants.

l\tar/ ’[[tar] : half

/ \ar\u:rl *[i
ado:C] : gravel

l\va:bl : wine

/ \~xirl : he snored

!\qa: tal >[jqa:la] : a deep plate

/J j
(ilni!

*t]lf
u1ni

J
: he disturbed me

rv
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/y/ see p. below.

1.4. 1.5 Velar and uvular consonants

/ k/> /q/ and /g/ do not undergo any internal phonological change. In the

genuine dialect of the older generation of Susa /g/ does not alternate sty-

listically with /q/.

k
y -^gy

careful speech

/kalbik ya:di /

k3 >g3

/kta:bik 3u:hri/

kz >gz

/elma: lik za:z/

gt ->kt

/marrig t ra:bru/

gk » k:

/mav.ig kalbi /

gq >kq

/dagdig qalmi/

rapid speech

your dog is there [kfclbig/a:di]

your book is blue [kt£ :big3u:hri]

the fianc6 came in [i lm£:l igze :z]

he sold his stamps [m£r:iktn£:bruj

he fooled my dog [mgr:ik:£lbi]

: he destroyed my [d£gdikqalmi]
pen

yc >xC when C is voiceless.

I/sill

nfm
/y

xz —-*/z

careful speech

/j
a:x za:da/

~»[xs i 1 :]

-»[xf i 1
:]

->[xj£:Jir]

: he washed

: he was distrait

: children

rapid speech

he enjoyed himself
[ ]fz£ : d£T|

also
LJ J

X3 •

—

/tab:a:x 3ra/

xy
t-

/ja.-x a:di/

a cook ran [tab£:y3r£]

he enjoyed him-
[ \£:V:a:dil

self there
L

J

-»xtP
/far: ijj tna: bru/

yk >xk

/dayday kalbna/

F-^x:
/dma-.y xa: Iti/

he emptied his
stamps

he tickled our
dog

my aunt's head

[ftr: ixtns:bru]

[de.^d£xk£l bne]

[dms:x:a:lti]
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1.4. 1.6 Pharyngal and laryngal consonants

hh »h

:

tv fv

/rab:ahhal ^a ^ :a
J3
:a

]
' mac^e w ^ n

r>h >h:

IzraWial >[zrah:a] : he planted it (fem.)

1.4.2 The semi -vowels

Initially [wj is in free variation with /u / when immediately followed by a

consonant whereas /y/ in the same position is most often realized as /i/.

[wqiif] r-~> [uqLif] : he stood up

[wrie] r—

•

[uriQ] : he inherited

[ybis] r—~> [ibis] : it hardened

[ylim:] [ilim:] : he collects

Medially the older /aw/ and /ay/
15

have usually been monophthongized into

/u:/ and /i : / respectively.

I^awdal > [f“o : de] : return

Inawbal > [nu:bt] : crisis

/Jiayva/ > [t!,u:ra] : doubt

Ikaylal > [ki:l«Q : measure

The diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/
16

can occur in some borrowings from Standard

Arabic and in middle-weak verbs in Form II and V.

[dtwlt] : state

[rawSa] : nursery school

[raw: ah] : he went home

[tmtyitl] : he had been inclined

Finally /w/ and /y/ form diphthongs when preceded by /a/ or /a:/. If the

preceding vowel is short the semi -vowels are doubled.

[Saw:] : light

[^£y:] : something

[na:y] : flute

[mj£:w] : they went

15
For a deeper study of the diphthongs in Syrian Arabic, see PALVA, On the

diphthongs aw and ay in Syrian Arabic.

16
In the dialects of Nabeul and Sfax the diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ are in

partial free variation with the vowels /u:/ and / i : /

»

see MAAMOURI, The

Phonology of Tunisian Arabic, p. 88.
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Initially /w/ and /y/ form also diphthongs when preceded by /a/ and occur

in elative adjectives.

[aws£ p] : wi der

[fybis] : harder

In the dialect of Susa the occurrence of the diphthongs is as usual among

men as among women]
7

1 . 4. 3 The vowels

1 . 4. 3. 1 The phoneme /a/

The allophone of /a/ is[t] if the preceding consonant is a front consonant

and non-emphatic. [ r] is the only non-emphatic front consonant which is fol-

lowed by [a]. Among the back consonants , [ k] ,[ g] and [h ] are also followed

by [£ ] .

[rtej

Lrme]

[f£.l :£]

[0ns]

[zel:e]

[bke]

[gfc: di ]

[nh£:ni]

feeb:]

[l£m:]

[wk£ : l£]

[msltk]

he wasted

he threw

jasmine

he bent

mi stake

he cried

fix it (imp.)

he adviced me not to

he jumped

he collected

a primitive resthouse

king

/a/ is realized as [aj^if it is preceded by an emphatic consonant, by [x],

[ h ] or [
p
] .

m : he became satisfied

fbsal ]L'V'V rwJ
: onion

Diar:] : half

[ra: §] : head

[
xa:

[!]
: uncle (mother's side)

foacfe] : war

[par;k]
: quarrel

The author did not find in the dialect of Susa any tendency among men to
avoid the diphthongs while such a tendency was noticed in the dialect of
Nabeul by MAAMOURI, The Phonology of Tunisian Arabic, p. 88.

18
/a/ is most often realized as [a] when following /r/.
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/a/ becomes [a] if it is preceded by[q] or[y] . The allophone of /a/ is

also [a] if the preceding consonant may occur with[a] and is immediately

followed by [ q ] or [ If].

[qasfj : he cut

[qa:l] : he said

[yan:t] : he sang

[/a:li] : expensive

[haq:] : right

[ra: yiib] : willing

[§aq:fu] : they applauded

/a/ is realized as [e] when occurring in imperf. 2. p. sing, of Form I and

followed by a front non-emphatic consonant, [ g] ,[ k ] or [ n ]. However, the

majority of the speakers replace [e] with [ i ]

.

[terkib] {tirkib] : you are riding

[tenhi] *[tinhi] : you advise (someone) not to

[tegSib] >[tig5ib] : you are lying

1.4. 3. 2 The phoneme /u/

The allophone of /u/ is [u] if the preceding consonant is a front consonant

and non-emphatic. Among front consonants only /r/ is followed by [o], where-

as the back consonants, [k], [ g] and [ h] are followed by [u].

[bu]

[mu : t]

[fum:]

[0u:m]

[5 u : b]

[dug:]

[martu]

[zu: r]

[m£s:u]

[nu: b]

[l u : m]

[lyu:m]

[m£r:gu]

[huw:£]

[kul
:]

/u/ is realized as [o ] if it is preceded by an emphatic consonant or by [r],

[x] , [Y] , [ q] , [h] and [ n].

[tob:a] : physicians

[5oqt] : I tasted

father

death

mouth

garl ic

mel t (imp.

)

stick (imp.)

his wife

visit (imp.)

he touched him

represent (imp.)

reproach

today

he fooled him

he

every
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[sob: a] : soup

Cr°qt] : I enjoyed living

[hob:] : love

[qob: a] : dome

[i XOJC :
]

: he says nonsense

[Ko:§] : dive (imp.)

[r>onf] : violence

1 .4. 3. 3 The phoneme /i

/

The allophone of /i / is [i] if the preceding consonant is a front consonant

and non-emphatic. Only [r] is a front consonant and is followed by[li].

Among the back consonants, [k], [g] and [h] are also followed by [ i ]

.

[bi:k] : with you

[Si : b] : wolf

[nif:] : take snuff (imp.

)

[1 i f
: ] : hurry up (imp.

)

[skit:] : he became silent

[yiktib] : he writes

[gid:] : make it good (imp.

)

[hik:£.] : 1 i ke this

/i

/

is realized as [.Li] if it is preceded by an emphatic consonant or by[r],

[x], [if ], [ q], [ h] and [ i>].

[tu:b]^ perfume

[qsfsuj my cage

TmarSli 1

|_/v
my illness

[mrijg
: ]

he was made a fool of

[mlir;xu] slack

the others

[q u s : ] tell (imp.)

[f'Liqd] contract

love (imp.

)

1.4. 3. 4 The allophone [a]

[a] is inserted when an open juncture is brought into close transition and

the resulting cluster is not allowed.

!ba ;f> mtatH/ : he sold mine [be: n=>mt£: <Ti]

/ka:n hnal : he was here [kHin^hne]

[a] occurs also as an epenthetic vowel after when three-consonant clus-

ters are not allowed.

[yuqatlu] : they kill
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[tuharbu]

[yikatbu]

: you (pi.) run away

: they write

1.4.4 Conclusion

There are three main types of phonological changes: emphasis, voicing and

devoicing.

a) Emphasis has a pervasive phonetic influence on the adjoining segments.

The uvular stop [q ] has the same effects on its environment as emphatics.

b) Some voiceless consonants are voiced when occurring in close juncture

before voiced consonants.

c) Some voiced consonants are devoiced when occurring in close juncture be-

fore voiceless consonants.

The allophone [a] may diverge from the above-mentioned rules with no partic-

ular consistency; it can, e.g. be preceded (in some lexical items) by a

front non-emphatic consonant as in /lba:ba/, /ba:)/ and /ama:n/.
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II PHONOTACTICS

Any initial sequence in the dialect of Susa can begin with a consonant, a

short or a long vowel

.

[kelbi] : my dog

[armi] : throw (imp.)

[u:slo] : arrive (imp.)

Initially and medially two and three-consonant clusters are allowed while

finally three-consonant combinations are not admitted.

[sthaq] : he deserved

[qomble.] : a bomb

2.1 SYLLABLE PATTERNS

There are seventeen syllable patterns in the dialect of Susa against six in

Classical Arabic]

Classical Arabic Susa

CV IUI for V- [i kti b] write (imp.)

CVC Irntnl from V:- [u:sul] arrive (imp.)

CV: /ma: / : negati ve particle CV Lmt] water

CV : C /ba:b/ : door CVi- [yu:qlif] he stands

CVCC Iharbl : war VC [ill definite article

CV:C: /ma: r:

/

: passing by V : C [i:h] yes

CVC Lb in] son of

CV : C [me: t] he died

CVCC [nar§] illness

CCVC [fhim] he understood

CCV [mra] woman

CCV: [qra:ye] reading

CV: C: cutting

CCVCC [hlimt] I dreamt

CCV : C [
('m£:t] she became blind

cccvc [stjjaq] he deserved

cccvcc [stqal^:] he became in-

dependent

1
The syllables CV C, CVCC and CV : C : occur pausally only. The first-mentioned

occurs also in context if the vowel is /a/ and the last consonant is doubled
(e.g. /ha:l:un/ 'arriving').
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2.2 DISTRIBUTION OF VOWELS WITH /w/ AND /y/

2.2.1 Initially

Initially /y/ and /w/

yv-

can be followed by any vowel phoneme.

/yi/ /yiktib/ : he writes

/ya/ lyaqral : he reads

/yu/

yV:-

/yutlub/ : he asks

/yi : / lyi:bisl : it hardens

/ya:/ /ya:miv/ : he orders

/yu:/

Vy-

lyu: e-ill : he arrives

/iy/ can phonetically be regarded as [i :] .

/iy/ //:3a/ : come (imp.

)

/ay/

/uy/ does not occur.

v =y-

laybis/ : harder

/i:y/ can phonetically be regarded as an

1

be harder' (imp. )

.

extra long /i : / as in jji

/a:y/

/u:y/ does not occur.

wV-

laiytul : his verse (Koran)

/wi/ Iwildil : my son

/wa/ Iwardal : a rose

/wu/

wV:-

Iwustil : my waist

/wi :/ lwi:nl : where

/wa : / /wa:qif/ : standing

/wu:/

Vw-

/iw/ does not occur.

/wu: / : dear me.1 (used when

plaining)

/aw/ /awsa p/ : wider

/uw/ alternates with /u:/ as in lu:glul ' arrive' (imp.).

V.w-

/i :w/ and /a:w/ do not occur.

/u:w/ can phonetically be regarded as an extra long /u/ as in [u:wru9j

'inherit' (imp.).
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2.2.2 Medial ly

-yv-

/yu/ does not occur.

/yi / / mla:yin/ : millions

/ya /

-yV:-

/tyas:af/ : he became sad

/yi :/
2
does not occur in the genuine dialect.

/ya:/ / (*z/a; tl : she got tired

/yu:/

-Vy-

/malyu:n/ : one million

/iy/ corresponds phonetically to [i :] .

/ay/

/uy/ does

-V:y-

not occur.

/kay till : he measured

/i:y/ lyi-bni-.yul : they build

/a:y/ !na:ya/ : my flute

/u:y/

-wV-

/ Pdu:ya/ : my enemy

/wi/ /\wim/ : it got worse

/wa/ / twas.-ax/ : he became dirty

/wu/

-wV:-

/ Pwur :

/

: one-eyed (pi.)

/wi :/ / Z-tw/ : his family (dim.)

/wa:/ / <\>a:m/ : years

/wu:/ /rma:wu : /// : they threw to me

-Vw-

/iw/ does not occur.

/aw/ corresponds most usually to [u:] but it does occur in some borrowed

items and in middle-weak verbs Form II as in /dawla/ 'state' and

lvaw:ahl 'he went home'.

/uw/ Iquw-.al : strength

-V: w-

/i:w/ does not occur.

/a:w/ lyaqva:wlil : they read to me

/u:w/ /mru:wal : favour

2
This sequence occurs in the semi-classical form /sahyuniyi-.n! 'Zionists'.
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2.2.3 Finally

-yv

/y i / does not occur.

/ya/ hya/

/yu/ /yibnz:yu/

-yV:
3

/yi :/, /ya:/ and yu:/ do not occur.

-Vy

/iy/ and /uy/ do not occur.

/ay/ lj}ayl

-V:y

/i:y/ and /u:y/ do not occur.

/a:y/ lva:yl

-wV

/Wi / Iquit

/wa/ /qua/

/wu/ does not occur.

-wV:
3

/wi:/, /wa:/ and /wu:/ do not occur.

-Vw

/iw/ and /uw/ do not occur.

/aw/ /Saw/
rv

-V:w

/i:w/ and /u:w/ do not occur.

/a:w/ / qra:w/

: he got tired

: they build

: alive

: view, opinion

: strong

: he became stronger

: light

: they read

2.3 DISTRIBUTION OF VOWELS WITH CONSONANTS

Excluding /w/ and /y/ there are no restrictions of occurrence between con-

sonant and vowel phonemes. Other than the two semi -vowels, any vowel can be

followed or preceded by any consonant. Short vowels occur initially, medi-

ally and finally, whereas long vowels occur initially and medially only.

3
The final short vowels which are realized as long when followed by suf-

fixes beginning with consonants are phonematically considered as short.
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2.4 CONSONANT CLUSTERS

The consonant clusters are listed in the following charts. The consonants in

the horizontal position represent the first part of the consonant clusters

and the ones in the vertical position represent the second member. A plus

(+) indicates the possibility of the consonant combination while a blank

space suggests that either a cluster does not occur or that no examples were

found.

The dialect of SDsa has the following cluster patterns:

Initial: CC-, CCC-

Medial : -C:-, -CC-, -C:C-, -CCC-

Final: -C:, -CC

2.4.1 Two-consonant clusters

2.4. 1.1 Initial two-consonant clusters

171 consonant clusters are impossible initially while the 558 remaining ones

are possible. This big number of possible consonant clusters depends on the

disappearance of the short vowels in open initial syllables. Double conso-

nant clusters do not occur initially and those showing the most compatibili-

ty with others are: b, f, m, n, 1, r, w and y. These consonants may be op-

posed to the most incompatible group, i.e. the interdentals, which however

are most important in this dialect since their occurrence is limited to few

other sedentary vernaculars in the Western dialect group. The interdentals

occur in the following consonant clusters only:

/9b/ [9bit] : he remembered

/0m/ [Qmenye] : eight

/0n/ [Qniy :£.] : way

/01 / [0l£:0e] : three

/9r/ [0ray:e] : pendant lamp

/0w/ [0w£:b] : requital

/0y/ [0yt:b] : clothes

/0k/ [Oku: k&] : miserable (pi
.

)

/9q/ [0qa:ll : heavy (pi.)

/0g/ [0g£:l] : heavy (pi.)

/0 p/ [9 i^a: lib] : foxes

/b0/ [p0ir] : swelled

/to/ [t9u:r] : you revolt

/d0/ [d9ir] : he became effaced
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/me/ [m9£l : ie]

/ne/ [n6u : ro]

/ie/ [1 6£ : m]

/re/ [rO£:e]

/we/ [w6i :qa]

/ye/ [y6u:r]

/ke/ [k6ur]

7x9/ [x6il]

/^/ [^Sar]

/6b/ [5b i l]

/8m/ [5m i :m]

/Sn/ [5nu: b]

/81/ [8li:l]

/fir/ [fira]

/6w/ [fiw£: q]

/fly/ [5yu: be]

/6k/ [5ke]

/flq/ [6qu:ne]

/fig/ [8gi : ne]

/fix/ [fixii: ra]

/6V [8yor:]

/3 tV [5 farni]

/Oh/ [8heb]

/bfi/ [bfii 1
:]

/to/ [tfiu:b]

/mfi/ [mfi fcl : t]

/nfl/ [nfiim: u]

/ 1 5/ [lfii:5]

/r8/ [r8i : l]

/wfi/ [wfii : ntu]

/yfl/ [y8u:q]

/kfi/ [kfiib]

/gfl/ [gfiifni]

/qfi/ [q8i fni]

/xfi/ [x5e]

/i*8/ [f'5e:b]

/&&/ [life]

/hfi/ [hfii : 1 i y : e]

: triangular

: we revolt

: veil (covering the lower part
of the face to the nose)

: worn clothes

: document

: he revolts

: it exceeded in number

: it became viscous

: he stumbled

: he wilted

: blameworthy

: sins

: despicable

: he scattered

: tasting

: wolfs

: intelligence

: beard

: beard

: treasure

: dreadful holes

: he frightened me

: gol d

: he spent freely

: it melts

: scandal

: we blame

: delicious

: low

: his ear (dim.

)

: he tastes

: he lied

: he threw me away

: he threw me away

: he took

: torture

: near

: proper name (fern.

)
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Figure 6: Initial two-consonant clusters

b t d t f 0 5 5 s s z 3 5 m n 1 r w y k g q X y h h

26 b + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

22 t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 d + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

24 f + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

12 9 + + + + + + + + + + + +

15 8 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 8 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

17 s + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 s
IS/

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 z + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

18 3 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 5
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 m + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 n + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

25 1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

25 r + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 w + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 y + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 k + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 9 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 q + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

18 X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

18 y + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

22 r> + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 b
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

22 h + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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/6b/ [6b^:b] fog

/fit/ [fitar: u: t] I was obligated to

/fif/ Kfar] nai 1

/5m/ [5mi : r] innermost

/6n/ BN baby

/fil/ [5l£:m] dark

/6r/ [8rab] he hit

/fiw/ [5wa] he became lighter

/fiy/ gyu;f] guests

/fix/ ]J5xa:m£] luxury

/5V/ he compressed

/<W B t*a:f] he became weaker

/fib/ [6hiiy:<] immolation

/fih/ [Shor] he appeared

/bfi/ [bSolmu] with his injustice

/t<5/ [tSor:] you harm

/ffi/ [ffiol.:] he was

/m6/ [®5al :t\ hat

/nfi/ [n5o3:] he became ripe

/Ifi/ [l 5o pf u] for his weakness

/r§/ [rfia] he got satisfied

/w6/ [w3li: ff] job, position

/yfi/ [y5u: p
] he gets lost

/q§/ [q§u:b] iron stick

/gfi/ [g5u:b] iron stick

/xfi/ [x3or] green (pi
.

)

/y§/ tr§
ab

3
he became angry

/ p6/ [
pSa:m] bones, eggs

/bfi/ fc6ar] he was present

/hfi/ [h5a:yib] slopes

2.4. 1.2 Medial two-consonant clusters

Medially 575 consonant clusters are possible and 154 are impossible. Double

consonants occur, which is not the case in initial clusters, and apart from

the impossible cluster /lr/ the consonants b, m, n, 1, r, w and y form

freely clusters with all of the consonants. On the other hand the interden-

tals (with /k/ and /J7) ace most incompatible and occur in the following

clusters only:

/0b/ [i0bit]

/0t/ [mu9t€:r]

: remember (imp.

)

: avenging
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/9:/ [bi0: u:m]

/0m/ [£0mi n]

/0n/ [1 i 0 : n£:ye]

/01 / [bi 0l£ :0£]

/0r/ [mi0ru]

/0w/ [£0w£b]

/0y/ [£0yiq]

/eg/ [l£0gil]

/0q/ [la0qlil]

/mQ/ [limOaMib]

/b0/ [mfp0u: r]

/to/ [mi t0aq : Lif]

/d0/ [m£d0u: r]

/10/ [m£l0u:m]

/r0/ [mi r0i]

/w0/ [£w0aq]

/y0/ [m£y0u: rli

/k0/ [l£k0£riiy:£]

/"$/ [ban0u]

/he/ [bah0u]

with the garlic

more precious

to the roads

with three

rich

more meritorious

more trustworthy

the heaviest

the heaviest

the foxy one

pimpled

educated

effaced

obsessed

poor

surer

he does not revolt

the majority

they sent

they examined, interrogated

/5b/ [mi5b£: l]

/5: / [k i 3 : i :b]

/5m/ [bi 5mi :mtu]

/6n/ [eSneb]

/5r/ [mi 5 r'li]

/5W/ [biS:w£:q]

/5y/ [bibyu: lu]

/5k/ [leSkt]

/Sx/ [iS:xu: ra]

/6<7 [meb^o: r]

/b5/ [mtb5u: 1 ]

/ta/ [mid5ir:li]

/m5/ [lim5a:liT]

/n5/ [menblu]

/15/ [el 5 i 5]

/r5/ [ar&i l]

/w5/ [biwbi :ntu]

4
Ibiwbimtul alternates with lbv&i:ntul

.
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wilted

like the wolf

with his fault

more vicious

scattered

tasting permitted

with his tails

the most intelligent

the treasure

frightened

spent freely

scattered

the scandals

so low he is!

more delicious

lower

with his ear (dim.



Figure 7: Medial two-consonant clusters

b t d t f 0 5 ft s £ z 3 5 m n 1 r w y k g q X V
r> h h

27 b + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

22 d + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 t
/V

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

23 f + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

13 9 + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 5 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

17 5 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 s + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

13 s + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 z + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 3 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 s + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

27 m + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

27 n + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

27 1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 r + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

27 w + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

27 y + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

17 k + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 g + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

20 q + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

17 y + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

23 r> + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 h + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 h + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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/y8/ [m£y5u: bij] : it does not melt

/k8/ [yik6ib] : he lies

/gS/ [tigfiif] : you throw away

/qfi/ [niq&i fj : I throw away

/x8/ [m£: xfit] : taking (fern.)

/]6/ [miU6i] : nourished

/**»/ [laf'Serb] : the torture

/hfi/ [balj8£:y£] : near me

/fib/ [fiba^J : wild cat

/&:/ [afi:yu: f] : the guests

/fim/ [bi5mi : ro] : with his innermost

/fin/ [ki5n£:h] : like his baby

/si/ [a&ltm] : darker

/fir/ [rna&ro : b] : hit

/fiw/ [miiSwi] : lit

/fiy/ [mifiy£:f] : hospitable

/§<*/ [yiS^a: f] : he gets weaker

/fix/ [afixam] : more luxuous

/fiv/ [ma5yo:t] : compressed

/fib/ [yafihak] : he laughs

/fih/ [yofihur] : he shows up

/bfi/ [b5a :
yi f] : things

/ffi/ [fSa:yih] : scandals, humiliations

/tfi/ [mi t5ar;: Ur] : being harmed

/mfi/ [l imfial : i l] : the one being in the shadow

/nfi/ [i n : 5li : f]
: the clean

/lfi/ [milfili] : lighting

/r§/ [yarfia] : he consents

/wfi/ [mawSo : (•]

^
: subject

/yfi/ [mayfior:liy : he does not do any harm

/gfi/
[mi gfili] : done

/qfi/ [miqfiu] : done

/xfi/ [axfiar] : green

/yfi/
[la/ Sab] : the most furious

/»§/ [l a I'fiam] : the eggs, bones

/hfi/ [mahSar: \]
: he was not present

/hfi/
[lahSa:yib] : the slopes

5
The lexical item /mawbu:?/ alternates with /mu&u: <7 .
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2. 4. 1.3 Final two-consonant clusters

251 final consonant clusters are possible against 478 impossible ones. This

large number of impossible consonant clusters depends mainly on the fre-

quence of the monosyllabic items with the CCVC pattern. Consonant-doubling

is allowed and the interdentals occur in the following 15 clusters only:

/©:/ [ha9 ; ] he encouraged

/be/ [xop0] malignancy

/fee/ [bah9] examination, interrogation

/•*©/ [ba p9] sending

/»:/ [bufi:] take (one's) part (imp.

)

/Sf/ [qu8f] throwing away

/8x/ [bs5x] luxury

/&:/ [nqa5:] he saved

/8r/ [na5rj view

/b&/ [nab§] pul se

/ffi/ [raf5] rejection

/r&/ [marS] disease

/kS/ [rak5] galopping

/y§/ [boyS] hate

/h§/ [nah8] awakening

2.4.2 Three-consonant clusters

Initial and medial clusters consist maximally of three consonants while

final clusters have a maximum membership of two consonants.

2. 4. 2.1 Initial consonant clusters

Only the following three-consonant clusters are possible:

(stjf) [stjfocli] he exploited

(stq) [stqal
:]

he became independent

(st") [st^a: r] he got ashamed

(stm) [stmar:] he continued

(sth) [sthaq:] he deserved

(stw) [stwe:t] she arranged

(stf) [s tfe : d] he got use of

(stx) [stxaf
:]

he applied (to a person for)

(nth) [nthar
]

he committed suicide

(ntq) [ntqam f he avenged

°
Two informants in the younger generation used / tnaq:am/ instead of Intqaml.
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Figure 8: Final two-consonant clusters
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'N

There are two types of initial three-consonant clusters: stC and ntC. The 8

of the 10 possible clusters in the dialect of Susa have the pattern stC

where C happens to be /m/, /w/, /f/, /q/, /x/, ///, /h,/ or /<*/. The two re-

maining clusters: /nth/ and /ntq/ are lexically limited groups, i .e. they

occur in the two above-mentioned examples only.

2. 4. 2. 2 Medial three-consonant clusters

Pattern -C:C-

Medially 416 clusters are possible against 313 impossible ones. The conso-

nants b, m, d, 1, n and r have bigger combinatory possibilities than the

other consonants. The interdentals occur in 52 clusters.

Pattern -CCC-

Only medial three-consonant clusters beginning with a sonorant are allowed

in careful speech,

(mbk) [3£mbkum]

(mbh) |3£mbh£]

(mqt) [yamqto]

(msb) [y£mshu]

(nbt) [yinbtu]

(nfr) [yunfro]

(nbr) [yunbro]

(nf) [yenff'u]

(ndh) [i,andh£]

(ndk) [fandkum]

(nbh) [y£nbhu]

(nsr [yunsro]

(nt3) [yintau]

(nyr) [yinjro]

(nks) [yurjksu]

(nkb) [yiqkbu]

(nsb) [yinsbu]

(nqb) [yurjqbu]

(Ibn) [kfclbne.]

(lbk) [k£lbkumj

(lbh) [k£lbhum]

(iqf) [yulqfu]

(Up) [yi 1 hmu]

Obs) [yel hsu]

your side

her side

he persecutes him

they wiped

they grow (plant)

they withdraw

they are bright new

they are useful

in her possession

in your possession

they bark

they cause one to conquer an

enemy

they produce

they get jealous

they are sweeping

they make someone unhappy

they attribute

they are boring a hole

our dog

your dog

their dog

they catch (receive)

they solder

they lick
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Figure 9: Medial three-consonant clusters

Pattern -C:C-

bb tt dd tt ff 90 85 55 ss SS ZZ 33 35 mm nn 11 rr ww yy kk gg qq xx yy ^hh hh

25 b + + + + + + -+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 t + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

22 d + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

14 t + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

18 f + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

3 0 + + +

10 s + + + + + + + + + +

2 5 + +

11 s + + + + + + + + + + +

10 S + + + + + + + + + +

9 z + + + + + + + + +

8 3 + + + + + + + +

12
s

+ + + + + + + + + + + +

23 m + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

21 n + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

26 1 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

25 r + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

14 w + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

14 y + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 k + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 g + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 q + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

16 X + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

8 V + + + + + + + +

20 n + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

19 h + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

17 h + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
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(rf) [marf ''u] his shelf

(rb£) Tyurbto] they tie

(r5n) [mar8ns] our illness

(r&k) [mar8kum] your illness

(r§h) [mar8hum] their illness

The epenthetic

cluster is not

vowel [ a ]
.is inserted after C

1

when the first consonant

a sonorant.

(bht) [tibghtu] you get astonished

(fhm) [nifghmu] we understand

(0pt) [yiGgptu] they remember

(qsm) [yaqasmu] they divide

(''ml

)

[ya^mlu] they do

(sm 0
)

[ylsam^u] they hear

(3fl) [yi3afl u] they run away

(smk) [isgmkum] your (pi.) name

(qbt) [aqablu] receive (imp.)

In rapid speech the following eight medial three consonant clusters are also

permitted. When speaking carefully an epenthetic vowel will be inserted

after .

slow tempo rapid speech

(
st

r)
[yi sstja^l: o] : they exploit [yistY<f[:o]

(stq) [tisstqal : o] : you become in-

dependent
[tistqaUo]

(sti») [yisat^airo] : they get ashamed [yist^airo]

(stm) [ti sa tmar:o] : you continue [tistmar:o]

(sth) [nisathaq :o] : we deserve [nisthaq:o]

(stw) [tisatwi :yu] : you arrange [
tistwi :yu]

(stf) [yisgtf£:d] : he gets use of [yistf£:d]

(stx) [tisatxaf
:] : you apply (to a

person)
[ tistxaf :]
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Morphology

I VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

The most important feature of the verbal morphology of Arabic is that most

verb stems consist of three radicals. To start from the basic forms, the

stems can be extended by adding systematically one or several affixes final-

ly to attain up to nine additional forms] In Classical Arabic, as well as in

most Arabic dialects, the verb stems can be divided into the seven following

groups?

1

The regular verbs which consist of three strong radicals:

Classical Arabic Susa

/kataba/ : to write /ktib/

2

The so-called geminate verbs where C
^

is doubled:

/mar: a/ : to pass /mar:/

3

The initial-weak verbs where C-| is /w/ or /y/:

/wazina/ : to weigh /wzin/

/yabisa/ : to be dry lybis/

4

The middle-weak verbs where C
2

is /w/ or /y/:

/qa:la/ : to say /qa:l/

Ima-.lal : to incline /ma:l/

5

The final-weak verbs where C^ is /w/ or /y/:

/nama:/ : to develop /nma/

/laqa: / : to meet /lqa/

/saqa:

/

: to give to drink /sqa/

1

The number of the derived forms varies in different dialects.
2

In some Arabic dialects also other verb types occur, e.g. /d^a/ , lued^il
'to come '_where C, is strong but the verb is neither (5) nor (6). The" dia-
lect of Susa has two such verbs, i.e. /5a,/ 'to come

1

and fra! 'to see'.
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6

The doubly weak verbs where and consist of /w / or /y/:

Classical Arabic Susa

/wafa : / : to carry out an /wfa/
agreement

7

The quadriradical verbs which consist of four radicals:

l^antaral : to display heroism l^antivl

The verb in the dialect of Susa as well as in most Arabic dialects gets, as

mentioned above, the same morphological division. However an eighth verb type,

i.e. the 'hamzated' verbs can also be noticed even though such verbs lost the

/?/ and changed structure in most Arabic dialects. The dialect of Susa has

two moods, viz. the indicative and the imperative mood. There are two as-

pects in the dialect of Susa, i.e. the perfective and the imperfective as-

pect. The perfective aspect indicates the past while the imperfective indi-

cates the non-past in the present, future or past. However the imperfect has

most often a present meaning. The dual-form is non-existent and there is no

distinction of gender in 2nd and 3rd p. pi. The morphological alterations in

the vernacular of Susa led to neutralisation between the 2nd p. sing. masc.

and fem.

3
Cf. p. 90 below.
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1.1 REGULAR FORM

1.1.1 The regular verb

Perfect Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. ql ib : he turned yi ql ib

3rd fern. qiilbit ti ql ib

2nd c. ql ibt ti ql ib

1st c. ql ibt niqlib

Plural

3rd c. qiilbu yiq^lbu

2nd c. qlibtu tiq^lbu

1st c. ql ibnt niqalbu

Imperative

Singular iql ib

PI ural iqalbu

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Active qa: lib qa:lb£ q«: lbi :n

Passive maqlu:b maqlu:b£ maqlubi :n

1.1. 1.1 Perfect

The disappearance of the older short vowels in the final position has neu-

tralized the morphological opposition between 1st and 2nd
1 p. sing? The suf-

fix /u/ occurring in 3rd p. pi. corresponds to the Classical perfective suf
fix /u:/. Some verbs in the dialect of Susa have the same characteristic

vowel as in Classical Arabic while others have a different vowel.

Classical Arabic Susa

/qatala/ : he killed [9&al]
/labisa/ : he dressed [Ibis]

Iqaruba/ : he got closer
[qr°fe]

!sami^a/ : he heard [smgp]

l^aviqal : he drowned
[
/roq]

Ikabural : he grew up [kbir]

4
The same phenomenon occurs in other sedentary Western dialects as in

Tlemcen-vi lie, Djidjelli, Alger, Tunis, Fes (Jewish). Cf. GRAND'HENRY, Le
parler arabe de Cherchell

, p. 46.
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Verb stems including an emphatic or a uvular consonant have most often /u/

or [a] while the remaining verb stems have usually / i / or [&], i.e. the qual-

ity of the vowels is mainly phonetically conditioned.

1.1. 1.2 Imperfect

The dialect of Susa has, as the other Western dialects, the prefix /n(v)/

for 1st p. sing. The vowels of the prefixes are most often modified in order

to harmonize with the 'characteristic' vowel.

[yatflaq] : he closes

[yiktib] : he writes

[yujroq] : he drowns

[yuijkur] : he denies

[yuhrob] : he runs away

The most frequent stem vowel in the imperfect as well as in the perfect is

/i / . In the plural an epenthetic vowel is inserted when three-consonant clus-

5
ters are not allowed.

[yinyr°]

[yamqto]

[yiljimu]

[yurbto]

[yaqssmu]

[yg^mlu]

[y£sam puj

[yuqc3 pdu]

they get jealous

they persecute

they solder

they tie

they divide, they share

they do

they hear

they sit down

1.1. 1.3 Imperative

The imperative forms have always the same stem as in the imperfect. The im-

perative prefix is /i / , /a/ or /u/ depending on the quality of the stem vo-

wel, i.e. it is always identical with the stem vowel

.

[yiktib] : he writes [iktib]

[yikrim] : he becomes generous [ikrim]

[yiqfil] : he locks [iqfil]

[yuyroq] : he drowns [u/roq]

[yuknus] : he sweeps [uknus]

[yuqros] : he pinches

[yaUar“] : he gets up [ aUap
]

5
See medial three-consonant clusters pp. 73-75 above.
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[yffmsl]

[ytsfeh]

: he does

: he lies

ffcfmel]

[fsffh]

1 . 1 . 1 . 4 Participles

The active participle has the same morphological structure as in Classical

Arabic, i.e. Ca:CiC.

[k£: tib] : writing

[fa: mil] : doing

[k£:nis] : sweeping

[qa:sim] : dividing, sharing

The passive participle is also the same as in Classical Arabic and has the

pattern maCCu:C.

[mektu.’b] : written

[masro :q] : stolen

There is no distinction of gender in pi. active and passive participles.

[k £ : t b i : n] : writing (pi. c.

)

[m£ktubi:n] : written (pi. c.

)

1.1.2 The geminate verb

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. rad:

3rd fern. rad: it

2nd c. rad: i :t

1st c. rad: i :t

Plural

3rd c. rad:u

2nd c. rad: i :tu

1st c. rad:i:ne

Imperative

Singular rod:

PI ural rod: u

Participles

masc.

Active ra:did ~ ra:

Passive mardu:d

Imperfect

: he answered yrod: ~irod:

trod:

trod:

nrod:

yrod:u irod:u

trod:

u

nrod:

u
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1.1. 2.1 Perfect

The stem vowel of the perfect in geminate verbs is always /a/. In the dia-

lect of Susa the perfect is inflected like final /y/ verbs in Form II, ex-

cept in the suffixless sing. 3rd masc. This is one of the major common fea-

tures where the modern Arabic dialects diverge from Classical Arabic in

which the geminate does not occur before suffixes beginning with consonants.

Classical Arabic Susa

Singular

3rd masc.

3rd fern.

2nd masc.

2nd fern.

1st c.

Plural

3rd masc.

3rd fern.

2nd masc.

2nd fern.

1st c.

Irad: aI

Irad: atI

Iradadtal

/radadti/

/radadtu/

Irad: u:

I

/radadna/

/radadtum/

/radadtun:a/

/radadna: /

[ rad :]

[rad : i tj

[rad:i :t]

[rad: i : t]

[rad : u]

[rad: i :tu]

[rad: i :t]

1.1. 2. 2 Imperfect

The vowel of the prefix in the unstressed syllable^disappears when the verb

stem begins with the sequence CV-.

Classical Arabic Susa

/?V + \id:u/ : I hold [njid:]

/ tV +hut: w/ : you put [thot:]

/yV+kur:u/ : he pulls [ykur:] ~ [ikur:]

/n)l+qa§:u/ : we cut [nqo§:o]

/ tV+sub:u:na/ : you (pi.) pour [tsob:u]

/yV+s
i

ub:u;na/ : they pour [ysob : u] --[isob:u]
The stem vowel in the imperfect is /i / or /u/ depending on the- quality of

the stem vowel in the perfect, i.e. verbs with stem vowel [e] in the perfect

get /i / in the imperfect while verbs with [a] get /u/.

Perfect Imperfect

[m£d:] : he took out [ymid:] [iinid
:]

l>d:] : he held [ij id:]

6
In 3rd p. sing, and pi. the vowel of the prefix is preserved in the dia-

lect of Cherchell , Tunis and Alger (Jewish), see GRAND'HENRY, Le parler

arabe de Cherchell, p. 49, STUMME, Grammatik des tunisischen Arabisch, pp.

12-13, and M. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs d'Alger, pp. 182-185.
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Perfect Imperfect

[me! : i :t] you became bored [tmil
:]

[s e b : i : t ] I swore [nsib:]

[ra d:
]

he answered [yrod
:]

[i

[qas:ii:tj you cut [tqos:]

[mas:li:t] I sucked [nmos:]

[hat: U: to] you (pi
. )

put [thot : o]

1.1. 2. 3 Imperative

The stem of the imperative is identical with

Imperfect

the imperfect

Imperative

[trod:] you answer [rod:]

[tmid:] you take out [mid:]

[tsob: u] you (pi.) pour [sob: u]

[trod: u] you (pi.) answer [rod : u]

[i rod:]

1 . 1 . 2. 4 Participles

The active participle sing. masc. has two possible patterns, i.e. C-|a:C
2
iC

2

and C^a:C
2
C
2

. The first pattern is very frequent among men of the older

generation as well as in the old tales, e.g. Iva:didl 'answering', /ha: tit/

'putting' and Iqa-.sisl 'cutting'. The second pattern is very usual among the

younger generation and women, e.g. /ra:d : / , /ha:t: / and /qa:s:/.

1.1.3 The initial-weak verb

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. WSlil '

3rd fem. wislit

2nd c. wsiilt

1st c. wslil t
fv

Plural

3rd c. wislo

2nd c. wslil tu

1st c. wslil nt

usul
7

: he arrived

.y uslilt

vJ uslilt

^ usliltu

uslilnt

ybis ibis :

yibsit

ybist ibist

ybist ~ ibist

yibsu

ybistu ~ ibistu

ybisns ibisne

he (it) hard-
ened, dried

7
The location of stress shifts in.accordance with the prosodic rules of the

dialect, i.e. the lexical item [wjul] gets the primary stress only whereas
[uslil] receives a primary and secondary stress, e.g. [usul].
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Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yu:sul yi :bis

3rd fern. tu : slil
rJ

ti :bis

2nd c. tu : siil ti :bis

1st c. nu:s!il ni :bis

Plural

3rd c. yu:slu yi :bsu

2nd c. tu:slu
/V

ti :bsu

1st c. nu:slu
/V

ni :bsu

Imperative

Singular u : slil i :bis

Plural u:slu
fJ

i :bsu

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Active wa:slil y£:bis
CJ

wa:sla
/v <v

y£:bs£ wa : s lli

Passive muzu:n muzu :n£ muzuni

1.1.3. 1 Perfect

Initial-weak verbs with /y/ radical are very rare in all Tunisian dialects,

e.g. the dialect of Susa has only the verb /ybls/.i w] and [y ] alternate with

[u] and [i ] respectively. However in the majority of idiolects /w/ is most

often realized as[w] in the older generation while /w/ is usually rendered

by [u] in the younger generation. The realisation of /y/ as [i] in the sin-

gular is deeply rooted among all speakers for the verb /ybis/ while in the

plural /y/ has the allophone [y], e.g. [ybisnt] and [ybistu].

1.1. 3. 2 Imperfect

Verb stems with initial /w/ and /y/ get in the imperfect the prefixes /Cu :

/

and /Ci : / respectively? The radicals /w/ and /y/ are realized as [:], i.e.

in analogy with the imperfect of the strong verb /Cuw/ and /Ciy/ correspond

to [Cu:] and [Ci :] .

^ The same phenomenon occurs in some North African Beduin dialects. Cf. Ph.

MARQAIS, Contributions^ 1'gtude du parler arabe de Saada, p. 61, D. COHEN,

Le dialecte arabe HassanTya de Mauritanie, p. 97, and W. MARfAIS, Le dialecte

arabe des Dlad Brahim de Sa'ida, p. 82.
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Classical Arabic Susa

/yasilu/ : he arrives [wslil] ^ [usUl] [yu:sul]

Itaqiful : she stands up [wiqfit] ftu:qlif]

/tas-iqu/ : you export [wsiqt] ^ [usiqt] [tu:siq]

/?abisu/ : I dry [ybist] ^ [ibist] [ni :bis]

1.1. 3. 3 Imperative

The verb stem in the imperative is identical with the imperfect stem. The

imperative prefix is

fix.

also identical with the vowel of the imperfective pre

[yu:3i p
] : he hurts [u : 3i (•] [u :3 to ]

[yu:qlif] : he stands up [u:quf] [u:qfu]

[yu:3 id] : he finds [u: 3id] [u:jdu ]

[yi :bisj : he (it) dries [i :bis] [i :bsu ]

1 . 1. 3. 4 Participles

Only transitive verbs form passive participles.

[w3i d] [u3i d] : he found [mu3u:d]

[wzin] ^[uzin] : he weighed [muzu:n]

[wsiq] ^[usiq] : he exported [musu:q]

1.1.4 The middle-weak verb

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. qa:l : he said xa:f : he got scared m£:l : he in-

3rd fern. q a: 1 i t xa:fit mg: 1 i t
clined

2nd c. qolt xuft milt

1st c. qolt xuft milt

Plural

3rd c. qcz:lu xa:fu m£:lu

2nd c. qoltu xuftu mi 1 tu

1st c. qoln£ xufn£ miln£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. iqo:l r^> yqo:l ixa:f rx, yxa:f i mi : 1 r\yymi:l
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3rd fern. tqo: 1 txa:f tmi : 1

2nd c. tqo: 1 txa:f tmi : 1

1st c. nqo:l nxa:f nmi : 1

PI ural

3rd c. i q o : 1 u <- yqo:lu ixa:fu rx/ yxa: fu i mi : 1 u ymi : 1 u

2nd c. tqo:lu txa : f

u

tmi : 1 u

1st c. nqo: lu nxa:fu nmi : 1 u

Imperative

Singular qo : 1 xa:f mi

:

1

PI ural qo : 1 u xa:fu mi

:

lu

Participles

masc. fern.

Active qa:yil xa:yif m£:yi 1 qa:yl £ xa :yfc me:yl£

Passive muqa: 1

pi.

Acti ve qa:yl i :n xa:yfi

;

:n m£:yl i :n

Passive —
1. 1.4.1 Perfect

Verb stems with medial /w/ or /y/ have stem vowel /u/ and /i / respectively

when followed by suffi xes beginning with consonants.

[qa:l] [qolt] [qoln&] [qol tu]

1
1X&

~h Cxuft ] [xufne.] [xuftu]

[me:l] [mi It] [mi 1 n e] [miltu]

1.1. 4. 2 Imperfect

With the exception of the verb /yba:t/ 'he stays overnight' medial weak

verbs have in the imperfect always the same stem vowel as in Classical Ara-

bic.

Classical Arabic

/yax.a:fu/

/ taqu: tu/

/ tami: tu/

/ ?ab-£: tu/

he becomes scared

she says

you incline

I stay overnight

Susa

[ixa:f]'

[tqo:l]

[tmi : 1 ]

[nb£:t]

'[yxa:f]

1 . 1 . 4. 3 Imperative

The imperative stem is identical with the imperfect stem which due to the

syllable structure is not the case in Classical Arabic.
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Classical Arabic Susa

Ixafl /ym:f/ Cxa:f]

Iqull /yqu:l/ [qo:l]

/mill /ymi: 1/ [mi : 1 ]

/xa:fu:/ /yxa:fu/ [xa:fu]

lqu:Vu: / /yqu: tu/ [qo:lu]

/mi: tu: / /ymi:lu/ [mi : 1 u]

1. 1.4.4 Participles

Only transitive verbs form
j

passive participles.

Eb£:<’] : he sold Emub£: p]
9

[qa:m] : he 1 i fted [muqa:m]

[s£;l] : he owed [mus£:l]

1.1.5 The final -weak verb

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. sqa

3rd fem. sqa:t

2nd c. sqii:t

1st c. s q Li : t

PI ural

3rd c. sqa:w

2nd c. sqli:tu

1st c. sqii:n£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yisqli

3rd fem, tisqu'

2nd c. tisqli

1st c. nisqli

: he watered qra

qra:t

qru :t

qrlirt

qra:w

qrli : tu

qrii:n£

yaqra

taqra

taqra

naqra

: he read ef£

pf£:t

of i :t

ofi :t

pf£:w

ofi :tu

of i :n£

yapfu

tat'fu

tapfu

napfu

: he forgave

9
The vowel /u/ is exceptionally preserved in unstressed open syllables.
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Plural

3rd c. yisqii:yu yaqrarw ya^ft :w

2nd c. tisquryu taqra:w taf“f£:w

1st c. nisqihyu naqra:w na^f^w

Imperative

Singular i sqii aqra a^fu

Plural i sqli :yu aqra:w a^f£:w

Participles

masc. fern.

Active s£:qli qa:rii fa:fi s£:qya qarrya ^arfya

Passive mi sqli miqrii mi>fi misqiiy:£ miqrliy:£ mi^fiyia

pi.

Active s£qii:n qarlirn ^afi :n

Passive misqiiyi in^misqU :n miqrliyi :n~miqrU:n mi pfiyi in^mi (*fi :n

1.1. 5.1 Perfect

The stem vowel is lengthened when followed by a suffix.

[ml£.] : he filled [ml£:t] [ml&:w]

[hb£] : he crept [hbi:t} [hbi : tu]

[qra] : he read [qrii:t] [qrU : tu]

1.1. 5. 2 Imperfect

In the imperfect, verb stems get the characteristic vowel /i/, /u/ or /a/.

Verbs final /?/ in Classical Arabic correspond always in the dialect of Susa

to verbs final /y/ with stem vowel /a/ in the imperfect.

Classical Arabic Susa

/yaqra9u! : he reads [yaqra]

ItamlaPul : you fill [temle]

Inabda^ul we begin [n£bd£:w]

Verbs final /y/ in Classical Arabic with stem vowel /a/ correspond always to

verbs with the characteristic vowel /a/ in the dialect of Susa.

Classical Arabic Susa

/yansa :

/

: he forgets [y£nse]

/yas pa :

/

: he attempts Lyts '’a ]

!yav\a:

!

: he consents [yarSa]
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The dialect of SOsa has two verbs with the characteristic vowel /u/
10

in the

singular, i.e. the verbs /ya^fu/ 'he forgives' and /yahbu/ 'he creeps' get
stem vowels /a/ and /i / respectively when inflected in the plural.

[yapfu] : he forgives [yanfeiw]

[yahbu] : he creeps [yahbi:yu]

In the imperfect, the vowel of the prefix is always identical with the stem
vowel unless the latter is /u/.

[yaqra] : he reads

[yaqwa] : he gets stronger

[yarwa] : he drinks his fill

[yikwi]
: he burns

[yijwi] : he grills

[yinfi] : he denies

If the stem vowel is /u/ the prefix gets a /a/ vowel.

[yahbu] : he creeps

[ya^fu] : he forgives

Verbs with the characteristic vowel /a/ in the singular have the final se-
quence /a:w/ in the plural while those with /i / have /i:yu/.

[yaqra] [yaqra:w]

[yaqwa] [yaqwa: w]

[yisqu] [yisqihyu]

1.1. 5. 3 Imperative

The verb stem in the imperative is always identical with the imperfective

stem. The imperative suffix is also identical with the vowel occurring in the

prefix of the imperfect.

[yaqra] [aqra]

[yahbu] [ahbu]

[yisqLi] [isqli]

1. 1.5.4 Participles

The active participle has the pattern CaCi in the masculine, Ca:Cya in the

feminine and CaCi:n in the plural.

[jf:ru] : bying

[]£:rya] : bying (fem.)

[j£.ru:n] : bying (pi.)

10
The verbs with stem vowel /u/ are very rare in all North African dialects,

see GRAND'HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell
, p. 54.
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The passive participle has the pattern miCCi in the masculine, miCCiy.a in

the feminine and the two alternating patterns: miCCiyirn and miCCi :n in the

plural.

[mi
j
rLi]

[mi
j
rliy:a]

[mi Jrliyi :n]/^y [mijruin]

1.1.6 The doubly weak verb
11

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. wf£ uf£

3rd fern. wf£:t ~ uf£:t

2nd c. wfi :t ~ ufi :t

1st c. wfi :t ^ ufi :t

Plural

3rd c. wf£:w uf£:w

2nd c. wfi :tu ~ ufi :tu

1st c. wfi :n£ ~ ufi :n£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yu:f£

3rd fern. tu:f£

2nd c. tu:f£

1st c. nu:f£

Plural

3rd c. yuf£:w

2nd c. tuf£:w

1st c. nuf£:w

: he ended

Imperative

Singular

Plural

u :f£

uf£:w wf£:W

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Active w£:fi w£:fy£ W£fi :n

Passive mu:fi mu:fiy:£ mufiyi :n mufi :n

^ With doubly weak-verbs are meant verbs with C-|Wy+C
3
wy.
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1.1. 6.1 Perfect

/wfa/ is the only doubly weak verb occurring in the dialect of Susa. The

stem vowel is lengthened when followed by a suffix beginning with a conso-

nant.

[wf£:t] [uf£:t]

[wf£:w] ^[uf£:w]

[wf£.] [uf£.]

[w] and [u] alternate with each other initially.

1. 1.6.2 Imperfect

In the singular, verb stems get the prefix /Cu:/, /w/ is realized as[u],

i.e. the morphophonemic /Cuw/ corresponds phonetically to [Cu:]. In the plu-

ral the vowel of the prefix is short while the characteristic vowel is long,

i.e. /yu:fa/ + {u} —» [yuf£:w],

1.1. 6. 3 Imperative

The stem in the imperative is identical with the imperfect stem.

[yu:fe] [u:f£]

[yuf£:wj [uf£:w] ~[wf£:w]

1 . 1 . 6. 4 Participles

In the plural, the passive participle has two alternant patterns, i.e.

muCiyi :n and muCi :n.

1.1.7 The verbs /3a/ and /ra/

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. 3£ : he came ra

3rd fern. 3£:t ra:t

2nd c. 3i :t rii:t

1st c. 3i :t rli :t

Plural

3rd c. 3£:w ra:w

2nd c. 3i :tu riktu

1st c. 3i :ne rii:n£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. y3 i ^ i3i yra ~ ira
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3rd fern. t3i tra

2nd c. t3i tra

1st c. n3i nra

Plural

3rd c. y3i:yu i3i :yu yra:w r^j ira:w

2nd c. t3i:yu tra:w

1st c. n3i:yu nra:w

Imperative

Singular i :3£ ra

Plural y3£:w i3£:w ra:w

Participles

masc. fem. pi.

Active 3£:y 3£:y:£ 3eyi:n

Passive

Weak verbs of /3 a/ and /ra/ type are very rare in all Arabic dialects, e.g.

the vernacular of Susa has only the two above-mentioned verbs. /5a/ and /ra/

correspond to the Classical forms /d3a:?a/ and /ra?a:/ respectively, i.e.

the older /?/ has disappeared and the verbs have one strong radical only.

1. 1.7.1 Perfect

The characteristic vowel is, as in the other verbs, lengthened when followed

by suffixes beginning with consonants.

[3i:t] [3£:w] [3i :n£]

[rli: t] [ra:w] [ru:n£]

1.1. 7. 2 Imperfect

The initial [y] alternates with [i],

[ysi] [i3i]

[yra:w] ~ [ira:w]

In the imperfect, the verbs /3a/ and /ra/ have the same stem vowel as in

Classical Arabic.

Classical Arabic SQsa

/yad3i:‘>u/ ly^il

/tadZi: 9ul /*3i/

/ 9ad3i: 9u/ /n3i/

/yadS'i: 9u:na/ /yzi:yu/

/tadzi

:

9u: na/ /t3i:yu/
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/nad3i: 9u/

/yccra: /

/ tara :

/

/ 9ara:

/

/yarcama/

/ tarawna/

Inara:

/

/nZ-i-.yu/

lyral

Itral

Inral

/yra:w/

/tra:w/

/nra:w/

1.1. 7. 3 Imperative

The imperative stem of the verb /ra/ is identical with the imperfect stem
while the stem of the verb /3a/ has a different pattern formed in analogy
with initial -weak verbs.

lyral /ra/

lyra:wl /ra:w/

/yZi/ /i:3a/

/yZi:yu/ Iy3£:w/

1.1. 7. 4 Participles

The verb /3a/ can form an active participle 12
whereas /ra/ can neither form

an active nor a passive participle.

1-1-8 Verbs corresponding to the Classical Arabic 'hamzated' verbs

1. 1.8.1 Classical initial /
9
/ verbs

The verbs corresponding to the Classical /
9akala/ 'to eat' and / 9ay.a6a/ 'to

take 1

lack /’/ in the dialect of Susa.

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. xSf : he took kl£

3rd fern. x5&:t kl£:t

2nd c. x5i :t kl i :t

1st c. xSi :t kli :t

Plural

3rd c. x5g:w kl £:w

The active participle of the verb /3a/ has the form /ma-.fci/' in the dia-
lects of Cherchell, Tlemcen and Alger (Jewish). Cf. GRAND'HENRY, Le parler
arabe de Cherchell, p. 55. The Beduin dialects have as_the dialect of Susa
the form /3a// , see W. MARfAIS, Le dialecte arabe des U

1 fid BpahTm de Sa'ida,
p. 88, and D. COHEN, Le dialecte arabe HassanTya de Mauritanie, p. 110.
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2nd c. x6i :tu kli :tu

1st c. x&i :n£ kli:n£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. y£:xo yt:kul

3rd fern. te:xo t £: kul

2nd c. t£:xo t£:kul

1st c. n£:xo n£ : kul

Plural

3rd c. y£:x5u y£:klu

2nd c. t£:x5u t£:klu

1st c. n£:xbu n£:klu

Imperative

Singular xo:5 ku : 1

Plural xo:5u k u : 1 u

Participles

masc. fern. Pi.

Active W£:xli5 w£:kil W£:x8e w£kl£ we:x6i:n wf:kli:n

Passive

Perfect

The verbs /x5a! and Iklal function as final weak verbs, i.e. the vowel is

lengthened when followed by suffixes beginning with consonants.

Imperfect

In analogy with the imperfect of initial -weak verbs the vowel of the prefixes
1

3

of both verbs is long. In the singular the final consonant is elided in the

verb /x5a/.

Imperative

The imperative stem has, as in medial weak verbs, the pattern Cu:C in the

singular and Cu:Cu in the plural.

The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Cherchell, see GRAND'HENRY,
Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 55.
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Participles

Both verbs have an active participle only, inflected for gender and number.

1.1. 8. 2 Classical medial /?/ verbs

With the exception of the verb lra9a:l 'to see' all Classical Arabic medial

/?/ verbs correspond to medial /h/^or medial weak verbs in the dialect of

Susa.

Classical Arabic Susa

1aa 9dial : he asked Cshel ]

1za 9aval : he roared [zhir]

/ra ?afa/ : he pitied [ra:f]

lka9ibal : he was dejected [ke:b]

1.1. 8. 3 Classical final /?/ verbs

With the exception of the verb ldza: 9al 'to come' all Classical final /?/

verbs correspond to final weak verbs in the dialect of Susa.

Classical Arabic Susa

/qara^a! : he read [qra]

lladZaPal : he took refuge [13£]

/bada^a/ : he began [bdt]

/mala 9a/ : he filled [mlf]

1.1.9 The quadri radical verb

The quadri radical verbs are, in the dialect of Susa divided into the four

following groups:

Form I

Verb stems with four different radicals: C-jaC^VC^

[hatrlif]

[zarwit]

[qartus]

[xalwib]

[s erb £.]

[xarbi
\]

: he pinched

: he hit someone with a cane

: he packed

: he made a disturbance

: he served (food)

: he scratched

^ In Cherchell the /?/ is preserved in the verb /s%£/ 'to ask', see
GRAND' HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 14.
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[^arbil]

[jaqlib]

: he bolted

: he cheated

Verbs with a reduplicated stem: C-|aC
2
C.|aC

2

[b£ !3
bfb ]

[rabrab]

[naqnaq]

[wflwel]

[daqdaq]

[^aqjaq]

[wapwa^]

[lekiek]

he did something good for someone

he blasphemed

he croaked, he wanted good food

he lamented

he knocked

he rattled

he howled

he nagged

Verbs where

[kerkib]

[samsu'r ]

[derds'']

jsersib ]

[Wi ib ]

[qa jqlil ]

[btrbi
{

]

[farfit]

and C
3

are identical: C^aC
2
C^VC

3

: he rolled

: he acted as a broker

: he shoved

: he went down slowly

: he disturbed

: he brought about a disgrace

: he poked

: he trembled

Form II of quadriradicals but never with equivalence in Form I

Verbs with the reflexive prefix |tj are always intransitive if not reflex-

ive.

[ts£lh£b ]

[tza^bin ]

[t$af jaq]

[tkfskis ]

[tnffntf ]

[tnajwir ]

[tqaswir]

[tbandiq]

he came quickly

he flirted

he became old

he was ill treated

he became well off

he got some fresh air

he used small clothes

he lived a life of luxury

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc.

3rd fern.

2nd c.

daqdaq : he knocked hatriif : he pinched

daqadqut hate rfit
tv

daqdaqt hatriift
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1st c. daqdaqt hatrlift

Plural

3rd c. daqsdqo hatarfu

2nd c. daqdaqto hatruftu

1st c. daqdaqng. hatrufng.
rv

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. ydaqdaq ^ idaqdaq yhatrLif ~ i hatrlif

3rd fern. id: aqdaq thatriif

2nd c. id:aqdaq thatrlif

1st c. ndaqdaq nhatruf

Plural

3rd c. ydaqadqo idaqadqo yhat^rfu ^ i hatarfu

2nd c. id:aqadqo thatarfu

1st c. ndaqadqo nhatarfu

Imperative

Singular daqdaq hatrlif

Plural daqadqo hata>rfu
<v

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Active daqde:q hatr£:f daqdt:qa hatra:fe daqdaqli :n hatrafi :n

Passive mdaqdaq mhatruf mdaqadqa mhatirfg. mdaqadqli:n mhatirfi :n

1.1. 9.1 Perfect

In the dialect of Susa, in all quadriradical verbs, V
1

is always /a/ while

V
2

can be /a/. /i / or /u/.

[rabrab] : he blasphemed

[jaqjaq] : he rattled

[xalwiS] : he made a disturbance

[berbi j] : he poked

[waju ju] : they whispered

Only verbs with C^w have /u/ in 3rd p. sing. fem. and 3rd p. pi.

[waju jit] : she whispered

[tna juru] : they got some fresh air

An epenthetic vowel is inserted where three-consonant clusters are not al-

lowed.

jraharbu] : they blasphemed
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[Jaqs’jqo]

[bisabsu]

t>£rb$u]

[d£rd p u]

they rattled

they behaved nicely

they poked

they shoved

1.

1.9.2

Imperfect

With the exception of 3rd p. fern, all the verbs in the singular get the same

stem vowels as in the perfect.

[j
a )(Jib] : he disturbed [yjayjib] ja yji bj

[b£rbijt] : you poked [tberbijj

[daqdaqt] : I knocked [ndaqdaq]

In the plural, only the 3rd p. gets the same stem as in the perfect.

[daq^dqo] : they knocked [ydaqs-dqo] [idaq^dqo]

1.

1.9.3

Imperative

In the imperative the stem is always the same as in the imperfect.

[ydaqd,aq] ^w[idaqdaq] : he is knocking [daqdaq
-

]

[yberbij] ^[ib£.rbij] : he is poking [b^rbi^]

[yitza^bnu] : they are flirting [tza^bnu]

[yfarfto] -^[ifarfto] : they are trembling [farfto]

1.1.

9.4

Participles

The active participle of this type of verbs has the pattern CaCCarC in masc.

and CaCCa:Ca in fern.

In the plural, there are two alternating patterns, i.e. CaCCaCi:n and

CaCCa:Ci:n.

[hatr£:f] : pinching

[daqd£:q] : knocking

[Jjatrafi :n]~Eiatra:fi :n]: pinching (pi.)

[daqdaqii : ri)~[daqda
:
qli : n ] : knocking (pi.)

The passive participle has the pattern nrCaCCVC in the masculine, and the

pattern mCaCCCa, mCVCCCa, mitCaCCCa and mitCaCsCCa in the feminine.

[mwelwdlj : lamented

[mjaqajqa] : rattled

[mbtrb^S.]
: poked

[mitqarfta] : frozen

[mitza^bnej : flirted

In the plural there are four patterns, i.e. mCaOCCirn, mCaCCCi:n,

mitCaOCCirn and mitCaCCCi:n.

[mjaqe>jqu:n] [mb£rbji:n] [mitza^bni :n] [mitqarftu :n]
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1.2 DERIVED THEMES

1.2.1 Form II

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. rek:gb : he set up W£k : £.1

3rd fern. rek:bit Wfek : 1 i t

2nd c. r&k:fcbt W£.k: £lt

1st c. rj.k:tbt w&k : el t

Plural

3rd c. rtk:bu wek:lu

2nd c. rtk:ebtu wek: eltu

1st c. rtk:ebnt wek:feln&

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yrtk:ib i re k : i b i ws k : i 1

3rd fern. trek: ib twekril

2nd c. trek:ib twfekril

1st c. nrtk: ib nwfek : i

1

Plural

3rd c. yrek:bu ^ irek:bu i W£ k : 1 u

2nd c. trgk:bu tW£.k:lu

1st c. nrgk:bu nwek:lu

Imperative

Singular rtk: ib wek:il

Plural rekrbu wek:lu

Participles

Active

masc.

mwek: il

fern.

mrtkrib mwek: It mrfek:bt

Passive mwtk:e

1

mrskieb mwekilt mrfek:be

: he gave to eat

pi.

mrek:bi:n mwek:li:n

mrak:bi:n mwek:li:n

1.2. 1.1 Perfect

With the exception of medial /y/ verbs and V
^

are always /a/,

j^aniab] : he made it difficult

[naq:as] : he reduced

[ks.1 :tm] : he spoke to
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[kef :er]

[zty:itj

[nsy: ikj

: he made someone blaspheme

: he greased

: he prostituted himself

1.2. 1.2 Imperfect
1 r

In the singular V
2

is always /i /. The geminated verbs are shortened in the

plural, but due to the quality of the stem vowel the morphological opposi-

tion between Form I and II imperf. (and imp.) is preserved.

jyxam:uj~- [ixam:u] : they think

[txam:uj : you (pi.) think

[nktb:u] : we twist

Jtksb:ib] : you twist

1.2. 1.3 Imperative

In the imperative, the verb stem is always the same as in the imperfect.

|ysa f*
: Ubj [i saf* : Lib] : he makes it difficult [safrlib]

[ynaq:so] [i naq : soj : they reduce [naq:so]

T.2.1.4 Participles

In the singular masc. , the morphological opposition between active and pas-

sive participles is preserved but is neutralized in the feminine and the

plural.

Classical Arabic

Active

Susa

/muvalc'Lbl : composing [mrak : i b]

/munaq:i§/

Passive

: reducing jmnaq:us]

/rrurdk: ab/ : composed jmrdceb]

lmunaq:as/ : reduced jmnaqiasl

1.2.2 Form III

Perfect Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. f*a:rUk : he quarreled y^arruk i f’a: riik

3rd fern. f*a:rkit t^airlik

15
The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Tlemcen but in the dialect

of Cherchell C_ is preserved, see W. MARpAIS, Le dialecte arabe parle a
Tlemcen, p. 73/and GRAND'HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 58.
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2nd c. f'a : rlikt

1st c. nairlikt

Plural

3rd c. ea:rku

2nd c. Pa:ruktu

1st c. nairlikne

Imperative

Singular f’a : rlik

Plural ea:rku

masc. fem. pi.

m^airlik m^airkt. m^airkiin

1.2. 2.1 Perfect

V-j and V
2

are always /a/ and /i / respectively.

1.2. 2. 2 Imperfect

In the imperfect, the stem is always identical with the perfective stem.

[qa:bil] : he met [tqa:bil]

jfa:rku] : they quarreled [y^arrku] ^ [i ^airku

J

1.2. 2. 3 Imperative

In the imperative, the stem is always the same as in the imperfect.

lyl^a: ribI : he is making war [ha:rlib]

/yPa:vku/ they are quar- [f'airkul

reling

1.2. 2. 4 Participles

There is only one participle which can be both passive and active, i.e. the

same stem in both morphological categories.

1.2.3 Form IV

Verbs morphologically corresponding to the Classical Arabic 7afpala do not

occur in the dialect of Susa]
6
Its functions have passed over to Form II.

Classical Arabic Susa

/?adxala/ : he made someone [dax:al]

come i

n

1
c

The verbal form ^af^al is absent in all North African dialects.

Participles

Active 1

Passive!

t^airlik

n^a: rlik

y^airku ^ if*a:rku

t^airku

n^a: rku
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/?aslarna/ : he gave up
f
sel : emj

1.2.4 Form V

Perfect Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. tkasiar : he (it) got yitk&s:ir

3rd fem. tk£s:riit

broken

titkesrir

2nd c. tkes:irt titkes:ir

1st c. tkss : art nitk^srir

Plural

3rd c. tk£s:ro yitk£s:ro

2nd c. tkesiertu titkts :ro

1st c. tkss :s_rne nitk£s:ro

Imperative

Singular tk£s:ir itkf.s:ir

PI ural tk£s:ro ^ itkes:ro

masc. fem. pi.

nritkfcs:ir mitkesrra mitk£s:ru:n

1.2.4. 1 Perfect

In final strong verbs both stem vowels are /a/, the latter of which is

dropped when the syllable is opened: [tkes:er]
+ |-u|— ) [tkes:ro]

.

[tkts:er] [tk£s:rlit] [tk£s:ro]

In most idiolects, the reflexive morpheme j
tj

1

7

does not assimilate to the

following consonant. In order to maintain the morphological distinction, the

reflexive morpheme is, when followed by a dental stop, preceded by an epen-

thetic vowel, i.e. the consonants are separated from each other by the syl-

lable limit.

[tsaf'iab] : he became difficult

[itdar:aq] : he hided himself

[ittaw:ap]
: he became a volunteer

17
The prefix /t/ in the dialect of Cherchell , as in the dialect of Susa,

does not assimilate to the first consonant of the root as it is the case in
the dialect of Djidjelli and Bou-Saada, see GRAND'HENRV , Le parler arabe de
Cherchell, p. 60.

Participles

Active

Passive
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1.2. 4. 2 Imperfect

The second stem vowel is /a/ in the older generation's idiolects and /i / in

most idiolects of the younger generation. The imperfect prefix has always

the vowel /i/.

1.2. 4. 3 Imperative

In the imperative, the syllabic structure of the stems as well as their

vocalism is the same as in the imperfect. Women and especially men in the

older generation have the epenthetic vowel /i / before the reflexive mor-

pheme when followed by a dental stop only while all speakers in the younger

generation use the epenthetic vowel in all verbs in the imperative.

1.2. 4. 4 Participles

In the participles there is no distinction between the active and the pas-

sive patterns.

Perfect Passive participle Active participle

[tktsrer] : it was broken [mitkes :i r] [mitk&s:ir]

[tn&k:trj : he disguised [mitn^k: ir] [mitn&k:ir]

1.2.5 Form VI

Perfect Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. tqa:bil : he met yitqa:bil

3rd fern. tqa:blit titqa:bil

2nd c. tqa:bilt titqa:bil

1st c. tqa:bilt nitqa:bil

Plural

3rd c. tqa:blu yitqa:blu

2nd c. tqa:biltu titqa:blu

1st c. tqa:bilt nitqa:blu

Imperative

Singular tqa:bil itqa:bil

Plural tqa:blu itqa:blu

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Active 1
mitqa:bi

1

mitqa:blt mitqa:bli :n

Passi vej
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1.2. 5.1 Perfect

The prefix /t/ here, as in the fifth form, does not undergo any phonological

change, /i / is prefixed when /t/ precedes a dental stop.

1.2. 5. 2 Imperfect

The imperfect prefix has always the vowel /i /

.

1.2. 5. 3 Imperative

In the imperative, the verb stem is always identical with the imperfective

stem. The epenthetic vowel occurs before the reflexive morpheme when fol-

lowed by a dental stop.

[yitd£:wnu] : they become enemies [itde:wnuj

jyitta:wif] : he agrees jdttarwir*]

jyitPaiwnu] : they cooperate pnarwnuj

1.2. 5. 4 Participles

Both the active and the passive participles have the pattern mitCa:CiC in

common.

1.2.6 Form VII

Verbs morphologically corresponding to the Classical Arabic ^infa^ala do not

occur in the dialect of Susa. In the corresponding reflexive-passive func-

tion, the dialect of Susa uses the pattern i.e. the reflexive mor-

pheme
|

t
j

plus Form I.

Classical Arabic Susa

/Hnqasama/ : it fell apart [tiqsam]

: it was dissolved [thal:]

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. tiqsam : he fell

apart
thal

:

: it was
opened

tujid:

3rd fern. tqasmi

t

thal :it twi3dit

2nd c. tiqsamt thal :i :t tu^i t

:

1st c. tiqsamt thal :i :t tu^it:

Plural

3rd c. tqasmu thal :u twi^du

2nd c. tiqsamtu ttjal :i :tu tu3i t : u

1st c. tiqsamnt thal :i :ns tu3 i dnt
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Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yitaqgam yitjjal

:

yitu3id

3rd fem. titaqsam titijal

:

titu3id

2nd c. titaqsam titijal

:

titU3id

1st c. nitaqsam nithal

:

nitu3id

Plural

3rd c. yitqagmu yithal :u yitwi3du

2nd c. ti tqa§mu tithal :u titwi3du

1st c. nitqasmu nithal :u nitwi3du

Imperative

Singular itaqsam ithal

:

itu^id:

Plural itqasmu ithal :u itwi3du

Participles

masc. fem. pi.

Active

Passive

1.2. 6.1 Perfect

In the verb /tu^-id/

,

the weak radical /w/ is realized as /u / in all persons

with the exception of and Itwisdul, i.e. in a closed syllable.

1.2. 6. 2 Imperfect

In the singular an epenthetic vowel is inserted when three-consonant clus-

ters are not allowed.

1.2. 6. 3 Imperative

In the imperative, the syllabic structure of the stems as well as their vo-

calism is the same as in the imperfect.

1.2. 6. 4 Participles

There are no participles formed from this type of verb.

1.2.7 Form VIII

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. nthar: : he committed ht£:3 : he needed
suicide
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3rd fem. ntahrlit hte:3it

2nd c. nthart hti3t

1st c. nthart hti3t

Plural

3rd c. ntahro ht£:3 u

2nd c. nthartu htijtu

1st c. ntharnt htisns.

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yinthar yaht£:3

3rd fem. tintfcjar tahte :3

2nd c. tinthar tahte :3

1st c. ninthar naht £:3

Plural

3rd c. yintahro yaht£:3u

2nd c. tintahro taj)rg:3u

1st c. ni ntahro naht£:3 u

Imperative

Singular nthar ht£:3

Plural ntahro ht£:3u

Participles

Active

Passive

masc. fern. pi.

minthar muht^:^ mintahra muht&: 3£ mintahrli:n muhtt^i

There are several variants of Form VIII in

Classical Arabic

Classical Arabic.

Susa

/
9izdal^ama/ : it became crowded [zjja:mit]

1 : he became con-
fused

[ka:r]

he became busy [tijyal]

/ 9it:asala/ he contacted rtwas : li l]

/ 9fjfara: / he bought [H
Verbs of the type /H\tara:l in Classical Arabic correspond usually to

verbs with the form f?a in the dialect of Susa.

\tara: / he bought [M
/
9f \taka: / he complained CM

/ ?iktara :

/

he hired [krej



1.2. 7.1 Perfect

The stem vowel is /a/ as in Classical Arabic.

1.2. 7. 2 Imperfect

In strong verbs the vowel of the prefix is /i / and the stem vowel is /a/. In

the verb l^taizl the imperfect prefix has the same vowel as the verb stem.

However, in the idiolects of the younger generation /a/ is replaced by /i/,

e.g. ly-i'ktai'sl and Itihta^l

.

1.2. 7. 3 Imperative

The imperative stem is always the same as in the imperfect.

1.2. 7. 4 Participles

In the participles there is no distinction between the active and passive

patterns. The verbs of the type /nthar/ have the pattern mintCaC, while the

verbs of the type have the pattern muCta:C.

1.2.8 Form IX

The form Hf*al:a in Classical Arabic has no formal counterpart in the dia-

lect of Susa but it is related semantically to the pattern

Classical Arabic Susa

/
"?'Lhmav:al : he became red [hma : r]

/ 9i^wads:a/ : he became crooked [f>W£: 3
j

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. hma:r : he became red zye:n : he became beau-

3rd fern. hma: rut zyernit

tiful

2nd c. hmurt zyint

1st c. hmurt
AJ

zyint

Plural

3rd c. hma : ro zye:nu

2nd c. hmurtu zyintu

1st c. hmurne zyin :£

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yihma:r yizye:n
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3rd fern . tihma:r tizye:n

2nd c. tihma:r tizy? :n

1st c. nihma:r nizyern

Plural

3rd c. yihnia:ro yizyernu

2nd c. tii]ma:ro tizyernu

1st c. nihma:ro nizye:nu

Imperative

Singular hma : r ^ i ijma : r zye:n ^ izye:n

Plural hma:ro ^ ihma:ro zy&:nu ^ izye:nu
* ^

Participles

masc. fern. pi.

Acti ve — — —

-

—
Passive — —
1.2. 8.1 Perfect

In 2nd and 1st p. sing, and pi., the vowel after C
2

is /u/ or /i / depending

on the consonantal environment, i.e. the vowel /u/ occurs when the stem in-

cludes an emphatic consonant, a pharyngal , an uvular or /r/.

: I became pale

: we became blue

: you (pi.) became green

: I became beautiful

: you (pi.) became pale

: we became fat

1.2. 8. 2 Imperfect

The imperfect prefix has the vowel / i / while the stem vowel is /a/.

1.2. 8. 3 Imperative

The imperative stem is identical with the imperfect stem.

1.2 . 9 Form X

Perfect

Singular

3rd masc. [stthsen] : he mar- [stf'airj : he got [stqal:] he became
J

ried ashamed independ-
ent

[sfurt]

[zroqna]

[xSortu]

[zyint]

[5b i 1 tu]

[smin:&]
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3rd fem. stehgsnit sti'a : rlit stqal :it

2nd c. stEhsent sti'Lirt stqal : i :

t

1st c. ste.hse.nt st flirt stqal : i :

t

PI ural

3rd c. stehasnu stfa:ro stqal :u

2nd c. stehsentu stfiirtu stqal :i :tu

1st c. stehsen:£ stflirne stqal :i :n&

Imperfect

Singular

3rd masc. yistthsin yistfarr yi stqal

:

3rd fem. tistehsin tistfa:r ti stqal

:

2nd c. tistehsin tistfa:r tistqal

:

1st c. nistthsin nistfarr ni stqal

:

Plural

3rd c. yistthasnu yistfa:ro yi stqal :u

2nd c. tistshasnu tistfa:ro tistqal :u

1st c. nistehasnu nistfa:ro nistqal :u

Imperative

Singular stehsin stfarr stqal

:

Plural stshasnu stfa:ro stqal :u

Participles

masc. fem.

Active I

mistahsin mistfa:r mistqal: mist&hasn£ mistfa:ra mistqal::
PassiveJ

pi.

Active 1
mistthasni :n mistfa :rli:n mistqal :i :n

PassiveJ

Verbs of Form X are often used by women and speakers of the older generate

when speaking euphemistically, i.e. the male speakers of
:

the younger gener

ation use usually other expressions to denote the same meaning.

women and men of the older generation .young men

[stefpal] : he raped [ne:k bis: i:f]

[styal
:]

: he exploited (some- rtmaf:]

one)
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1.2. 9.1 Perfect

The prefix /st/ is followed by /a/ when the verb stem has an initial conso-

nant cluster.

[stebne] : he adopted (a child)

[ste.j]stn] : he got married

but

[steair] : he got ashamed

Medially, an epenthetic vowel is inserted when three-consonant clusters are

not allowed.

[stehasnu] : they got married

but

[sttr 3luj : they behaved kindly

In the verb /staula/ 'he confiscated 1

, the diphthong /aw/ is for morphologi-

cal reasons preserved both in the perfect and in the imperfect.

[stswli:t] : I confiscated

[stewle:^ : she confiscated

[stewliine] : we confiscated

|nist£wk] : I confiscate

[tistswlg] : she confiscates

jyistewl &:w] : they confiscate

1.2. 9. 2 Imperfect

The imperfect prefix always has the vowel /i /.

1.2. 9. 3 Imperative

In the imperative the stem is as in the imperfect.

1.2. 9. 4 Participles

Both the active and the passive participles have one pattern in common.
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II NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY

The dialect of Susa as well as Classical Arabic has three types of nouns,

i.e. participles, verbal nouns and substantives. Participles and substan-

tives can be regarded as pure substantives or as adjectival substantives.

2.1 PARTICIPLES

Participles are subdivided into two groups: verbal and nominal. The partici

pies formed from the derived themes are most usually verbal.

2.1.1 Verbal participles

2. 1.1.1 Active participles

The verbal active participle occurs as a verbal attribute and denotes a pre

sent continuous action or a resultative aspect but can also occur as a sub-

stantive.

[ir:a:3il qa:til martuj : the man is killing his wife

[id:a:r b£:yih:aj : he had (already) sold the house

|plqa:til m&:t] : the murderer died

However, any active participle can also denote continuous actions when pre-

ceded by lka:nl or /ra/.

[kunt xa : s LirJ : I was losing

[ra:k ra:bih] : you are winning

2. 1.1.2 Passive participles

The verbal passive participle occurs only as a verbal attribute.

[da:r m£dhu:ne] : a painted house

[hii:t ma$qo:q] : a cracked wall

2.1.2 Nominal participles

2. 1.2.1 Active participles

The nominal active participle does never occur as a verbal attribute.

[ha ; 3i b] : caretaker

[ne:yibj : representant

[ts: 3irj : merchant

2. 1.2. 2 Passive participles

The nominal passive participle can both occur as a substantive and an
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adjective

[ mEktu:b]

[
mahbu:b]

[
maP3u:nj

: destiny, written

: gold coins (coll.), loved

: jam, squeezed together

2.1.3

Derived participles

2.1.3. 1 Form II

There are two participles: active and passive.

[mrek:ib] : composing

[moalrim] : learning, teaching

[mrskreb] : composed

[mpal:em] : learnt

2. 1.3.2 Form III

Both active and passive participles have the same pattern.

[mpa:nid] : obstinating, obstinate

[mr>a:jir] : living together with, having lived together with

2. 1.3.3 Form V

There is no morphological distinction between active and passive participles.

[mitk£s:ir] : breaking, broken

[mitk&b:ir] : acting as a snob, being a snob

[mitnek:ir] : disguising, disguised

2. 1.3.4 Form VI

There are two participles having the same pattern: an active and a passive.

[mitn£:sib] : to be related to one another, interrelating

[mitha:sib] : settling a mutual account, having settled a mutual
account

2. 1.3.5 Form VIII

The active and the passive participle have the same pattern.

[mintahra] : committing suicide, having committed suicide

[muht£:3t.J : having need, having been in need

2. 1.3. 6 Form X

Both active and passive participles have one pattern in common.

[mistehsinj : deeming, married

[mistral
:]

: exploiting, exploited

[mistPa:rj : becoming ashamed, ashamed
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2.2 VERBAL NOUNS

Verbal nouns or the so-called 'masdar 1 differ from substantives and parti-

ciples in having no plural. Verbal nouns denote an action and function as

infinitives.

2.2.1 Tri radical verbal nouns

2.2. 1.1 Pattern CVCC(a)

The sfem vowel is /a/, /i / or /u/.

[Srab]

[nhibj

[njar]

[ksib]

[r“limj

[hsid]

[kfar]

[snob]

[Sarb]

[
n«hb]

[najr]

[ k&sb]

[ ^ilm]

[ijusd]

[kufr]

: he became diffi-[sor*b]
cult

he hit

he swindled

he spread

he gained

he knew

he envied

he blasphemed

hitting

swindling

spreading

gaining

knowing

envying

blaspheming

difficulty

Verbal nouns with this pattern are very usual in all North African dialects.

The form fiHa is pure dialectal and occurs rarely in the dialect of SQsa.

[
cl~ aTri

I
: he shared, he rqugma] : sharing, dividing
divided

[xtaf] he snatched
[
xij tfaJ snatching

Verbal nouns having the pattern CCVC occur rarely in any Tunisian dialect.

In the dialect of Susa the pattern CCVC alternates with the pattern CVCC.

[
S£:fir

]
: he traveled [sferj ^ [sefr] : travelling

• he carried [hmel]/v/ [haml] : carrying

2. 2. 1.2 Pattern CCV:

C

The stem vowel is /a:/, /u : / or / i : / . Verbal nouns having /u : / or /i:/ in

Classical Arabic have usually the same vowel when occurring in the dialect

of Susa.

Classical Arabic Susa

/hubl/ : being foolish [hbil] : he became
foolish

[hbe : l]

/scma:h,/ : forgiving [se:mih] : he forgave [sm^h]
!qu^u:d/ : sitting

[q
pad] : he sat down

f q
r>a

: d]^fq (>o

/vuku:b/ : riding [rkib] : he rode
[
rku : b]

/huru:b/ : running away [hrab] : he ran away [hro:b]
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I^athl : dancing [Jtah] : he danced [jtU:h]

Irakli : trembling
j

rc*o5
1

: he trembled rri’u:^]

/nab-i :%/ : barking
|

nbah| : he barked [nbi :hj

The realization of /w/ as /u/ makes the pattern CCu:C alternate with uCu:C.

/wusu:l/ : arrival [wsLil]~[uslil] : he arrived [wso: i]~[uso: l]

/wuqu:f/ : standing up [wquf]~[uqtif] : he stood up [wqo:^[uqo:f]

Verbal nouns with the pattern ft'a.-la occur rarely in any Tunisian dialect,

e.g. the dialect of Susa has only two instances of the pattern.

[
(Va

§] : he invited
[

('ra:£a] : inviting

ll£of
|

: he acted friendly [lta:fs] : acting friendly

The pattern f«u:la denotes most usually a physical or a chemical change.

[!3!U
a:r

] : he turned red [hmu:ra] : turning red

[brid] : he felt cold [bru:de] : feeling cold

There are no verbal nouns having the pattern fH:la in the dialect of Susa]

2.2. 1.3 Patterns CVCCa:n and CCu:Ciy:a

Verbal nouns with these patterns are very usual in the dialect of Susa.

CaCCa:n

Due to the realization of /wa/ as [u
]
the medial-weak verbs get the pattern

CuCa:n.

fqlibj he turned

[hfir] he dug

[5 hat] he flogged

[iwe] he grilled

[sws] he arranged

M he wept

[hat:] he put

[bel:] he wetted

[q«:l] he said

[be:!] he urinated

CCu :Ciy :a

[qalb£:n] : turning

[hafra:n] : digging

[^ahtain] : flogging

[
juy £: n]

: grilling

[
suy£:n] : arranging

[b?ky£:n] : weeping

h at,: a : nj
: putting

[bel : £ :n] : wetting

[qol e:nj : saying

[bul t:n] : urinating

Verbal nouns having the pattern CCu:Ciy:a are formed from the form f^a:l

when describing a physical phenomenon and from regular verbs Form I when

denoting an immoral act.

[bya:$] : he became white [byu:5liy:e] : white coloration

[twa:l] : he became tall [twu:liy:£] : being tall

[
zra;

q]
: he became blue [zro:qUy:e] : blue coloration

1
The verbal noun with the pattern fH:la occurs in the dialect of Djemmal

in the lexical item /riH:$a/.
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[sqot] : he acted shame- r sqo:tuy:sl :: acting shame-
fully L -I

fully

[ n fc : k] : he had sexual
[
nyu :kiy :s] :

:
prostituting

intercourse

2. 2. 1.4 Patterns CV:C and CVCa:n

These verbal nouns are only formed from medial -weak verbs., The stem is al-

ways identical with the singular imperative stem when the characteristic

vowel is /i / or /u/.

CV : C

[sa:m] : he fasted [so:m] fasting

[ne:m] : he slept [nu :m] sleeping

[be:p] : he sold [biif'] selling

CVCa:n

[ s e : m] : he bargained
[
sumt:n] bargaining

[(>a:m] : he bathed
[
pomz.-n] bathing, swimming

[f£; q]
: he waked up

[
fiqa :n] waking up

[qa:m] : he took
[

qiim£:n] taking

2. 2. 1.5 Patterns CCa and CCa:ya

Only final-weak verbs can form verbal nouns with these patterns.

CCa

The verbal noun stems are identical with the perfect stem 3rd p. sing. masc.

[He] : he became dear dearness

M : he cured [Sfs] curing

[pmt] : he became blind [fmj] bl indness

CCa:ya

This pattern occurs in one single lexical item.

[qra] : he read [qra:ye] : reading

2.2.2 Derived verbal nouns

2.2.2. 1 Form II; taCCi :C
2

[ntb:sh] : he warned [tenbi :h] warning

[k£s:er] : he broke [teksi :r] breaking

[r>al :sm] : he teached [ta r*l i :m] teaching

The dialect of Susa does not have the pattern taCCa:C which occurs in many
North African dialects, see W_. MARQAIS, Le dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen,

p. 92, Le dialecte arabe des Olad BrahTm de Sa'ida, p. 121, and GRAND'HENRY.
Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p‘. 74.
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2. 2. 2. 2 Form 1 1 1 % mCa:CCa

[qa:bi l] : he met [mqa:bls] : meeting

[qa:rlin] : he compared [mqairne] : comparing

[ha: sib
]

: he settled an

account
[mha:sb£.] : settling an

account

2. 2. 2. 3 Form V; taCCi :

C

[t^al :sm] : he learned [ ta °1 i :m] : learning

[" t pal :tq] : he got suspended [ta pli :q] : being suspended

|^tm£s:axj : he became dirty
[
terns i :x] : becoming dirty

2. 2. 2. 4 Form VI; tCaCi :C

[t f'a : ruk] : he became engaged
in a fight

[t^arikk] : fighting

[txarsum] : he quarreled [txa^ii :m] : quarreling

j^tn £.: f i
qj

: he played the
hypocrite

[tnefi :qj : playing the
hypocrite

2. 2. 2. 5 Form VIII; CCiCa:C

: he needed [htiyers] : needing

[ntharj : he committed sui-
cide

[n ti ha : r] : committing sui-
cide

2. 2. 2. 6 Form X; stiCCa:C

[stmar:] : he continued [stimra:r] : continuing

[st'jfal :]
: he exploited [sti-yl h:1] : exploiting

[st^rnel] : he used [sti ('m£.:l] : using, exploitii

The verbal noun formed from the verb /stawla/ has

ever this form occurs in a few idiolects only.

the pattern stiCa, how-

[stewk] : he confiscated [stile] : confiscating

2.2.3 Quadriradical verbal nouns

2.2.3. 1 Pattern tCaCCi:C

[wslwtl] : he lamented [twelwi :l] : lamenting

[W$ib
]

: he disturbed [tjayji :b] : disturbing
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2.3 SUBSTANTIVES

There are two types of substantives: pure and adjectival
3
substantives. In

order to avoid overlapping only pure substantives are listed in the fol-

lowing classification.

2.3.1 Biradical substantive stems

Biradical substantives correspond usually to 'hamzated' bi- and triradical

substantives in Classical Arabic.

Classical Arabic Susa

I
9ahl/ : parents M

/
9um:

/

: mother [urn:]

I
9uxt/ : sister [uxt]

rob/ : father [buj

/
9ax/ : brother [xo]

/ma: 9
/ : water [me]

2.3.2 Tri radical substantive stems

Substantive stems with the patterns CCVC and CVCC are very frequent in all

Western dialects.

2.3.2. 1 Strong triradical substantive stems

Pattern CCVC

[bhar]

[qbar]

[
p 3il]

[nil]

[§bo (>

]

[Vr]
Pattern CVCC

[qalb]

[qarn]

fe°rt]

[gurt]

[misk]

[qust]
— , -J.'Sl

: sea

: grave

: bull

: foot

: finger

: age

: heart

: century

: harbour, port

: hay

: perfume

: a part

3
An adjectival substantive is a substantive being able to function as noun

and adjective, e.g. /qm./ 'strong 1

, 'strong man'.
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Pattern CVCCa

There are two types of substantives having this pattern:

Substantives with the stem vowel /a/ and inflected from collectives having

the pattern CCaC.

[bsal] : onions [basla] : an onion

[qm el] : lice [qamle] : a louse

Feminine substantives.

[karme] : fig-tree

[marqa] : sauce

[zibds] : butter

[hlisbt] : account

[hosbtj : measles

[rokbej : knee

2. 3. 2. 2 Geminate substantive stems

Pattern CVC

[xad:l

[nas
:]

[3id:j

[hlis
:]

[fum:]

[hob
:]

Pattern CVC:

a

[del :e]

[z £l:fc]

[qus:a]

[fe'
u's:a]

[qob :e]

[qof:t]

cheek

text

grandfather

sound

mouth

love

: shame

: mistake

: a fairy tale

: period

: dome

: basket

Substantives with the stem vowel /u/ are very rare in all Tunisian dialects.

Only substantive stems where C
]

consists of /q/ and C
?

of a labial enclose

the characteristic vowel /u/.

2. 3. 2. 3 Initial-weak substantive stems

Pattern wCaC ^ uCaC

[wtjal] [uhal] : clay soil

[w3aq] ^ [usaq] : (kitchen) sink

[wsaxj [us ax) : dirt

Pattern waCCa

[waqra] : pimple
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[
wamys] : burst of laughter

[wazra] : blanket

[warda] : a rose

2. 3. 2. 4 Medial-weak substantive stems

Pattern CV : C

[na:r] : fire

[
pa : r] : shame

[k€:s] : glas

[

so : r] : surrounding wall

[bu:l] : urine

[so:q] : market

Pattern CV : Ca

[
'’aids] : habit

[kE:se] : face-flannel

[
ku : ra] : ball

[du:raj : circle

[
x'u : be] : disappointment

[hu:l^ : trick

2. 3. 2.

5

Final-weak substantive stems

Pattern CCa

[hwe] : air

[mye] : hundred

[mraj : woman

Patterns. CCi and CCiy:a

[0ni] : two-year old animal

[nbi] : prophet

[9niy:a] : road

[mziy :a] : favour

Pattern CCu

[bsu ]
: porridge

[
pbu] : a person of the same

2. 3. 2.

6

Other triradical substantive stems

Pattern CCV : C

[bU:d] : country

[Jra:b] : wine

[tra:b] : sand

[fto:r] : lunch
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[sho:r] : last meal before daybreak during the month of Rama

dan

[zbi :b] : raisin

[h^S] : grass

[ hi i :
b]

: milk

Substantives with the stem vowel /u : / are very rare in all the Tunisian di

lects. The patterns CCu:C is a usual plural form in the dialect of Susa,

e.g. /qlu:b/ 'hearts' /kru:$

/

'stomachs'.

Pattern CCV:Ca

[qwe:dt] : gossip

[d3£:3£] : hen

[sl£:mt] : safety

[hku:me] : government

[kro:m£] : nape

[bluime] : nib

[nqU:k] : engraving

[zrli :bt] : stable

[nti :3£j : result

Pattern CaCu:Ca

[

n emu : s e] : mosquito

[g£zu:z&] : soft drink

[qadu :ma] : hammer

Pattern CuC:iC

Substantives with this pattern are very rare in all the Tunisian dialects.

e.g. the dialect of Susa has a single substantive having this form.

[suk:ir] : sugar

Pattern CCuC:a

Only one example with this pattern was found in the dialect of Susa.

[mruw:&] : favour

Pattern CVC:V:C

[
xay : a : t] : tailor

[zaz:a:r] : butcher

[ken: e:s] : sweeper

[kul :&:b] : tang

[kut:&:b] : Koran school (lowest elementary school)

[hal :u:f] : Pig

[fel :u:s] : chicken

[bel :u:t] : bluff

[r*ok:i : S

J

: cramp

[bat : Li :x] : melon

[mir:u:x] : Mars
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Pattern CVC:V:Ca

[k£r:a:s£.] exercise-book

[new: g:ra] flower

[ 3 £b: erne] cemetery

[6ib:£:n&] fly

[k£r:o:stj cab

[ \ £1 : u : ft] lip

[bd :u:ta] ear-ring

[sik:i :ns] knife

[qol :i :bs] swing

Substantives with the \ ocalic pattern a-a:-(a) are most frequent in all

Tunisian dialects and can be opposed to the pattern i-a-(a) which only

occurs in one single example, e.g. faib:a:na/ . In the remaining substantives,
V

]

is always /a/ when V
2

is /u:/ and any vowel when the latter is / i : /

.

2.3.3 Quadriradical substantive stems

2.3.3. 1 Substantive stems with four different radicals

All substantive stems enclose one resonant at least.

Pattern CaCCa:C

[qards:j] : carding comb

[hatred] : thief

[3fnde:l] :

Pattern CuCCa:C

pony-tai

1

[solta:n] : sultan

[Iforb e: 1] : sieve

[qomsa:n] :

Pattern CiCCa:C

water-jug

[sirwe:l] : trousers

Only one substantive having this pattern occurs in the dialect of Susa.

Pattern CaCCi:C

[qandi : l] : oil lamp

[karbi : l] : carbin

These are the only substantives of this pattern occurring in the dialect of

Susa.

Pattern CiCCi:C

[bindi:r] : eardrum

[hinjirr] : arable land

[

(’ufrii:t] :
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Pattern CuCCi:C

[burdirn] : brothel

[kurni:j] : a place in Susa

The only occurring substantives with this pattern are loan words from

French.

: stone bloch

: hedgehog

: crane

: goose

: meat boll

: watch

: cabbage

: twig

Pattern CuCCCa CuCaCCa

[bundqa] : hazel tree

[fuzadqa] : pistachio

Pattern CCu:CCu

[bro:klu] : cauliflower

2. 3. 3. 2 Substantive stems where and C
3

are identical

Pattern C-ji^CiaiCg

[samsa:r] : broker

[gurg£:b] : boring-machine

[firfers] : bad temper

Substantives with this pattern are very rare in all Tunisian dialects.

Pattern CaCCu:C

[ktntu:l]

[qanfu:d]

[}farnu:q]

Pattern CuCCa:Ca

[3urm£:ne]

[eosbains]

[mung£.:le]

Pattern CCuCC

[
kromb]

£
Jromb]

2. 3.3. 3 Substantive stems where C

Pattern C-j V

C

2 Ci
a

[m£$mE:S]

[besbe:sj

[ftjfe:$j

[xolxa:l]

V-j is /a/ or /u/

: apricot

: aniseed

: spray

: anklet

but never /i /

.

and C
2

are identical with C
3

and
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2. 3. 3. 4 Substantives enclosing a reduplicated stem

Pattern C^iC^iC^C^

[3il 3il] : cowbell

[filfil] : pepper

2.3.4 Substantive stems with five radicals

2. 3. 4.1 Pattern CCaCCCa

[sterile] : a quince

[qronfle] : a carnation

2.3.5 Affixed substantive stems

2.3. 5.1 Prefixed substantive stems

Pattern mVCCVC

pnsdfep] : machine gun, cannon

[masqaf] : roof over

[mizwid] : bagpipe

jmi-jrUb] : time of sunset

There are two possible vocalic patterns, i.e. a-a and i-i.

Pattern mCaC

[mqas:] : scissors

[mhal
:]

: residence, commercial house

[mra^:] : perfume spray

Pattern mCaC:a

scissors

residence, commercial house

perfume spray

: disaster, misfortune

: means of subsistence

[mram:a] : building site

[mkm:?] : body of people

[mktb:^] : cover

Pattern mCi:Ca

[msliib?] : disaster, misfortune

[rnf'u^t] : means of subsistence

Substantives with this pattern are very rare in all Tunisian dialects. Thus

the dialect of Susa has these two substantives only.

Pattern muCCa:C

[muxta:f] : hook

[musme:r] : nail

[munja:r] : saw

All substantives having this form denote tools.

Pattern mVCa:C

[miz&:n] : balance

: hook
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[mi ha:
6]

[men 5:3]

: toilet

: amusement park

[mek£:n]‘
T

: place

There are two possible vocalic patterns: i-a: and a-a.

Pattern taCCi:Ca

[tebdi : le] : suit (of clothes)

[terki : n h] : corner

[t&sbi:le] : alibi

2. 3. 5. 2 Suffixed substantive stems

Pattern CCa : CCi

The suffix /i / denotes most usually profession.

[sba:btli]

[kra:rsi]

[hwe:ntij

Pattern CCiy:a

[** Siy:e]

[mziy :e]

[xtliy :g]

Pattern CVCCa:3i
5

[xorde:3i]

[qahws.:3i]

[k£fte:3i]

Pattern CaCCa3iy:a

^xord&3iy:£-]

[qahw£3iy :&]

[k£ft£3iy: £
]

shoemaker

coachman, driver

shop keeper, merchant

afternoon

favour, service

fine

scrap merchant

cafe keeper

sandwich seller

scrap merchant (fem.)

waitress

sandwich seller (fem.)

^ Many speakers replace /maka:n/ with /mka:n/

.

5 The suffix /3i/ which is derived from Turkish is very usual in the dia-

lect of Susa and in the Jewish dialect of Tunis, see D. COHEN, Le parler

arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 180.
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2.4 ADJECTIVES

There are two types of adjectives: regular and elative. The regular adjec-

tives can be subdivided into two groups, i.e. pure and mixed adjectives. The

latter may function as attributes and substantives while the pure adjectives

occur as attributes only.

2.4.1 Regular adjectives

2.4. 1.1 Mixed adjectives

Participles

Verbal active and nominal passive participles function both as adjectives

and substantives.

Substantives Adjectives

[alha:yir me:t] : the disconcerted [>a:yil ha:yirl : a disconcerted man
died L

[sa:yim hrab] : a fasting man [tofk sa:yme] : a fasting young
ran away girl

[mitnef:ix 3t:k] : a snob came to [urn: mitn&f:xa] : a snob mother
you

f

[§.a : 1 ija] : Proper name [kslb s a : 1 i
h ]

: a useful dog

Substantives

There are two types of substantives: pure and adjectival. Pure substantives

do never occur as attributes.

[kte:b] : book

[zbi :
b] : raisin

[6ib:&:ntJ : fly

Adjectival substantives function as substantives and adjectives.

[fur£a:s] : a baldpate [mra furta:sa] : a bald woman

[bek: e:y] : a weeper [ra^il bek:e:y] : an irritable man

[mibu:n] : an homosexual [f*zu:za mibu:ne] : a sex hungry old
lady

2. 4. 1.2 Pure adjectives

Pure adjectives cannot be substantivized.

Pattern CCV

The stem vowel is /i / or /u/ but never /a/.

[xobz trii] : new bread

[>a:3il qwij : a strong man

[lu:z hluj : sweet almond
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Patterns Ca:CiC and Ca:CCa

[bhi:m zs:yid] : a useless donkey

[wl&d ge:nid] : a shy boy

[zibde me:lha] : salt butter

[karhba ta:yra] : a very rapid car

Pattern CCV:C(a)

[tfol
:

^bs:b] : a nice child

jmra 5 b £ : b
e]

: a nice woman

[nha:r sxo:n] : a very hot day

[3umna mju:m£.] : a horrible week

[kt£:b qdi :m] : an old book

[0niy:£ nrU:Sa] : a large road

Patterns Ca:Ci and Ca:Cya

[ktlb ^a:li] : an expensive dog

[bl t:d xa:lyt] : an empty country

Pattern maCCu:C(a)

[da:r msdhurne] : a painted house

[hli:t manqo:b] : a cracked wall

Patterns aCCaC, CaCCa and CV:Ca

The pattern CV:Ca replaces CaCCa when the lexical items enclose the diph-

thong /ay/ or /aw/ e.g. /bayfta/ 'white' and /<'aura/ 'one-eyed' are realized

as /bi: 6a/ and l^u:val respectively.

[wi 3: fckhal] : a black face

[ta:wl£ bi :ba] : a white table

[wi3hu lazraq] : his blue face

[mra xabra] : a sexy woman

2.4.2 Elative adjectives

2. 4. 2.1 The comparative degree

Participial adjectives

Active and passive participial adjectives form the comparative by a post-

adjectival phrase in which one of the intensifiers
(
/akQar/ 'more', /aval:/

'less' and lahs-Lnl 'better') occurs followed or not followed by the preposi-

tion Imini 'than' and a noun or a personal suffix.

[hf r:a:3il na:mil sk0ar] : this man is doing more

[ttws qa :yl& ek0ar] : now it is warmer

[i r : a :
3i 1 mshbu:! ck0ar] : the man is crazier

[i d : i ny£ msehrbt. ahsin] : it is more cloudy

[da:rna nailys aqal : min da:rhum] : our house is lower than theirs
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: our fish is more grilled than theirs

: the woman is working harder than them

[ho:tne mijwi ek0ar min ho:thum]

[limra xa:dmg ek0ar minhumj

Other adjectives

With the exception of the participials the adjectives form the comparative
with the comparison morpheme |a|‘ prefixed to the comparative stem of the

adjective with the pattern CCVC. The comparative adjectives do not agree

with the noun in definiteness and are not inflected for number or gender.

The stem vowel of the comparative adjectives is /a/ or /i / but never /u/.

[ 1 i kt e: b a-^le] : the book is more expensive

[hsa:ni akbsr min bhi :mu] : my horse is older than his donkey

[martik ?sminj
: you wife is fatter

[martu azyinj
: his wife is more beautiful

[
i 5 : ra : b ahle mi-lme] : wine is sweeter than water

[da : rli aqdim min hanu:tu] : my house is older than his shop

The comparative degree can also be formed by a phrase enclosing an intensi-

fier followed by a verbal noun.

[
1 u 1 £.d sk0ar gdu:<*Uy:a| : the boy is stronger

[fi s : u : f fk0ar (’omein]
: people bathe more often in summer

[il:u:n aqal : zro:quy:&] : the colour is less blue

[su:se gk0ar jjk min tu:nis] : it is more expensive in Susa than in
Tunis

2. 4. 2. 2 The superlative degree

The comparative adjective denotes the superlative degree when occurring in

pre-nominal position followed or not by /fi/ phrase.

[ekbar ra:3il] : the oldest man

[ahl £ me] : the sweetest water

[ahsin ra : 3i l] : the best man

[hu:wa ahsin It: f»Ub] : he is the best player

[hi :y& ezyin mra fi lho:m&] : she is the most beautiful woman in
the district

[
p li a

<f
na w&:hUd fi li*li:lg] : Ali is the richest is the family

The superlative adjectives are inflected for allocation as in:

[akbarhum]
: the biggest of them

[ahleihum] : the sweetest of them

[atwalne]
; the tallest of us

The superlative adjectives as the comparatives do not agree with the noun in

definiteness and are not inflected for gender or number. However it can be

inflected for definiteness in verbal topical sentences.

[l ahsin yirbih myet df] : the best wins hundred thousands
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pEfqar ys:xo bint ('am :
i J

: the poorest marries my cousin

[iskGir kubr yudxol lis:bita:r] : the oldest comes into the hospital

Some loan words with a superlative meaning are also used to signal the

superlative degree.

riibrli:ma yaqra dsrsul : the best one reads his lesson
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2,5 GENDER

In the dialect of Susa as well as in Classical Arabic, there are two gender
categories: masculine and feminine. The masculine nouns are unmarked where-
as the feminine nouns are marked or unmarked.

2-5.1 Formation of feminine of substantives

2.5. 1.1 Marked feminine nouns

The dialect of Susa has the feminine marker /a/ which may have a semantic
reference to sex as in the following instances:

[tofle]
: a young girl

[
mra

l : woman

[bsgra] : cow

The suffix /a/ may also occur without reference to sex as in:

[marqa] : sauce

[qiifla] : button

[lujra] : tree

Substantive stems which are inherently masculine are usually inflected for
the feminine gender in the absolute state with the feminine marker /a/. Only
substantives ending with /i / get the suffix /y:a/.

[kelb] : dog [k elba] : bitch

[fa:r] : mouse [fa:ra] : mouse (fern.)

[33 :r] : neighbour [3a:ra] : neighbour ( 's wife)
[hwg:nti] : shop keeper,

merchant
[hw£:ntiy:f] : shop keeper, mer-

chant (fem.

)

[t£: rzi] : tailor [te:rziy:e] : tailor (fem.

)

2. 5. 1.2 Unmarked feminine nouns

The proper gender in the unmarked feminine nouns is shown when used with a

verb or an adjective. The following stems are feminine by usage

Nouns denoting double parts of the body

[nil’ : n] : eye

[>3il] : foot

[
s £ • q] : leg

[u&in] ~
[
wch'n] : ear

[yid:l
: hand

Nouns denoting females with or without the old feminine suffix /t/

[um:] : mother

[bint] : daughter
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: sister[uxt]

A few common words

[ferns] : sun

[sms] : sky

[ na :
r]

: fire

Nouns of towns and countries

[n e: bi l] : Nabeui

[g e:bis] : Gabes

[ffiasr] : Egypt

[lubn&rn] : Lebanon

2.5.2 Formation of feminine of participles

All participles active and passive are inflected for the feminine with the

suffix /a/. Apart from passive participles with the pattern maCCu:C all

participles lose V
2
when the feminine suffix is added.

masc. fern.

[ks:tib] : writing
[ k t: tbe]

[qa:rli] : reading [qa:rye]

[xa:dim] : working [xa:dmt]

[mektu:b] : written [mgktu:b£-]

[mar>mu:l] : done [ma^mu :1 £]

[ms £l: £ h] : armed [ms el :ha]

[mqat:an] : torn [mqat : f>aj

2.5.3 Formation of feminine of adjectives

Adjectives are always made feminine by adding the suffix /a/. Adjectives

having two vowels in masculine undergo the same morphological change as

participles.

niasc, fern.

[kbi:r] : big [kbi : ra]

[sxo:n] : warm [sxo:ne]

[
5 b&: b] : nice [$b&:b&]

[me:l ih] : salt [m£:lha]

[mitntf :ix] : snob [mitn £f:xa]

Adjectives having the pattern CCv get the feminine markers /w:a/ or /y:a/.

masc.

[hlu]

[qwi]

fern.

[hluw:s]

[qwiy:tj

: sweet

: strong
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Adjectives of the pattern afi'al denoting colours and defects have most often

the fern. sing.
,
pattern faHa.

masc. fem.

[azraq] : blue [zarqa]

[skhal] : black [ kahl e]

[asfar] : yellow
[
safra]

[arnns] : blind [
pamy&]

[a pme
]]

: blear-eyed
[
pam 5 1]

The realization of the older diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ as /u:/ and / i
: / re-

spectively explains the pattern CV:Ca, e.g.

[aPwar] : one-eyed [
po:ra]

[abya6] : white [bi :6a]

2.5.4 The feminine allomorph /t/

Feminine noun stems in which the feminine gender is signalled by the femi-

nine morpheme |a| get the allomorph /t/ when followed by a suffix beginning

with a vowel.

[bag^rti] : my cow

[gelbti :n] : twenty litres

[martik] : you wife

[tuf:s :htu] : his apple

[d^£:3ti :n] : two hens

The morpheme
j
a} has the allomorph /it/ when followed by a suffix beginning

with a consonant or when the feminine noun occurs as a head of a genitival

nominal phrase.

[tuf:ehUtne] : our apple

[ku:ritkum] : your boll

[kslbithum] : their bitch

[kelbit luled] : the boy's bitch

[ fli : lit fli] : Ali's family

[tuf:fc:hlit sa:U (V tv
lih] : Sal ah's apple

[mart ol i
]

6
: Ali's wife

The feminine noun /mra/ 'wife' gets the suffix /t/ when occurring as a

head of a genitival nominal phrase.
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2.6 NUMBER

Substantives have four numbers: singular, dual, collective and plural, where-

as participles and adjectives have two only, i.e. singular and plural.

2.6.1 The singular

The singular nouns are unmarked. Regarding the feminine morpheme jaj as a

morpheme of gender and number (fern, and sing.) would lead us to consider the

/t/ allomorph of jaj- as a marker of gender and number too which is not the

case in the following examples.

[baggrti:n] : two cows [kelbti:n] : two bitches

2.6.2 The dual

The dual is formed by adding the dual morpheme ji:n] to the singular form.

The dual form is less productive in the dialect of Susa than in Classical

Arabic. It occurs, e.g. only in noun stems semantically limited to estimated

domestic animals, such as cows, and to units of measurement.

[btgarti :n] : two cows

[m>s^ti:n] : two ewes

[wi:bti:n] : forty litres

[gelbti:n] : twenty litres

[elfi:n] : two thousands

[miti:n] : two hundreds

[f“ami:n] : two years

The dual form is very rare in most idiolects of the dialect of Susa, e.g.

parts of the body which are paired are most often preceded by /zu:z/ 'two'

and most of the speakers of the younger generation use /zu:zl followed by a

plural form instead of dual nouns.

[zu:z f'Uniin] : two eyes

[zu:z i di : n] : two hands

[zu:z begra:t] : two cows (the younger generation only)

[idey:e iz:u:z] : my two hands

2.6.3 The collective

In the dialect of Susa as in most other Arabic dialects, there are two types

of collective substantives.
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2.6. 3.1

Collectives denoting a collective of things or animals regarded as a

and being able to form singular nouns; with the suffix /a/.

[zitu:n] : olives [zi turns] : an olive

[qm&i] : lice [qamlfc] : a louse

[bsal] : onions [basl^a] : an onion

[ward] : roses [wards] : a rose

[fu:l] : broad beans [fu:le] : a broad bean

t bgar] : cows [begra] : a cow

[nhal] : bees [najila] : a bee

2. 6. 3.

2

Collectives denoting a mass or a volume and being unable to form singular

nouns.

[f£rli:ne] : flour

[ ne : s] : people

[dux:a:n] : smoke

fzi:t] : oil

[ os &1 ] : honey

2.6.4 The plural

There are three types of plural nouns: sound plural, broken plural and suf-

fixed broken plural nouns.

2.6.4. 1 Sound plural

Sound plural nouns are formed with the suffixes /i:n/, /a : t/ and /a/.

Participles

Verbal participles get always the allomorph /i:n/ both in the masculine and

the feminine.

sing. pi.

[ k e : t i b] : writing [ke:tbi:n]

[mqa:bil] : meeting [mqa :bli:n]

[mesmurm] : poisoned [mesmumi :n]

[mitkesiir] : being broken [mitk£s:rli:nl

Apart from passive participles with the pattern maCCurC all participles drop

V
2
when the plural suffix is added.

Substantives

Feminine substantives get the suffix /a:t/.
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sing, patterns sing. Pi-

CuC:a [qow:g] : strength [qow:g:t]

CCaC:a [0ray:e] : pendant lamp [9ray:g:t]

CCa [f>saj : peg T
psayg:t]

CCu:Ca [hku:me] : government [hkumg:t]

CaCCa:Ca [tab:a:xa] : cook [tab:axa:t]

Adjectives

Feminine and masculine adjectives get the suffix /i

:

:n/ when forming

Adjectives of the pattern CaCCa :C get the suffix /a/.

sing, patterns sing. pK

Ca : Ci [**a : 1 i] : high [pali :n]

CCu:Ci [hsu : di] : jealous [j)sudi : n]

CaC:a:C [keb:g :b] : liar [keS:£:b£]

CaC:a:

C

[d£ 3:e:l] : charlatan [d£3=£:lg]

2. 6. 4. 2 Broken plural

Participles

Nominal active participles form the plural with the pattern CuC:a:C,

[se: rliq] : thief [sur:a: q]

[ke:tib] : writer
[
kut : e

:

b]

Substantives

Pattern CCVC

Substantive stems with a weak second radical get the> vowel /i/. The

maining stems get the same stem vowel as in the singular.

sing, patterns sing. pl^

CaCCa p'alqaj : snail [plaq]

CiCCa [hiisbe] : account [hsib]

CuCCa [hofra] : hole [hfur]

Ci :Ca [!i :taj : brush

CawCa [dewle] : government [dwi 1 ]

Pattern CCa:C

CCaC [3bgl] : mountain
[3 bg:l]

CaCC
[ k el b] : dog

[
k 1 e : b]

CiCC [ Purs] : marriage [ Pra:s]

CuCC [YordJ : a rude man [^ra:d]

Ca : Ci

C

[ra: 3 il] : man [r3£:ll

Ca:C [da:r] : house [dya:r]

Ci :C [ pU:d] : feast t py&: d]

Cu:C [so:q] : market [swg:q]

CaCCa
f
qahbe] : whore [qha : b]
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Pattern CCu:C

sing, patterns sing. Ek
CaCC [tarf] : part

[
tro : f]

CiCC LkirJ] : stomach [kro:$]

CiC: [sin:] : demon
[3nu:n]

Ci : C [bi:t] : room [byu : t]

CaCCa [d£r3£]
: step [dro=3 ]

Pattern CCi:C

CiCCa [mi (’zt] : goat [mf'Li :z]

CCi :Ciy:a [zli :ziy:e] : a tile [zli:z]

This plural form occurs in the two above-mentioned examples only,

Pattern CCa:yiC

CaC:a [qas:a] : a cloth [qsa:yis]

CCa:Ca [xsa:ra] : loss [xsa:yir]

CGi :Ca [xli :qa] : face [xlaiyiql

CCu:Ca [nbu:le] : bladder [nb£:yill

Pattern CCa:CiC

CCa:C
[ 3n £:

iil
: wing pwe:nih]

Ca:CiC
[ j

&: rli r>J : street [5w£:rLi',

J

CaCu:C ^hanu:t] : shop [hw£:nit]

CuCCuC [funduq] : primitive hotel [fne:diq]

CaCCCa [qantra] : bridge [qna:tur]

CaCCu:C [qabro:
s] : crab [qba:rlisj

Ci Ca : C
[ ika:n ]

: devil [Jyfitun]

mCaCCa tmprfi] : spoon [m-yairuf]

This plural pattern is most frequent in the dialect of Susa.

Adjectives

Pattern CCa:C

sing, patterns sing. Pk
CCi :C [twi : 1] : tall, long [twt:l]

CCi : C [qbi ; h] : ugly [qbt:hl

Pattern CCuC:

CCi :C [3 di :d] : new
[3dud:J

CCi :C [qdi :m] : old
^
qdum

:

]

2.6.4. 3 Suffixed broken plural

Participles

Participles do not form suffixed broken plural.
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Substantives

Pattern VCa:Ci

sing, patterns sing. pK

aCC [ar<5] : plot [ara:3u]

iCC [ism] : name [iss:mi]

iCCa [ibra] : nail
[
ibe: rii]

Pattern CuCCa

CCi : C [tbi:b] : physician [tob;£]

CCi : C
[
mrti : 6] : sick man [mur6a]

Pattern CCu:Ca

CiCC [qurd] : monkey [qro:de]

CCaC [6kar] : male [bku:ra]

Pattern Cwa:Ca

Cu:Ci [ro:mi] : occidental [rwe:m£]

Pattern Cwa:CCa

Cu:CCi [tu:nsi] : Tunisian [tw£:ns£]

Pattern CiCCa:n

CCa:C [bl e : d] : country [bild£:n]

CCi : C [usu:f]~[wsii: f] : black (man) [wisfe:n]

CCu [r*du] : enemy [e'udwg.: n]

Pattern CiCa:n

Ca:C [b £ : b] : door [bibe:n]

Ca : C [se:s] : foundation [sise:n]

Adjectives

Pattern CuCya

CCi Uni] : rich tjonye]

Pattern CCa:ya

CiCya:n [pliryein] : naked
[
pra :ys]

CiCya:n

Pattern Cwa:wCiy:a

[hufy£ ; n] : bare-foot [hfeiys]

Caw:a:Ci [z&w:a:li] : poor [zw t:wl iy: e]

Pattern CCa:yCiy:a

CCa:yCi [rns=-:ydi] : obstinate [r*n erydiy :£]

2. 6. 4. 3 Other plural forms

The lexical item /mra/ has the plural form /nsa/.

The form fap :ala:t as in the instance /ay:ama:t ma pduda:t/ 'few counted days'

days' is opposed^to th e form fa p :a:l in /ay:a:m ma pdu:da/ 'counted days'.

7
The same form occurs in the Jewish dialects in Tunis and Alger, see D.

COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 203, and M. COHEN, Le parler

arabe des Juifs d' Alger, p. 313.
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2.7 DEFINITENESS

Nouns in the dialect of Susa are inflected for definiteness either overtly
with the morpheme jell or covertly by being a head of a nominal construct or
a genitival phrase.

[ilme] : the water

[kts:b ir:a: 3il] : the book of the man

[kte:bu] : his book

Proper nouns and nouns or adjectives preceded by the vocative particle /ya/
are also covertly inflected for definiteness.

Mi] : Ali

[ye wled]
: you boy.1

The dialect of Susa does not have the indefinite article^(/wa:/zfd/ + defi-
nite noun) of most urban North African dialects.

The definite article {el} has the following allomorphs:

The allomorph /iC/ where C is identical with the first consonant of nouns

and adjectives beginning with /t/, /d/, /%/

,

/0/, /6/, /b/, /%/

,

/s/,/z/,/5/,
/r/ ’ l n l or /J”/» i‘ e - the consonant of the article is assimilated to the
above-mentioned consonants.

[it:bi:b] : the physician

[i s : e : rliqj : the thief

[in:i3mej : the star

[i9:u:ra] : the revolution

[ i S : i : bj : the wolf

[ is : Li : f] : the summer

[i 3 :mel] : the camel

[

i

3 : a : rJ : the neighbour

[i r : a : s] : the head

The allomorph /!/ before nouns or adjectives beginning with a vowel.

[lernib] : the rabbit

[lazraq] : the blue

flu ltd] : the boy

The allomorph /VI/ before nouns and adjectives beginning with a single con-
sonant. The vowel is [i] or[ <?] depending on the quality of C-j , i.e. the
vowel is[a>] when C-| is a back consonant and [i ] elsewhere.

g
This form occurs in Alger (Jewish), Sa'ida and Tlemcen, see M. COHEN, Le

?r!
be des duifs d'Alger, p. 345, W. MARpAIS, Le dialecte arabe des

Ulad Brahim de Saida, p. 148, and Le dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen, p. 118.
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[
i 1 ms] the water

[ilbg:qli] the rest

[ilwerli] the governor

[ilyu:m] the day

[slqii:me] the value

[z>lya :lye] the dear (fern.

[si ha: kirn] the judge

[slxa:yifl the scared

The allomorph /IV/ before nouns and adjectives beginning with two consonants.

The vowel is /a/ or /i / in accordance with the following rules:

The article gets the vowel [a] or [a] before a noun or an adjective begin-

ning with a pharyngal , i.e. /<*/ or /h/.

[lahmEimc] : the pigeon

[lahra:m] : evil

[la pqal ] : the brain

[laefEiriit] : the malicious (pi.)

The article has an /i / vowel before a noun or an adjective beginning with

/m/, /b/, /f/, /g/, /k/, /q/ or /y/.

[1 ibhi :m]

[l imra]

[1 i f 1 u : s]

[1 igre.:3im]

[l iqlam]

[likbi :r]

[1 iybi :ne]

tlthws]

[lehbe: l]

[l&hro:b]

the donkey

the woman

the money

the throats

the pencil

the old, the big

the sadness

The article has an /a/ vowel before a noun or an adjective beginning with

the laryngal /h/.

: the air

: the insanity

: the escape
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2.8 NUMERALS

2.8. 1 Cardinals

2.8. 1.1 The cardinal numbers from 1 to 10

[we:hud] : one

[9ni :n] ~ [ zu:zl : two

[0l£:0s] : three

[arbPa] : four

[xamsg] : five

[sit:s] : six

[ssbi'a] : seven

[Omtnyjf : eight

[tis<*a] : nine

[f'a^ra] : ten

[wehlid] is the only cardinal which shows gender distinction, e.g. [waljdt] .

The form [zu:z] occurs in most North African dialects. In the dialect of

Susa [0ni:n] occurs always in absolute state whereas [zu:z] most often in

construct state.

[rii:t 0ni:n] : I saw two

[zu:z kl£:b] : two dogs

The dialect of Susa has the form larb^al which makes it opposed to many

other North African dialects having the form /rdb^a/^

2.8.

1.2

The days of the week

The days of the week are as in Classical Arabic and all Arabic dialects,

partially identical with the cardinal numbers.

[ 1 i 0 n i : n] : Monday

[ i 0 : 1 a : 9

:

Tuesday

[lirb^a] : Wednesday

[lixmirs] : Thursday

[i 5 :umf'a] : Friday

[is:ibt] : Saturday

[lahad:] : Sunday

g
The dialect of Susa has the form /Qmanyal with a short vowel and is op-

posed to the North African Beduin dialects which have a long vowel, see
GRAND'HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 124.

10
Cf. GRAND'HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 124, M. COHEN, Le

parler arabe des Juifs d 'Alger, p. 356, G. COLIN, Notes sur le parler arabe
du nord de la rdgion de Taza, p. 78, W. MARfAIS, Le dialecte arabe parle a

Tlemcen, p. 155.
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2. 8. 1.3 The cardinal numbers from 11 to 19

[hde:j] : 11

[0na:j] : 12

[tlat:a:j] : 13

[arbr'at:a:J] : 14

[xmasta:]] : 15

[sit:a: \ ] : 16

[sba^taij] : 17

[0man£a:J] : 18

[tisf’atia:^ : 19

When compared with Classical Arabic the cardinal numbers in the dialect of

Susa have a different vowel quantity.

2.8. 1.4 The cardinal numbers from 20 upwards

[oli y rLi : n] : 20

[0U0i:n] : 30

[arbelirn] : 40

[xamsi:n] : 50

[sit:i:n] : 60

[sebo Li : n] : 70

[0meni:n] : 80

[ti s oU : n] : 90

[w£.:hud-wi-0l£0i :n] : 31

[Ole: 0£ w-arbrii:n] ; 43

[tisi’a-w-s£beli:n] : 79

[my£-w-sit:& w-arbpu:nj : 146

[elf w-arb^a] : 1.004

[slf u-miti:n wi 01 £:0£-w-t'ufru:n] : 1.223

[zu:z ml£:yin wi-my&:t elf] : 2.100.000

[0na:Jn elf m£lyu:n] : 12.000.000.000

The cardinals vary from one dialect to another, but almost the same system

is found in all Western dialects. The conjunction
{
w] has an /u/ allomorph

when occurring between a cardinal ending with a consonant and a word begin-

ning with a consonant followed by a vowel.

[elf u xamsi : n] : 1.050

[elf u sebeliin] : 1 .070

jwj- gets an /wi/ allomorph when the second cardinal begins with two conso-

nants.

[melyu:n wi myej : 1.000.100

[elf wi mys] : 1.100
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The conjunction [
w| has also an /w/ allomorph when occurring between two

vowels or a vowel and a consonant.

[xamse w-arb <1i:n] : 45

[si t:£ -w si t : i :nj : 66

Cardinal numbers from 11 to 19 get the morphophonemic shape n^when
occurring in a construct state. The morpheme

[
n| has two allomorphs:

The allomorph /n/ when the following noun begins with a vowel.

[tis^atzaijn tlf] : 19.000

[xmasta:jn ernib] : fifteen rabbits

The allomorph /in / when followed by a noun beginning with a consonant.

[sit:a: jin melyu:n] : 16.000.000

[tis^atiajin kclb] : nineteen dogs

The noun following cardinal numbers from two to ten is always inflected for
plural number.

[zu:z k 1 s. : b] : two dogs

[xamse wle:d] : five boys

2.8.2 Ordinals

masc. fern. Pi-

[lu:l] ,—
.
[1 ul s:ni] : the first

[ 1 u : kj'w [luli :n]~j [lulsni :n
[luUniy:E[

[
i 0 : e : n ij the second [i0:e:ny£] [i0:eni :n]

[
i 0 : e : 1 i 0] the third [i0:t:10s]

[ir:a:bi p] the forth [ir:a:bna]

[a lxarmis] the fifth \a lxa:mse.]

[is:e:tit] the sixth [is : £:t:e]

[ i s : bi p] the seventh [is: eibt'a]

[i 0 : &:mi n] the eighth [ i 0 : £:mne]

[it:g:si f1

] the ninth [it: £.:sna]

[a 1 na: jirl the tenth [a 1 Pa
: $ ra]

[a lha:dij] the eleventh [alha:dSe]

[i@:a:ni[ ] the twelfth [i0:a:nje.]

There are special forms for the ordinals from one
1 ?

to twelve only, in the
case of higher numbers the cardinals are used.

[£:r| i tlat:a:f]
:

I am the thirteenth
11 The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Tunis, see STUMME, Grammatik
des tunisischen Arabisch, p. 125.

12
In the dialect of Cherchell there are special forms for the ordinals

from one to ten only and in the dialect of Tlemcen from one to eleven. See
GRAND'HENRY , Le parler arabe de Cherchell, p. 127, and W. MARCAIS, Le
dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen, p. 161.
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All the ordinals are adjectives and agree in gender. The form llu:l] occurs

most usually as an attribute or a predicate whereas [lule:ni] as a substan-

tive.

[luled: 1 u : 1 x&£ 1 i kt t: b
]

: the first boy took the book

[huw:£ lu:l] : he is first

[lul£:ni titfnt] : the first one became rich

The first and second ordinals agree with the preceding noun in gender and

number.

[limra l:u:le kitbit] : the first woman wrote

[ir:3e:l l:uleni:n wislu] : the first men arrived

[libne:t i9:&ni:n] : the second girls

[limra i0:£:nye] : the second woman
13

All ordinals from one to twelve are always definite. V,, which is always /i

/

disappears when the ordinals from two (upwards) are inflected for definite-

ness.

2.8.3 Fractions

[nos:] ^ [nofs] : a half

[91 u0 :1 : a third (part)

[rbo p :] : a quarter

[xmus :]
: a fifth (part)

[zdus:] : a sixth (part)

[S b U 0 ;j : a seventh (part)

[0mun:] : an eighth (part)

[tsu r*

:]
: a ninth (part)

[f*Sur:] : a tenth (part)

There are special forms for fractions from two to ten only, elsewhere per-

centage is used.

[hds fi lmye] : eleven per cent

[tlat:a:i fi lmys] : thirteen per cent

All fractions in the dialect of Susa (except /nos:/) have a regular pattern,

i.e. CCuC:.

13
In other North African dialects the ordinals occur also in indefinite

form, see e.g. GRAND'HENRY, Le parler arabe de Cherchell , p. 127, W. MARQAIS,
Le dialecte arabe parle S Tlemcen, p. 161, and D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des
Juifs de Tunis, p. 234.
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2.8.4 Basic measures

[kenu:n]
14

: three
H

[ha:ra] : four

[ ('Lit: i :dik] : five
15

[toz:i :nsj : twelve

[sarntij : one centimeter

[mi :tro] : one meter

['
> JurLiy:t] : one decilitre

[xmu:siy:tj : two decilitres

[rbumhtraj : a quarter of a litre (fluid)

[ 1 i : tra
] : one litre

Cdi :ge] : ten litres (fluid)

[robPliy:£] : a quarter of a liter (mass)

fgtlbe] : ten litres (mass)

[wi : be] : twenty litres (mass)

[wqliyrej^, [uqiiy:e] : three grams

[rt al
:] : one pound

[ki :lu] : one kilogram

Many of the measures are loan words from French and

14
This form occurs among merchants only.

15
The lexical item /Ht:i:dikl is derived from the items [(Hid: i:dik]

'count (the fingers of) your hand'.
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2.9 PRONOUNS AND ADJECTIVES

2.9.1

Personal pronouns

2. 9.

1.1

Independent personal pronouns

Independent pronouns occur as free forms and are usually referred to as free

subject personal pronouns.

Singular

3rd p. masc. [hu:we]

3rd p. fem. [hi :ye]

2nd p. c. [inti]

1st p. c. [eni]
16

Plural

3rd p. c. [humt]~

2nd p. c. [ntu :m?].

1st p. c. [ahne]

[huims]

Only the 3rd p. sing. masc. morpheme is inflected for gender, i.e. /hi:ya/

'she' and /hu:wa/ 'he'. The dual is lacking in the pronominal paradigms.

2. 9.

1.2

Bound personal pronouns

The suffixed personal pronouns are referred to as object personal suffixes.

There are two types of object personal suffixes: direct objects suffixed to

verbs only and indirect objects suffixed to prepositions and nouns. The in-

direct object suffixes functioning as possessive pronouns are treated sepa-

rately.

Direct object suffixes

Singular

3rd p. masc. N [-h]

3rd p. fem. w
2nd p. c. [-k] Hk]

1st p. c. [-nil

Plural

3rd p. c. [-hum]

2nd p. c. [-kum]

1st p. c. [-ne]

16
The form l^am-l occurs in the dialect of Horan, see J. CANTINEAU, Les

parlers arabes du H8ran, p. 193.

17
Many other North African dialects have the forms /ntwia:n/ and /Tivma:n/

,

see, e.g. D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 210, W. MAR£AIS,

Le dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen, p. 120, and GRAND'HENRY , Le parler arabe

de Cherchell, p, 128.
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The 2nd p. sing, suffix has two allomorphs: /k/ after a vowel and /ik/ after
a consonant.

: he made you rich

: he saw you

: he knew you

: he talked to you

sing. masc. has also two allomorphs: /u/ after a

[jne:k]

[ra: k]

[<*arfi k]

[k tl : mi kJ

The suffix of the 3rd p.

consonant and /h/ after a vowel.

[ f“a:wnu]

Cjjab: u]

[ ra: h]

L-se: hi

The following are typi

<

[sarqo]

: he helped him

: he liked him

: he saw him

: he came to him

i cal examples of suffixed verbs:

: he robbed him

[ ra: hl : he saw him

[sraqhe] : he robbed her

[ra:he] : he saw her

[sarquk] : he robbed you

t ra: k] : he saw you

[sraqni] : he robbed me

[ ra : nil : he saw me

[sraqhum] : he robbed them

[ra:hum] : he saw them

[sraq:om] : he robbed you (pi.)

[ra:kum] : he saw you (pi.)

[sraqne] : he robbed us

[
ra: n&] : he saw us

Regular strong verbs in perfect 3rd p. sing. masc. get the pattern CaCC

whenever followed by the suffixes /ik/ or /u/.

[darbu] : he hit him

[darbikl : he hit you

['’arfik] : he knew you

Indirect object suffixes

Only transitive verbs can immediately be followed by a pronominal suffix

since intransitive verbs are always affixed with the preposition (lij-fol-

lowed by the pronominal suffixes. Final-weak verbs get the stem vowel length-

ened when followed by a pronominal suffix,

f ra : h j : he saw him

[3 £:kum] : he came to you
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The vowel of the perfective suffix /nt/ and the 3rd p. masc. suffix /u/ are

also lengthened when followed by the preposition ^lijwith the pronominal

suffix.

[
qrU : n £ : 1 u 1 : we read for him

[kitburlu] : they wrote to him

[nikatbu:lu] : we write to him

Prepositions and substantives are followed by the following pronominal suf-

fixes:

Singular

3rd p. masc. (C+)-u, (V+)-h

3rd p. fern. he

2nd p. c. (C+)-ik, (V+)-k

1st p. c. (C+)-i
,

(V+)-ya

Plural

3rd p. c. -hum

2nd p. c. -kum

1st p. c. -nt

The pronoun of the 1st p. sing, has as the morphemes |k^ and |u^ two phone-

mic shapes: /i / when preceded by a consonant and /ya/ after a vowel.

[da:ru] : my house

[bi:ya] : with me

Possessive pronouns

Possessive pronouns are indirect object personal pronouns being suffixed to

substantives. However the pronominal morphemes are identical with the above-

mentioned personal pronouns. Comparing the two sets, we notice syntactical

and semantical differences only.

[me:y£] : my water [kte:bi] : my book [xzuntil : my cupboard

[me:k] [kt£:bik] [xztcntik]

[ms: h] [kte:bu] [xze:ntu]

[msihe] [kt«.:bhe] £xze:nithe]

[m £: n e] [kt£:bns] [xz&:nitne]

[ms:kum] [kt£:bkuml [xz&:nitkum]

[msihum] [ktt:bhum] [xz£:nithum]
L

1ft
Marked feminine nouns get the phonemic shape t where the noun changes

pattern in accordance with the following rules:

Feminine nouns of the pattern Ca:CCa get the pattern Ca:CiCt when followed

by the suffixes /i/ s /ik/ or /u/ and the pattern Ca:CCit when followed by

1

8

The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Tunis (Jewish), see D. COHEN,
Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 217.
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consonantal suffixes.

[ta:wiltil : my table

[ta:wiltik] : your table

[ta:wiltu] : his table

| ta:wlithe| : her table

[qa:blitn£] : our midwife

[qa:blitkum] : your (pi.) midwife

[qa:blithum] : their midwife

Nouns of the pattern maOCCa get the structure maC^CCit when followed by a

suffix beginning with a consonant and the structure maCCaCt when the fol-

lowing suffix begins with a vowel:

[matyb p a] : printing-house

[matab plitn£] : our printing-house

[matsb plitkum] : your (pi.) printing-house

[mat3b [,uthum] : their printing-house

[matba p tu] : his printing-house

[matba pti] : my printing-house

[matba ptik] : your printing-house

The vowel /i / in nouns of the pattern Ca:CiC is elided when followed by the

suffixes /i/, /ik/ or /u/.

[sa:hlib] : friend

[sa:hbi] : my friend

[sa:hbik] : your friend

[sa:hbu] : his friend

Only final /a/ or /u/ noun stems may be followed by the suffix /ya/, i.e.

noun stems ending with /i / form a periphrastic construct.

jTruiyE] : my water

[xu:ye] : my brother

[in:bi mte: p u'l : my prophet

2.9.2 Relative pronouns

The dialect of Susa has two relative pronouns: {el:i| and {me} . It can how-

ever be noticed that [£l:i] is most usual since jm&j occurs in certain idio-

lects of the older generation only.
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r , 1

9

2. 9. 2.1 The relative pronoun ielrii

has H:i t as an allomorph when occurring in close transition preceded

by a word ending in a vowel.

[limra l:i be : f Lit id:a:r meitit] : the woman who sold the house died

[slxu l:i 3 e raw:ah] : the brother who came went home

fwildi 1 :i 3£:k] : my son who came to you

|£l:ij
>

has an /si:/ allomorph when occurring in close transition followed by

a word beginning with a vowel.

[lerneb el: £y:e:mhe ma^duide] : the rabbit the days of which are
counted

[luled: El: ismu £11] : the boy whose name is Ali

[ir:a:sil el: um:u m&:tit] : the man whose mother died

[e.l:ij has an allomorph /!:/ when occurring in close transition between two

vowels.

[ru:t limra 1: isamhe fa:£ma] : I saw the woman who is called Fatma

[rii:t alxo 1: um:u hn£] : I saw the brother whose mother is

here

2.9. 2. 2 The relative pronoun [me}

Only men in the older generation use [mej.

men of the older generation

[nsi:t m fmeln'] : I forgot what he did to me

[hki:tlik me qal:i] : I told you what he said to me

other speakers

[nsi:t el : i <Tn£l:i]

[hki:tlik sl:i qal:i]

2.9.3 Demonstrative adjectives and pronouns

Demonstrative adjectives can be followed by a noun inflected for definite-

ness whereas demonstrative pronouns cannot.

2. 9. 3.1 Adjectives

In the dialect of Susa there are two types of demonstrative adjectives:

demonstratives indicating near objects (referred to as near demonstratives)

and demonstratives indicating far objects (referred to as far demonstra-

tives).

1

9

The dialect of Susa has as many other North African dialects the morpheme
{£l:i}, cf. e.g. W. MARfAIS, Le dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen, pp. 175-176,

M. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs d'Alger, pp. 349-350, STUMME, Grammatik
des tunisischen Arabisch, p. 121, and D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de

Tunis, p. 218.
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Near demonstratives

There is only one adjective which gets the morphophonemic shape h si— when

followed by a noun beginning with the sequence IV , and the morphophonemic

shape ht— when followed by a noun with the initial sequence iCC.

[ht-1 : imra Yniy:e]

[ht-l:shw£ be: hi]

[he-l:ulsd: ya p rafni]

[h£-n:se qal:qo:ni]

[he-s:i :d kbi :rj

[h£-lhanu:t we:si p]

Far demonstratives

this woman is rich

this air is good

this boy knows me

these women disturbed me

this lion is big

this shop is large

There is only one demonstrative adjective indicating far objects, i.e.

{hski] . This morpheme does not undergo any phonological or morphological

changes'.

[hski-s:fi :h]

[heki-1 : imra]

[heki-n:st kiSbu]

[htki-lbe:b mahlu:!]

Both near and far demonstratives can

when presenting:

^

[h£hu:we r>l i]

f h eh i :ye fa:tma]

[h£hu:mt]

[htku:we fethli]

[h^ki :ye um:u]

[h£ku :mt]

: that liar

: that woman

: those women lied

: that door is open

occur in compound form usually used

: here is Ali

: here is Fatma

: here they are

: there is Fathi

: there is his mother

: there they are

2. 9. 3. 2 Pronouns

The demonstrative pronouns show inflection for gender, number and distance.

Near demonstratives

sing. masc. [heicJt]

sing. fern. [h£:<5i]
pi

sing. c. [hedu:m£]
1

Illustrative examples

[ht:d£ wled ba:hi] : this is a good boy

[he:6i mra mthbu:le.J : this is a crazy woman

[he5u:ma sPa:bl : these are difficult

20
The same phenomenon occurs in the dialect of Tlemcen, see W. MARCAIS, Le

dialecte arabe parle a Tlemcen, p. 124.
21

The dialect of Susa does not have the form /hcAu:Za/ which occurs in the
dialect of Tunis, see STUMME, Grammatik des tunisTschen Arabisch, p. 118.
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Far demonstratives

There are two types of pronouns depending on the distance: pronouns indi-

cating short distance and others denoting long distance.

Pronouns denoting short distance

sing masc. [hj:kt]

sing. fem. [ h e: ki

]

pi. c. [h s:kum] ^ [htku :me]

Illustrative examples

[h£:ke wildi] : that (one) is my son

[ht:ki um:u] : that (one) is his mother

[hfcku:ms 3s:w ilyu:me] : those came today

The plural form has two alternating allomorphs: IhE'.kwnl and lhzku:mtl.

Pronouns denoting long distance

sing. masc. [hfds:kf]

sing. fem. [hs5i :kf]

pi. c. [hc^u :kum] [he6u :kt]

Illustrative examples

[hsdcikf bu:hum} : that (one) is their father

[h?di:ks um:i] : that (one) is my mother

[hs6u:ks wra:qli] : those are my papers

2.9.4 Interrogative pronouns and adjectives

2. 9. 4.1 Pronouns

There are two interrogative pronouns in the dialect of Susa, i.e. fjku:nj

'who
1

and [sins] 'which'

The morpheme ljku:n] can be followed by personal suffixes, free subject per-

sonal pronouns or verbs.

[jku:nhum] : who are they?

[]ku:n raw:aj]] : who went home?

[
^ku:n £:ni] : who am I?

The morpheme [s: ne]
22

has two allomorphs: / z: ml when followed by a noun and

/ anf: / when preceding a personal suffix.

[£:ns bagra] : which cow?

[f:ns mra] : which woman?

[£ne:hu] : which one (masc.)?

[en e: hi J
: which one (fem.)?

22
The Jewish dialect in Tunis has the form /a:ma/ instead of /^.-n?/, see

D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 225.
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j^ne] can get the following personal suffixes only:

3rd p. masc. sing. : [-hu]

3rd p. fem. sing. : [-hi]

3rd p. c. pi. : [-hum]

2. 9. 4. 2 Adjectives

The morpheme jjnuw:&j ‘what 1

jjnuw:ej has /\nuw:t/ as an allomorph when occurring as a free allomorph

which can be followed by a noun being a head in a nominal or a state con-

struct.

[
jnuw:e marSo] : what is his disease?

[
jnuw:e xiidmit wildik]: what is the job of your son?

{^nuw:£.]has / jV/ as an allomorph when occurring as a prefix. The vowel

is [e] when the first consonant before the prefix is a laryngal or a pharyn

gal and [a] elsewhere. The allomorph /Jv/ can only be prefixed to a word be

ginning with the sequence CC-.

[ jaktib] : what did he write?

[
$aqra] : what did he read?

[1 £ !

l

k ej : what did he tell?

[ $£fm ell : what did he do?

[fnuwis] has an /a// allomorph when prefixed to a word beginning with the

sequence CV- or when suffixed to a word ending in a consonant.

[a jqa:l] : what did he say?

bs: p] : what did he sell?

[a [ bi :h] : what is the matter with him?

[ ktibaf] : did he write?

[jnuw:e] has an / }/ allomorph when suffixed to verbs or prepositions ending

in a vowel

.

[ qra:

0

: did he write?

[bke:f] : did he weep?

[tikst: f] : did he get enough clothes?

: why?

[be: f ] : with what?

[mne:
j]

: of what?

2.9.5 Reciprocal pronouns

The dialect of Susa has the reciprocal pronoun [ba p&] followed by plural

pronominal suffixes.

[$arbu b pa5hum] : they hit each other
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[ra:w bi'a^kum] : see each other (imp. pi.)

[busne bfadns] : we kissed each other

The morpheme {ba^d} has two allomorphs: the allomorph /b^ab/ mostly used by

speakers of the younger generation and /ba^b/ which principally occurs in

the older generation's idiolects.

The morpheme [ba^d] can be preceded by the following prepositions: [lil

'for', [min] ' from' , [<MeJ 'on', [m^a] 'with', [fu:q] 'over' and [tabt]

'under'

.

[mU:w lib^adhum] : they came to each other

[xde:w mim headhunt] : they took from each other

[tirm s:w ^le b^a^hum] : they fell upon each other

[mlf:w mf'a b pa6hum] : they went with each other

[raqdu fu:q headhunt) : they slept over each other

[txab:e:w taht b^adhumf they hid themselves under each other

2.9.6 Reflexive pronouns

The dialect of Susa has two reflexive pronouns: {ro:b} and nifsi. The lat-
J

23
ter form occurs most often among the speakers of the older generation. The

reflexive pronouns are always followed by the pronominal suffixes.

[drab ro:ho] : he hit himself

Lixdim He nifsik] : work (imp.)

When followed by personal suffixes the phoneme /h/ of the pronouns [he] and

[hum] assimilates to /h/.

[ro:hli] : myself

[ro:j3iikl : yourself

[ro:ho] : himself

[ro:h:a] : herself

[ro:hn£j : ourselves

[ro:hkum] : yourselves
A/

[ro:h:om] : themselves

[nifs] gets the following morphophonological shapes when followed by the

personal suffixes:

[nifsi] : myself

[nifsik] etc.

[nifsu]

[nifsshe]

[ni-fe snt]

[nifaskum]

[nifgshum]

23 In the Jewish dialect in Tunis the pronoun /nlfs/ is more usual than the

form /pu:h/ , see D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 218.
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2.10 PREPOSITIONS

There are two types of prepositions: single and compound prepositions.

2.10.1 Single prepositions

2.10.1.1 (fi) 'in'

The morpheme {fi] has the following allomorphs:

Allomorph /fi/ before indefinite nouns beginning with a consonant or a vow-

el.

[fi-ble:di] : in my country

[fi-umu;ri] : in my affairs

Allomorph /fill before definite nouns beginning with the sequence IV.

[fil-lanbeins] : in the blanket

[fil-l&rn£b] : in the rabbit

Allomorph /// when the following word is definite and begins with a vowel,

[f-alnliila] : in the family

[f-ilme] : in the water

[f-is:li:f] : in the summer

When followed by the pronominal suffixes the vowel of the preposition is

realized as long.

[fi rye] [fi:k]

[fi:h] [firhe]

[ f i : n £j [fi:kum]

[fi :humj

2.10.1.2 [bi] 'with'
24

(bij has the following allomorphs:

Allomorph /bit when the following noun begins with two consonants.

[bi-flu:sik] : with your money

[bi-qltm] : with a pencil

Allomorph /bill when followed by definite nouns beginning with the sequence

IV.

[bil-lanb€:ne] : with the blanket

[bil-lthwa] : with the air

Allomorph /b/ elsewhere.

[bxat:o] : with his (hand) writing

24
For more details on the meanings of /bi/ see D. COHEN, Le parler arabe

des Juifs de Tunis, pp. 245-247.
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[bi[:ra:b] : with the wine

[bslpa:r] : with the revilement

When the vowel disappears the preposition and the following word are brought

into close transition, [bi
]
undergoes the same morphological changes as {fi}

when followed by the personal suffixes.

2.10.1.3 [li] 'for'

The preposition {li] has the following allomorphs:

Allomorph HH when followed by nouns beginning by the sequence CC-:

tli-bnertu] : for his daughters

[ T i - kl s : bhe] : for her dogs

Allomorph llill when the following noun is definite and has the initial se-

quence CC-.

[lil-labwe:nitj : for the shops

[lil-lahku:im] : for the government

Allomorph lill when the following noun begins with the sequence CV : -

.

[il-su:se] : for Susa

[il-qa:sim] : for Kasem

Allomorph III when the following noun begins with a vowel.

[laleliile] : for the family

[lin:ss] : for the women

[lilkelb] : for the dog

The preposition gets different morphophonemic shapes when followed by the

personal suffixes.

Free forms Bound forms

1st sing. c. [li:li]^ [1 i :ya] [li] :[ktibatli] : you wrote
to me

2nd sing. c. [li:lik]~ [1 i : k] [lik] :[ktibg>tlik]

3rd sing masc. [li:lu]^ C 1 i : h] [lu] :[ktibatlu]

3rd sing. fern. [li:lh«]^ [1 i :hej [ilhe] : [
kti bti 1 ht]

1st pi. c. [li :lne] ~ tl i :nfl [ilne] :[ktibtilng]

2nd pi. c. [li :lkum] ~ [li :kum] [ilkum] :[ ktibtilkum]

3rd pi. c. [li : 1 hum] ~ [li :hum] [i 1 hum] :[ kti bti Ilium]

2. 10. 1.4 [min] 'from'

The preposition [min] has the following allomorphs:

Allomorph /mini before indefinite nouns beginning with a consonant,

[min fra:nst] : from France

[min tu:nis] : from Tunis
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Allomorph Irtrill when the following noun is definite and begins with the def-

inite allomorph /IV/.

[mil-lernsbj : from the rabbit

[mil-lapbtine
]

: from the blanket

Allomorph /rm! before indefinite nouns beginning with a vowel.

[mnum:u] : from his mother

[mnthlu] : from his family

[mnismu] : from his name

Allomorph /m/ before definite nouns beginning with a vowel.

[min:se] : from the women

[mal pU:1&] : from the family

Allomorph /min:/ when followed by a personal suffix beginning with a vowel.

[min: i] [min : i k]

[min:u] [minhs]

[min:e]

[minhum]

[minkum]

2.10.1.5 {pandj 'at'

Apart from the assimilation of /d/ to /n/ in the contiguity of the suffix

/na/ the morpheme {''and} does not undergo any morphophonemic assimilations.

[pandi] [pandilk]

[pandu] [pandhe]

[pan:&]

[pandhumj

[pandkum]

2. 10. 1 .6 [mpa
}

‘with’

The morpheme
j

suffixes.

mpa} gets an allomorph /m^a:/ when followed by the personal

[mpa:ye] [m pa : k]

[mpa:h] [mpa:ht]

[mpa:n£]

[m pa: hum]

[mpa:kum]

2.10.1.7 {He] 'on 1

The morpheme
]

suffixes.

[pie] has an allomorph /p//.*/ when followed by the personal

[pli:yt] [pli :k]

[p 1 i : h] [p 1 i :ht]

[Pli:n£]

[p 1 i :hum]
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2.10.1.8 [na] 'about'
25

The morpheme {pa} can only be followed by a definite noun. The vowel of the

definite article is dropped when preceded by the morpheme
{

paj. The prepo-

sition { ^a} has an allomorph /
pal/ before definite nouns with the definite

article 1V-.

[Pal-lahku:m£] : about the government

[
pal-likts:b] : about the book

2.10.1.9

{bi : n }
'between'

The preposition { bi :

n)
does not undergo any morphological changes.

[bi :ni] [bi:nik]

[bi :nu] lbi:nh£]

[bi :n:&] [bi:nkum]

[bi :nhum]

The morpheme { bi :n] gets the form [ bint:t]
26
when inflected for plural.

[bine:tne] [bine:tkum]

[bine:thum]2.10.1.10

{qbsl
}

'before'

{
qb e!

}

does not undergo any morphophonological changes when occurring as a

free form.

[ri:tik qbtl mutjam:idl: I saw you before Mohammed

[mfe qbel slharb] : he went before the war

The morpheme {qbel] has an allomorph Iqabll when followed by a personal suf-

fix beginning with a vowel.

[qabli] [qczblik]

[qablu] [qbtl he]

[qb el ne] [qbelkum]

[qbel hum]

2.10.1.11

{bat'd] 'after'

The morpheme [ba^d] gets an allomorph /ba p9d/ when followed by a personal

suffix beginning with a consonant and an allomorph /bat'd./ elsewhere:

[ba pdi] [bardik]

[ba pdu] [bap^dht]

[bat's’dnt] [baPgdkum]

[ba pgdhum]

{
Pa] corresponds to the Classical Arabic /

pan/ 'about 1

.

26
The same form occurs in many Eastern Arabic dialects and is according to

Barthelemy a survival from the Syriac form /bayna: 9/, see BARTHELEMY, Dic-
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2.10.1.12 {wra}^{ura} ‘behind 1

/w/ alternates with /u /. The morpheme {wra} gets an allomorph /wra:/ when

followed by the personal suffixes.

[ura:ye] ~ [wra:ye] [wra:k] ~ [ura:k]

[ura:h] ~ [wra:h] [wra:he] ^ [ura:h e]

[ura:ne]^, [wra:ne] [wra:kum]~[ura:kum]

[ura:hum] [wra:hum]

2.10.1.13 jfu:q} 'over'

The /k/ of the personal suffix [kum] assimilates to /q/.

[fu:qii] [fu :qiik]

[fu:qo] [fu:qhe]

[ fu
:
qne] [fu:q:om]

[fu:qhum]

2.10.1.14 {tah t } 'under 1

The morpheme {taht} gets an allomorph /tahat/ when followed by a personal

suffix beginning with a consonant and /taht/ elsewhere.

C tahti] [tahtik]

[tahtu] [tahathe]

[tahgtns] [tah^tkum]

[tahsthum]
2.10.1.15

{wost} 'in the middle of'

{wost} has a /wosgt/ allomorph when followed by a personal suffix beginning

with a consonant and /wost/ elsewhere.

[wostii]

[wosto]

[wosatne]

[wosathum]

[wostiik]

[wosathe]

[wosstkum]
2.10.1.16

[ ki :f) 'like'
27

The morpheme has the following allomorphs:

tionnaire Arabe-Francais , Dialectes de Syrie: Alep, Damas, Liban, Jerusalem,
I, p. 77.

27
In the dialect of Susa as in the Jewish dialects in Tunis and Alger the

form L ki : f J is a survival from the older forms /ki/ and /kayfa/. See
D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 251, and M. COHEN, Le
parler arabe des Juifs d 'Alger, p. 366.
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Allomorph /ki:f/ when followed by the pronominal suffixes.

[ki:fi] [ki:fik]

[ ki : f u] [ ki : fhel

[ki:fnt] [ki:fkum]

[ki :fhum]

Allomorph Ikil when followed by an indefinite noun beginning with a conso-

nant or a vowel.

[ki-muham: id] : like Mohammed

[ ki -kl e : bu] : like his dogs

[ki-um:u] : like his mother

[ki-ismi] : like my name

Allomorph /kill before definite nouns having the definite allomorph /Z-V/

[kil-liqlem] : like the pencil

[kil-1 i obe] : like the play

Allomorph Ikl when followed by a definite noun beginning with a vowel.

[kid:a:r] : like the house

[kilme] : like the water

[kin:sf] : like the women2.10.1.17

{qad:] 'as big as', 'as old as'

{qad:} does not undergo any morphophonological changes.

[
qad : i

]
[qad:ik]

[qad:u] [qad: he]

[qad:nt] [qad:kum]

[qad: hum]

2.10.1.18 {bU:j} 'without'

The morpheme {bl } does not undergo any morphophonological changes and can

only be followed by indefinite nouns.

[bl&:{ hwe:yi3] : without clothes

[ble:j £re:nib] : without rabbits

2.10.1.19 {hat:e} 'even'

The morpheme |hat:t} does not undergo any morphophonological changes and can

only be followed by nouns or free personal pronouns.

[iiat:£ lahser] : even the stones

[tjat:E hi:ye] : even she
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2.10.1.20
^3 i : hi t }

'round'

The morpheme {3i:hit} can only be followed by a noun.

[3i : h i t su:se] : round Susa

2.10.1.21 (qod:t:m] 'in front of'

The morpheme {qod:e:mj does not change morphophonologically.

[qod:£:mi] [qod:e:mik|

[qod:e:mu] [god : &:mhe.
|

[qod:e:mne] [qod:£:mkum]

[qod:£:mhum]

2.10.1.22 {mte:e} 'of'

This morpheme is used when forming an analytical genitival construct.

2.10.2 Compound prepositions

The prepositions [min], [mte:i\I and [ki:f] possess more combinatory possi-

bilities than other prepositions.
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Figure 10: Possible preposition compounds
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2.11 ADVERBS

The dialect of Susa has four classes of adverbial membership:

- Pure adverbs which do not share membership with any other form-class, e.g.

[hne] 'here'.

- Adverbs that are members of the adjective class, e.g. [mit:ax:ur] 'late 1

.

- Adverbs that are members of the noun class, e.g. [ilkuSra] 'the majority'.
- Adverbs that can occur as prepositions, e.g. [qbel] 'before'.

Adverbs can be subdivided into two subgroups: single and compound. In order

to avoid overlapping only pure adverbs are listed below.

2.11.1 Single adverbs

2.11.1.1 Adverbs of time

Adverbs Examples

[tew:e] : now [imji ttw:e] go now (imp.)

[tew: tew:] : a moment ago [rli:tu tew: tew:] I saw him a mo-
ment ago

[d i : me] : always [di :m y£:kul] he is always eat-
ing

[bi krli] : early [m ji :t bikrli] I went early

[fi : san] : fast, quickly [kle fi:sa<*!l he ate quickly

[ba('dike:ye] afterwards [kle baf'diks:y£] he ate afterwards

[m&ze:l] still [meze:l yaqra] he is still read-
ing

The adverb /mzze:l/ can be inflected for aspect-tense and denotes past ac-

tion.

Singular

3rd masc. [meze:l ]

3rd fern. [meze:lit]

2nd c. [meziltl

1st c. [mezilt]

Plural

3rd c. Cmez &: 1 u]

2nd c. [meziltu]

1st c. [mezilna]

The adverb /mea e: 1/ can modify a noun , a free personal pronoun, a verb in

the imperfect or an adverb of place.

[meze:lit mra] : she is still a lady

[mezilt inti] : it is still you
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[mszilne naqra:w]

[meze:l hne]

: we are still reading

: he is still here

2.11.1.2 Adverbs of place

Adverbs Examples

[hnt] : here [uq^od hnt] : stay here (imp.

)

[jfa :di] : there [yckul ^a:di] : he eats there

[il :u:ta] : down [ta:h il :u:ta] : he fell down

[ilbar:a] : out [uxro3 ilbarra] : go out (imp.

)

[i t: £ :1 i ] : backwards [ imji t:e:li] : go backwards

2.11.1.3 Adverbs of manner

[hi Ice]

[hik:e :kej

: like this
[
a r*mi 1 hik:e] : do like this

(imp.

)

: like that
[ iktib hik:e:k£.] : write like that

(imp.)

2.11.1.4 Adverbs of measure

[barje] : much [ kle barje] : he ate much

[jwey :e] : little
[
yorqod $wey:E.] : he sleeps little

[ye: sir] : very
[
be: ru'd ye: sir] : very cold

[taqrli : b] : about
[ taqrii :b mi :tro] : about one meter

2.11.2 Compound adverbs

2.11.2.1 Adverbs of time

[mim-bikrli] : a moment ago [36 mim-bikr'u] : he came a moment
ago

[min-tew:e ] : from now on [min:tew:t u]rob : drink water from
ilmcl now on (imp.

)

2. 1 1 . 2. 2 Adverbs of place

[min-hu:ni] : from here t ktib min-hu:ni] : he wrote from here

[min-^a:dij : from there [y min-ja:di] : he came from there

2.11.2.3 Adverbs of manner

[bi-s:i:f
]

28
: forcibly [ hez:he bi-s:i :f] : he took her forci-

bly
28

The corresponding adverb to /bis:i:f/ in the Jewish dialect in Tunis, is
[b^y.ayf], see D. COHEN, Le parler arabe des Juifs de Tunis, p. 239.
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[bi-s:yt:s£] : kindly [kel :mu bi -s :y erst] : he spoke to him
kindly

[bil r>a:ni] : purposely [ k6ib bil pa:ni] : he lied purposely

2.11.2.4 Adverbs of measure

[
Pal :aqal

:]
: at least [xamst palraqal:] : five at least

2.11.3 Interrogative adverbs

2.11.3.1 Adverbs of time

[waqt£:f] : when [waqte:( m(t] : when did he go?

[nhara:(] : which day [nhara:J ra3P'ut] : which day did she
come back?

[
Pamerf] : which year [pams:| me:tl : which year did he

die?

2.11.3.2 Adverbs; of place

[wi : n] [fi :n] : where [wi :n yuskun] : where does he

live?

[lwi : n] : whereto [ 1 wi : n m £ : ( i ] :: where are you
going to?

[mni :n] : where from [mni :n yi :t
]

:: where did you
come from?

The adverbs lwl:nl and Ifi-.nl can be followed by personal suffixes.

[wi : n i ]
[wi:nik]

[wi:nu] [wi:nhe]

[wi:n:t] [wi:nkum]

[wi :nhum]

2.11.3.3 Adverbs of manner

rkife:|] : how [kife:[ x6e] : how did he take

(it)?

2.11.3.4 Adverbs of measure

rqad:t:[] : how much [qad:£ :[ rbilj] : how much did he

win?

Apart from the adverbs of place all the other interrogative adverbs get the

suffix /[/. The final vowel is always lengthened when followed by /f/.
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2.12 CONJUNCTIONS

2.12.1 Coordinate conjunctions

Coordinate conjunctions link verbs, adverbs, nouns, pronouns, clauses,

phrases and sentences of the same structure.

2.12.1.1 [we] 'and'

{we} has the following allomorphs:

Allomorph /w/ when occurring between two vowels or between a word ending in

a vowel and an other beginning with a single consonant.

[\re d3f:3E w-erneb] : he bought a hen and a rabbit

[m$e-w 3 £] : he went and came back

Allomorph /u/ when occurring between a word ending in a consonant and an

other beginning with a consonant followed by a vowel.

[ham:el u be:s] : he embraced and kissed

[fhim u 3£=wib] : he understood and answered

Allomorph /wV/ when followed by a word beginning with two consonants. The

vowel is /a/ when C^ is a pharyngal or a laryngal and /i / elsewhere.

[kelb wa f’b f : d] : a dog and some people

[mra wa hm£:me] : a woman and a pigeon

[me wi bhe:yim] : water and donkeys

[mE we hwe] : water and air

2.12.1.2 [wtl :e] 'or
1

[mra wtl:t ra:sil] : a man or a woman

[kelb we1:e bhi :m] : a dog or a donkey

2. 12. 1 . 3 [ em:e] . . . .[wel :e] 'either or'

[fm:£ ktlb wel:c kelbe] : either a dog or a bitch

2.12.1.4 [wle:kin] 'but'

[qra wle:kin menjalj ej]. : he studied but did not succeed

2.12.1.5 [me jii:r mtl 'without'

[mit mt ^'u:r me dfa<’]. : he went without paying

2.12.1.6 [me] [ke:n] 'only'

[me ra ke:n wildu] : he saw his son only
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2.12.1.7 [f'aks mt] 'the contrary of'

[f“m£l ^aks me qoltlu] : he did the contrary of what I said
to him

2.12.1. 8 [widsbi] 'and then 1

The linker [wi&bi] is always inflected for allocation and gets the final

vowel lengthened when followed by a personal suffix.

Lwidebi:y£j [wi bebi : kj

[widtbi:h] [wi&Ebi:he]

[wi6«bi:ns] [widebirkum]

[wibebi :hum]

[ke:nu fqa:ra wiibfbiihum trjfne:w] : they were poor and then they became
rich

Only the most frequent and most characteristic conjunctions of the dialect

are listed above.
2.12.2

Subordinate conjunctions

Subordinate conjunctions introduce dependent clauses only. There are two

types of conjunctions: single and compound. The compound conjunctions con-

sist of prepositions compounded with a relative pronoun.

2.12.2.1 [waqtclii] 'when'

I m e: ti t waqtel:i 3 e] : she died when he came

2.12.2.2 [elindme] 'when'

[ktipt PlindmE b^aBli] : I wrote when he sent for me

2. 12. 2. 3 [mel : i]
' since'

[mel:i me:t bu:ht-w hi :y& tipkij : she has been crying since her father
died

2.12.2.4 [qb&l me] 'before'

[m]e qbsl me rli:tu] : he went before I saw him

2.12.2.5 [i : 6e 1 'if'

[nxal,:so i:3e yqol : i] : I will pay him if he asks me to
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2.12.2.6 [luk£:n] 'if'

[yitsyiu luke:n yhlib
:]

: he can become rich if he wants to

2.12.2.7 [be:f] 'in order to'

[m(e i 1 : i : bye b&:[ yixdim] : he went to Libya in order to work

2.12.2.8 [nlf xa:tlir] 'because'

The conjunction jolt xa:tlirj- can be inflected for allocation.

[yel^ab ole xa:tro S][Li:r] : he is playing because he is young

2.12.2.9 [ole hasb me] 'according to
1

[<5arbu:h ole hasb me qczl :

i ]
: they hit him according to what he
said to me
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2.13 NEGATIVE PARTICLES

In the dialect of Susa, negation is expressed by different morphemes:

[m&. ...(], {l£....wls}, [^omr me]
,

[mif] and {la].

The morpheme (me. . ..[] occurs with verbs only. The suffix /J/ is preceded by

an epenthetic vowel when the verb ends in a consonant. Verbs having a final

vowel get the vowel lengthened when followed by the suffix ///.

he did not write

he does not know

do not pay (imp.)

they did not understand

he does not read

do not buy (imp.

)

occurs with a multiple subject or a multiple pred-

[ms ktibaj]

[me ya^rafa)]

[ms tedfa^s^]

[me fihmu:]]

[ms yaqra: j]

[ms ti]rli:]}

The morpheme ]le....wls]

icate.

[Is s:ni wle hu:ws]

[Is wildi wls bintu]

[le ktib u le qra]

[Is ybi :
i* u Is yi ]rli]

: neither me nor him

: neither my son nor his daughter

: he did neither write nor read

: he does neither sell nor buy

The morpheme {
('omr me] is followed by perfective or imperfective verbs only.

I^vmvl is always inflected for allocation and has the phonemic shape l?muv/

when followed by a suffix beginning with a consonant and the shape /^umr/

elsewhere.

[ f'omrU ms rli:tu] : I have never seen him

[
(>omruk ms 51

' :tni ] : you have never come to me

[‘'omro ms y&dfa p
] : he never pays

I^murhs ms kitbitlil : she has never written to me

Omurns ms ni[rli:yu] : we never buy

[‘'murkum ms dzuru:nej : you (pi.) never visit us

['’murhum ms ys:klu] : they never eat

The morpheme (mi]} can never be followed by a verb, on the other hand it can

precede any other word.

[mij ke:tib]

[mi] bs:hi]

[mi] wildi]

[mi] inti]

[mi] hn&]

[mi] fi : sa

[mi] m pa:k]

not writing

not good

not my son

not you

not here

not fast

not with you
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The morpheme { mi
\ ]

can also be inflected for allocation. There is an allo-

morph /mi\:/ when the following suffix begins with a vowel and /ot£J7 else-

where.

[mi Jni] [mi[:ik]

[mi [ :u] [mi[h£]

[mi[ne] [mi[kum]

[mi S hum]

The morpheme {k} occurs in isolated position or followed by a negative par-

ti cle.

[U] : no

[le mi J £:ni] : no.it is not me
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Conclusion

Compared with other dialects the vernacular of the Medina of Susa has

many features which apply to the great majority of the sedentary Western

dialects but has also other more conservative characteristics making of the

dialect a typical sedentary 'Sahli' vernacular. The dialect of Susa has the

following peculiarities:

PHONOLOGY

- The prevasive influence of emphasis on the adjoining segments.

- The devoicing of some consonants when occurring in close juncture before

voiceless consonants.

- The voicing of some consonants when occurring in close juncture before

voiced consonants,

- The loss of short vowels in unstressed open syllables.

- The complete disappearance of the glottal stop.

- The monophthongisation of the older diphthongs /aw/ and /ay/ in initial and

medial position into /u : / and /i
: /

.

- The preservation of the older diphthongs in final position where their

second component is doubled when preceded by a short /a/.

- The occurrence of both /q/ and /g/ as proper phonemes.

- The occurrence of the alveopalatal fricative /$/.

- The occurrence of interdentals.

PHONOTACTICS

- The possibility for any initial sequence to begin with a consonant, a

short or a long vowel

.

- The occurrence of two- and three-consonant clusters in initial and medial

position and two-consonant combinations in final position.

*
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VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

- The absence of dual form.

- The occurrence of a prefix /n(V)/ in the imperfect 1st p. sing.

- The occurrence of a suffix /u/ in the imperfect 1st p. pi.

- The occurrence of the verb form

- The occurrence of the reflexive pattern

- The identicalness of the stem of the imperative with the imperfect stem.

- The occurrence of the forms /x5a/, /kla/ , Ara/ and /3a/.

- The use of the active participle form l3a:yl .

- The neutralisation of the morphological opposition between the 2nd p.

sing. , masc. and fern.

- The occurrence of vowel harmony in the imperative and the imperfect.

- The change of /?/ into /h/ in Classical verbs with medial hamza.

NOMINAL MORPHOLOGY

- The high frequence of substantive patterns CCVC and CVCC.

- The occurrence of the form /zu:z/

.

- The productivity of the Turkish suffix /3i/.

- Adjectives having the pattern CCu and CCi get the feminine marker /w:a/

and /y:a/ respectively.

- The absence of the 2nd p. sing. fern, of personal pronouns.

- The occurrence of the personal pronoun form /a:ni/

.

- The absence of the relative pronoun /ad:i/.

- The occurrence of two types of far demonstrative pronouns: pronouns de-

noting short distance and others denoting long distance.

- The absence of the indefinite article
( lwa:}vLdl + definite noun).

- The occurrence of cardinal numbers from 11 to 19 with morphophonemic

shape — n, when occurring in construct state.
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Comparison between three different North African
dialects

I PHONOLOGY
1

AND PHONOTACTICS

Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchel

1

Consonants

Bilabials b, m b, b, m, m,3 /v 3 3 r*/ 3 p, b, m

Labiodentals f f , v f

Interdentals 9 j 6, § e, 5, $

Dental +

(al veolars)
d 9 s j z $ s

j

1, n, r tsmsmrmxmamam
t, t, d, 1 , n, r,

s, Z, £

Palatals
i» ^ j* 3. r, r, k, g 3, k, g

Velars k, g *• i
x, y, q

Uvulars +

(postvelars) q, x q

Pharyngals h h, <*

Laryngals h h

Semi -vowels

w, y w, y w, y

Vowels

i , u , a , i : , u :

,

a

:

a, o, i : , u :

,

a:

(2_j (2j CCj 6)G)0)^)1 $ 1 j

u,u,i:ii:,u:,u,o:,
a: *a:

Diphthongs

aw, ay aw, ay a i , au

Syllable patterns

V,V: ,CV,CV : ,VC,V:

C

CVC,CV : C,CVCC,CCVC
CCV.CCV: ,CV:CC,
CCVCC,CCV : C,CCCVC
CCCVCC

V : , CV
:
,VC,V:C,CVC

CV:C ,CVCC,CCVC

,

CCVCC ,CCCVC ,CCV : C

,

CCCVCC, CCCV:C

The author took the liberty of changing the transcription used by GRAND'
HENRY and D. COHEN. Eventual divergencies in the classification of the sound
phonemes in the different dialects depend mainly on the various views of the
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Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchel

1

Verbal Morphology

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

wzin yu:zin u^Sn Pjg^l uqaf youqaf

wiznit tu :zi

n

wSsngt wbqfa£ touqaf

wzint tu : z i n U3ant uqaf£
uqaf^i

tfouqaf

taw:oqfi

wzint nu:zin U3ant nu:3an uqlf(; nougaf

wiznu yu:znu wasnu yu:3nu woqfu yiw:oqfu

wzintu tu:znu usantu tu:?nu uqaf^u X&n: 6qfu

wzin nu:znu u?s>n :a nu:3nu uqafna nsw:oqfu

Imperative

u:zin u:znu u:3sn (u:3nu) ouqaf swioqfi gw:oqfu

Participles

w e:zin muzu :n Via : h al mu3u :n Wa:q af mausu:1

Perf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

xa:f i xa : f xa:f ixa:f ba:% i ba:%

xa:fit txa:f Xa: fat txa:f b %ba:%

xoft txa:f xoft txa:f b'gt%

bat^i
Xbcr-x

tba:|:i

xoft nxa:f xoft nxa:f byt\ nba:(;

xa:fu ixa:fu x2:fu i xa : fu ba:£u ibg:(;u

xoftu txa:fu xoftu txa : f

u

b at^u £bg:tu

xofne nxa:fu xbfna nxS:fu b afna nba:t;u

Imperative

xa:f xa:fu xS:f xa:fu ba:\ ba:\i ba’.^u

Participles

xa:yif xd:ygf ba:yT|;
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Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchei

i

Verbal Morphology

Perf

.

Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

bde yebde bda y sbda nsa yensa

bd£:t tebd? bda:t tabda nsa:-(; tensa

bdi : t tebde bdi :t t'gbda nsi :p

nsi :^i

tensa
tensa :i

bdi :t nfbde bdi :t nsbda nsi :p nensa

bde:w y?bde:w bda:w ysbda:w nsa:u yensa :u

bdi :tu tebd s:w bdi :tu tsbda:w nsi :^u tensa:u

bdi :ne nsbd g:w bdi :n

a

nabdaiw nsi :na nensa:u

Imperative

ebde tbde:w sbda sbda:w snsa aisa:i ansa:u

Participles

be:di mi bdi m<s : S i msbdi
.

na:si msnsi

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

PSli p :ll

lislisSBfl

iyarbal

t^arbal

tya rb^l

ttrd^an

tSr&smsp

y! tard 3sm

ft^rd^am

tyarbil jprbal t t^rdsam-f

tsrdjam^i
1;tard'3sm

t:t£rd3tni

^arbelt nprbil jprbalt n^Srbal tard3am£ nt^rd3am

jjarblu iyarblu ^arblu i ^<3 rb 1 u tard3mu yi|^rd3mu

yarbcl tu tj-arblu iprbaltu tprblu tard5am|;u ftardsmu

^arbtlnfc n^zrblu Harbglna n^rblu tsrdjsmna . ntsrdjmu

Imperative

j^arbil yarblu
. |

t^rd3am t^rd^mi t£rd3mu

Participles

^arbs:l myarbel mprbal mt^rd3am
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Cherchel

1

Susa Tunis (Jewish)

Verbal Morphology

Perf

.

Imperf

.

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

bsd: i 1 ibed: il bad : al ibad:al d&x : al yldax:al

bedrlit tbed : i 1 bad : 1 at tbad:al dax:le^ fdax: al

bsd : si t tbed : i 1 bad:a 1

t

tbad:al dax: al ^
dax:al£i

1^dax:al

£dax:li

b ed : £.1

1

nbed:il ba'dial t nb ad : al dax : al ndax:al

bed:lu ibed:lu bad:lu ibad:lu da'x:lu yidax:lu

bed: situ tbed:lu bad : al tu tbad:lu dax:bl ^u ^dax:lu

bed: elne nb£d:lu bad :^lna nbad:lu dax:'alna ndax:lu

Imperative

b ed : i 1 b£d:lu bald: al ba'd:lu d'ax : al d'ax : 1 i dax : 1 u

Participles

mbed: il mbed:£l mbad:al mdax:al

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

ha : rlib iha:rlib fa: tan i fa: tan ha : rab yTha: rab

ha:rbit tha: rub fa:tnat tfa:tan ha:rbg^ (:ha:);ab

ha:rlibt tha: rub fat ant tfartan ha: rab \
ha:rab£i

^ija : rab
^ha:rbi

ha:rlibt nha:rlib fat kit nfa:tan ha:rab(; nha : rab

ha:rbu iha:rbu fa:tnu ifa:tnu ha:rbu yiha:rbu

ha:rubtu tharrbu fatantu tfa:tnu
J3a:rab|:u ^ha:rbu

ha:rlibn£ nha:rbu fatan :<3 nfa:tnu ha : nSbna nha:rbu

Imperative

ha : rub ha:rbu
A,

fa: tan f<S:tnu ha : r<5b ha :rbi ha:rbu

Participles

mha:rlib mpa:nad mha : rab
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Cherchel

1

Susa Tunis (Jewish)

Verbal Morphology

Perf. Imperf

.

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

tkfcl :sm yi tk el m tkgl : am ygtkgl tarn fk£l:gf yifk^l : af

tk el :mit titkel : im tkgl :mgt tgtkgl :gm ^k|l :fgt faljkil '.af

tk el : smt titksl :im tkgl : amt

)

tgtkgl :gm £kel :g'ft

£kel : gfti
£at;kel : gf

£a^kel :fi

tkel :emt nitkel :im tkgl :amt n gtkgl :gm fkei :Sft na^kel :gf

tkel :mu yitkel :mu tkgl :mu yatkgl :mu ^kel:fu yf^kel :fu

tkel :emtu titkel :mu tkgl :gmtu tgtkgl :mu fkel :'aftu \a\kel :fu

tk*l:emne ni tk si :mu tkgl : gmna nakgl :mu £kel : 'afna na^kel :fu

Imperative

itkel:im i tkel: mu stkgl:gm gtkgl :mu g^kel : gf g^kel : fi a\kel : fu

Participles

mitkel:im ms>tf\5d: ab

1

mg^kel : gf

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

ts mi

h

yitse:mih tea:3ab yatt>a:3gb tsa : mah yitsa:mah

tsermijlit titss:mih tm : 3b gt t at PS^, sb tsa:mhe^ ^gtsa:mah

tse:miht titse:mih ti'a'.'s&t tgt<V£:'3ab tsa:maf3^

1;sa:ma!]^i

l^atsaimah

fgtsarmhi

tse:miht nitse:mih tr>S3sbt nat^ssb tsa‘.ma\x\ ngtsaimah

tse:mho yitse:mho tr>a:3bu ygte<g:3bu tsa:mhu yitsa:mhu

tse:mihtu
/V

titse:mili t(*a 3sbtu tgt<*fi:3bu tsa:mah^u tgtsa:mhu

tse:mihn£ nitsermho tnassbna ngtna:3bu tsa:m5hna ngtsa:mhu

Imperative

ts&:mih ts^:mhu gti’S:3sb gt^a^bu gtsa:mah gtsaamhi gtsa:mhu

Participles

mi tse:mih mat l'd'.'5d) mgtsa:mhi :n
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Cherchel

1

Susa Tunis (Jewish)

Verbal Morphology

Perf. Imperf

.

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

tif3an yitsfsan t
s
f3c|n ys>t

3
f5an n®d3rah

I
|'Xr':/

tf£3('Ut titafjan tf§3nst tat^fssn n
a
d3arh^

tif3ant tits>f3an t
a
f3<2nt t<?t

a
f3fin n^dsrafet

n
a
d3rdh^i

^nkbrafe
^9nd3§rhi

tif3ant nitaf3an t^fSoH n at
a
f3a n n

3
d nngd3rah

tf£3f*U yi tf£3 no tf33nu ystfajnu nd^arhu yand^arhu

tifsantu titfa^no t^f^ntu t^tf^snu n
3
d3rcfh(:u ^nd3srhu

tif3anna nitfesno t^fjanna n
3
tti 3nu n^dsrafena nand3arhu

Imperative

its>f3an itf£5f“o at'.gfsaP stfd^u snd5mh andssrhi snd?arhu

Participles

mef3u: n

Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

fete3 yafet£:3 dn<z:f yadfaif bt^d?
ht?:3it tahtc:3 d n^ : fa t tad^aif h^.aid'sat

hti3t tafets :3 dn«ft tad na : f fetad^ \a\$Q.:d3
h^ads^i %ah\a:d3

hti3t nahte:3 dnaft nadnSrf n aboard?

hta:3u yahta:3u dna:fu yadf*a:fu hf;a:d3u yife^:d3u

hti 3tu tafete:3u dnaftu tadnS:fu h^ad^u \ah^a: dsu

htisne nahta:3u d n^fna nadna :fu h^ad3na nsh^aidju

Imperatives

1 U —

htars hta:3u adn5:f gd?d: fu

Participles

muhtc:3 ma^yiin ma\\\a:d

s
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Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchel

1

Verbal Morphology

Perf

.

Imperf. Perf. Imperf. Perf. Imperf.

stehsen yistehsin fta? sab yaftaf“3gb s^jjsfn yis0hs|n
stehasnit ti stehsin jtS^bat t a ft# i*Jab s£ahsnat £as1;ahsen

stehsent
'V

tistshsin Jfc3f*3abt taft<2P3sb si;ahs|n|;

s^ahsen^i
^astyShspn

ias^hsni
stehsent ni stehsin Jt<5('3sbt n a(ta p3ab s^Shsen^ nastylhsen

stehasnu yistehasnu Ita^bu yajta^abu s^ahsnu yTsi^jjsnu

stehsentu tistehasnu ta ft^^bu s^ahs|ntu ^ast^hsnu

stehsenre. nistehasnu (ta^abna na(t3>3bu s^fihsen:a nasi^ahsnu

stehsin stehasnu

Imperative

afta^jab aft^bu as^ahsen as^aijsni as^ahsnu



Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchel

1

Nominal Morphology

Personal Pronouns

Independent personal pronouns

Singular

3rd p. masc. hu:we u':m (uw:a) hu:wa

3rd p. fern. hi :ye i:y<2 (iy:a) hi :ya

2nd p. masc.
inti anti

an^a, an £:a:ya

2nd p. fem. an£i , an^i :ya

1st p. c. £:ni a: nit q.’.na, cina'.ya

Plural

3rd p. c. hu:m£ uma':n hu:ma:n

2nd p. c. ntu:me (a)ntuma
r
:n an tu:ma:n

1st p. c. ahns. shna hna, hna:ya

Bound personal pronouns

Singular

3rd p. masc. -u, -h -u, -(h) -u, -h, -u:h, -hu:

3rd p. fem. -h£ -a, -(h )a -ah , ha

2nd p. masc. -k, -ik -ak, -k -ek, -k

2nd p. fem.

1st p. c. -ni , -i

,

-ni , -i , -ya -ni , -i , -ya

Plural
-ya

3rd p. c. -hum
V

-am (-om) , -(h) an,

-(h)om
-hum

2nd p. c. -kum -kam (-kom) -kum

1st p. c. -ne -net -na
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Susa Tunis (Jewish) Cherchell

Numerals

Cardinals

w£:hiid W(3:had wa:had

9ni:n, zu:z tn5:yn, 3^3 zu:d3

91e:0g tA&'.ta. 01a :0a

arb^a SrbPa, P&rba r|:b pa

xamse. x<§mj"a xemsa

sit:& \&t:a sit^a

seb^a Jsb Pa Sab ^a

©menyt tmanya 0menya

tis^a taj pa %is pa

Pa^ra p&sra pa\ra

hd?:l hda:\ hda:j

9na:S tna:{ 9na:\

tlat:a:( tl$t:&:j 01 at :a:[

arbPat:a:f arbPata:],^ Parbata:) rbaPta:(

xmasta:^ xmpsta:! xmasta:{

sit:a:( spt:<3:$ Sat,:a: f

sbaPta:( SabPat:a:J sbaPta:(

0manta:( tmpntarj 0manta:

J

tisPat:a:f tas Pata tSaP£a:(

i'ii[ r‘u:n ppsri :n Pa(ri :n
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Tunisian dialects

On the basis of the incomplete data furnished by the literature and by my

informants, it seems possible to particularize the different Tunisian dia-

lect groups and furthermore outline major dialect boundaries by using se-

lected features of the dialects. However the division in this study is pre-

liminary and based mainly on the socio-economic differentiation which is re-

flected in the contrast between /q/ and /g/ and the variation of the person-

al pronouns. Primarily the Tunisian dialects can be divided into two main

groups: urban and rural.

I URBAN AND RURAL DIALECTS

The division between urban and rural is reflected in a geographical division

between the coastal area of the North and Central -East for the former and

the rest of the country for the latter.

1.1 URBAN DIALECTS

The urban and the rural dialects may be called (from the 3rd p. sing, of the

perfect of the verb 'to say') qa : 1 - and ga:l-dialects respectively. The ur-

ban, or qa:l, dialects are spoken in Bizerte, Tunis, Nabeul , Enfida, SQsa,

Kairouan and Sfax] Generally speaking these have:

- the velar stop /q/ in the verb /qa:l/

- no gender opposition in sing. 2nd p. in free personal pronouns nor in any

other pronouns or in the finite verbs.

1.2 RURAL DIALECTS

The rural, or ga:l, dialects have:

- the velar stop /g/ in the verb Iga-.ll

- a gender opposition in sing. 2nd p. as well as in all pronouns and finite

verbs.

1

The dialects of Bizerte and Nabeul were not studied by the author.
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II FURTHER DIALECTAL SUBDIVISION

Within each of the two above-mentioned regions there is a considerable vari-

ation which allows a further subdivision of the Tunisian dialects into four

main groups.

2.1 NORTHERN DIALECTS

Northern dialects can be divided into three dialect groups: urban, rural and

'3ba:li 1 -dialects (mountain dialects).

2.1.1 Urban Northern dialects

The dialect spoken in Tunis is a typical example of such a dialect type and

has the following set of free personal pronouns:

Singular

3rd P- masc. hu:wa

3rd P- fem. hi :ya

2nd P. c. enti

1 St P- c. e:na

ural

3rd P- c. hu:ma

2nd P- c. entu:ma

1st P- c. ahna

2.1.2

Rural Northern dialects

The dialect spoken in LeKef is chosen by the author and is a typical rural

Northern dialect with the following set of free personal pronouns.

Singular

3rd p. masc. huw:t

3rd p. fem. h i y : E

2nd p. masc. ente

2nd p. fem. Enti

1st p. c. ne:y£

Plural

3rd p. c. hu:m£

2nd p. c. Entum

1st p. c. nshng.
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2.1.3 '

3 ba : 1 i ' -dialects

The villages and towns situated on the left side of Oued Medjerda use so-

called ' 3ba:li '-dialects (mountain dialects) which have features in common

with North East Algerian vernaculars. A‘in Draham which represents such a

dialect type has the following set of personal pronouns:

Singular

3rd p. masc. huw:a

3rd p. fern. hiy:a

2nd p. c. enti

1 st p. c. e:ne

ural

3rd p. c. hom:t

2 nd p. c. sntum

1 st p. c. nahna

2.2 SAHIL DIALECTS

The Sahil dialects are of two main types: urban and semi -rural.

2.2.1 Urban dialects

Susa is a typical urban Saljil dialect but the dialect spoken in Enfida can

also de regarded as urban though it has, like any dialect, other local pe-

cul iarities.

Susa Enfida

Singular

3rd p. masc. hu:w£ hu :wt

3rd p. fern. hi :ye hi :ye

2nd p. c. inti enti

1 st p. c. £:ni a:ni ~

Plural

3rd p. c. hu:mt ~ hums. hu:ma

2 nd p. c. ntu:me entu:ma

1 st p. c. ahne ahna
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2.2.2 Semi-urban dialects

The semi -urban dialects are spoken in small villages and display features of

both urban and rural dialects. However the biggest part of the speakers use

the uvular stop /q/ in the verb lqa:ll .

2.3 CENTRAL WESTERN DIALECTS

The Central Western dialects are subdivided into two groups: urban and rural.

The only existing urban dialect type is spoken in Kairouan and it resembles

in several respects the East Arabic vernaculars. Rural dialects are spoken

in the remaining towns and villages.

2.3.1 Urban dialects

The only representative urban

spoken iri Kairouan having the

Singular

3rd p. masc. hu:we

3rd p. fem. hi :ye

2nd p. c. enti

1st p. c. ys:n£

Plural

3rd p. c. hu:ma

2nd p. c. intu:ma

1st p. c. nahna

Central Western dialect is the vernacular

following set of free personal pronouns:

2.3.2 Rural dialects

These are spoken in the remaining towns and small villages.

Gafsa Oueslatiya Sbeitla Sbikha Si di Amor bou Hajla

Singular

3rd p. masc. hu:wt huw:e hu:we hu:w£ huw:£

3rd p. fem. hi :y& hiyx hi :ye hi :yt hiy:£

2nd p. masc. tnt£ int£ £nte ente fcnte

2nd p. fem. enti enti enti enti enti

1st p. c. &ne:ye ne:ye ne ne:ye ne

Plural

3rd p. c. hum hum hum hu:m£ hum
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2nd p. c. sntum entum antum sntum entum

1st p. c. nahna nahnu nahna hn?:ys nahna
hn e ; ye

2.4 SOUTHERN DIALECTS

The Southern dialects may be derived into three main groups: urban, rural

and nomadic.

2. 4. 1 Urban dialects

The dialect of Sfax is an urban Southern dialect and has the following set

of personal pronouns:

Singular

3rd p. masc. hu:wa

3rd p. fern. hi :ya

2nd p. c. £nti

1st p. c. £ne

PI ural

3rd p. c. hawma

2nd p. c. antawma

1st p. c. ahna

2.4.2 Rural dialects

Rural dialects are spoken in the other remaining towns and small villages.

Arram Gabes

Singular

3rd p. masc. huw:e huw:£

3rd p. fern. hiy:e hiy :£

2nd p. masc. ente inte.

2nd p. fern. enti inti

1st p. c. ene: tni

:

Plural

3rd p. c. hum:e hum:a

2nd p. c. sntum smtom

1st p. c. hne hne:
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2.4.3 Nomadic dialects

Nomadic dialects are spoken by semi-pastoral

and Foum Tataouine]

people in Ksar Ghilane, Haddada

III CONCLUSION

o
Studied urban dialects

Tunis ][tu:nis]

Enfida [en:fi :5a]

Sousse [su:saj

Kairouan [qlirwa:n]

Sfax j~sfa:qus]

Studied rural dialects

Le Kef [alkt:f]

Sbikha £ sbi : xaj

Oueslatiya [waslatiy:aj

Si di Amor Bou Hajla [si : d i ''mor bu
hasla]

Sbeitla [sbLi:tla]

Gafsa [gafsa]

Gabes [ge:bis] —

^

Arram [<*ar:a:m]

The personal pronouns in urban dialects

Singular

3rd p. masc. Ihu:wal where V
2

is
[
a] or [e], -

3rd p. fern. /hi:ya/ where V
2

is [a] or[e].

2nd p. c. /anti/ where is [i ] , [el or [e] .

1st p. c. Ia:nal where V
£

is [i], [a] or [t] . The dialect of

Sfax has [entj.

PI ural

3rd p. c. /hu:ma/ where /a/ is realized as [a] or[s] .

2nd p. c. /(a)ntu:ma/ where is [a], [fc ] or absent. V
2

is [a]

or [e] ?

1st p. c. /ahna/ ~ /nahna/

1

The author could not reach the above-mentioned places for linguistic in-
vestigation due to security reasons.
2

The dialect spoken in Ain Draham is also urban and classified as a '^ba:li'
vernacular.
3

The vernacular of Sfax has [ntawma] and [hawma] .
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The personal pronouns in rural dialects

Singular

3rd p. masc. / hu:wa/ where the phoneme /a/ is [a] or [e] .

3rd p. fem. / hi:ya/ where the phoneme /a/ is [aj or [g] .

2nd p. masc. /antal where /a/ is realized as [e] or [g ] . V
1

is also

2nd p. fem.

[iJ.

/anti/ where V-j is [ej or [s] .

1st p. c. [( e)n g:ye] ^ [ne]

Plural

3rd p. c. [hum( :e)J ~ [hu:ms]

2nd p. c. /antum/ where /a/ is [a] or[e].

1st p. c. fnahnu] tnahnal [hnt] thni
:]

Gender distinction is preserved in all rural dialects, which is not the case

in urban dialects where the contrast between 2nd p. sing. fem. and masc. is

neutralised. The vowel /u/ in 2nd p. pi. is short in all rural dialects and

long in the urban ones. However it should be noticed that /u:/ is replaced

by the diphthong /aw/ in the Sfax dialect. Nomadic dialects are distin-

guished from rural and urban dialects by many peculiarities the most impor-

tant of which is the use of the preposition
j
pma^ 'with' which is repre-

sented by jm^aj in rural and urban vernaculars.
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